
THE BOOK OF MORMON:
AN account written bj the band of Mormon,

upon plates, taken from the plates of Neplii.
Wherefore it is an abridgment of the Record

of tho People of Nephi, and also of the La-
manites ; written to the Lamanitea, which are
a remnant of tho House of Israel ; and also to
Jew and Gentile ; written by way of com-
mandment, and also by the spirit of Prophecy
and of Revelation. Written, and sealed up,
and hid up unto the Lord, that they might not
be destroyed ; to come forth by the gift and
power of God unto the interpretation thereof;
sealed by the hand of Moroui, and hid up unto
the Lord, to come forth in due time by the

way of Gentile ; the interpretation thereof by
the gift of God ; an abridgment taken from
the Book of Ether.

Also, which is a Record of the People of J i-

red, which were scattered at the time the l,oiii^

confounded the language, of the people whrn
they were building a tuwer to get to Heaven •

Which is to shew unto the remit mt of the

House of Israel how gieat things the Luid
hath done for their fathers : and that they may
know the covenants of the Lour., that they are

not cast off forever ; ami ako to the convinc-
ing of the Jew and Gentile that J Kits i- the

CimisT. the Ctt.un a i. Goo. manifesting Him-
siiit" unto all nations. And now if there he
fault, it be the mistake of men ; wherefore
condemn not the things of Con. that ye may
be found spotless at tho judgement seat of

C'HnisT.
* * *

The above work, containing about GOO pa

ges, large Duodecimo, is now for sale, whole
sale and retail, at the Palmyra Bookstore, by

HOWARD U GRANDIN.
Palmyra, March 26. 1830. 339
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Get the Bonus

Education

Of a Great

Church University

• BALANCED EDUCATION-At BYU, a church insti-

tution, students receive education of the mind,
body, and spirit together in an ideal social cli-

mate. Church leaders speak every week in

devotional assembly, every student takes a class

in religion, and a complete stake of 28 wards is

active on campus.

• FRIENDLY, DEMOCRATIC SPIRIT-Student activi-

ties at BYU are tremendously successful because
students are friendly, club and church activities

are open to all, counseling is available, and
students reside in pleasant group accommoda-
tions. BYU has all the advantages of a big uni-

versity, yet all the attention and friendliness of

a small college.

• HIGH ACADEMIC STANDARDS-The doors of

BYU are open to all who can meet its academic
standards. These standards are high, but they
pay dividends in the long run, for BYU graduates
are in demand over the nation.

• OUTSTANDING FACULTY-The BYU faculty has
been trained in a hundred universities and col-

leges. The adequate staff means a proper stu-

dent-teacher ratio for more personal attention.

• FINEST FACILITIES-The beautiful new buildings
at BYU provide finest living accommodations,
classrooms, and laboratories, and further ex-
pansion is now under way.

Plan NOW to Attend

Second Semester Begins

Feb. 6, 1961

TO:

Public Relations Department

Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah

Please send me free of charge additional information

about BYU. I am especially interested in

Name

Address

City

Brigham Young

UNIVERSITY
State

PROVO-UTAH



BY DR. FRANKLIN S. HARRIS. JR.

American Elephants

At Ixtapan in Mexico the com-
plete skeleton of an elephant has

been found with two spearheads
embedded between the ribs. The
discovery was made by the Mexican
specialists Maldonado-Koerdell and
Luis Avelcyra. Dr. Helmut de Terra
who has made many discoveries of

very early man in America believes

that it is more than probable that

the early Indian hunters were re-

sponsible for the disappearance of

many of these early great mammals.

Rich but Poor

"Material wealth often seems to be
associated with spiritual poverty,"

concludes
J. Eric S. Thompson of

the Carnegie Institution of Washing-
ton, referring to the highland Maya
civilization of Guatemala and Mex-
ico of the Classic Period which
started about 325 A.D.

Ancient Pottery

Professor Gordon R. Willey notes
in Science that at present the earliest

dates based on radiocarbon meas-
urements establish the use of pottery.

In Middle America the date is about
1500 B.C. in Mexico (Early Zaca-
tenco Valley) and Guatemalan
Highlands (Las Charcas), though
the origin of potterv may go back to

about 2500 B.C. For Peru the earli-

est pottery appears on the north
coast at an average date of 1200 to

1000 B.C.

CHOCOLATE

Smart new
party cookie
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THE COVER:

From the Era art department has
come this most interesting cover design.
The perpendicular column is not
composed of hieroglyphs, but the
letters "Book of Mormon" set in type.
( Try reading it with a mirror. ) There
is also a brayer, or printer's ink
roller. The newspaper clipping is

the "high light" of the cover. Students
of Mormonism have spent nearly a
lifetime studying historic "problems."
Dr. Francis W. Kirkham, after
patient, methodical search, discovered
two small advertisements in the pages
of the W;iyne Sentinel, published at
Palmyra, New York, and obtained
photostats of them. The first, in

the paper dated March 19, 1830, reads:
"We are requested to announce that
the 'Book of Mormon' will be ready
for sale in the course of a week." The
following week the announcement on
our cover, taken from the photostat,
appeared, dating without question,
when the Book of Mormon was first

released. It is interesting to note that
the first two paragraphs of the
announcement follow the original
wording of the title page of the
Book of Mormon.
The three stars indicate an omission
from the original. The omitted words
are: "BY JOSEPH SMITH, JUNTOR,
Author and Proprietor," used in the
first edition to fill requirements of
the copyright law.
In the "tag" on our cover is a pen
sketch of the type of printing press
from which early editions of the
Book of Mormon came forth.

Thirty days' notice is required for change of address
Iress as well as the new

1

I

I as t̂ r?™i
",g

indu
h
dT' **" inC'"de """^ ^ '"'" ° '^ '"*** °f ** "«**" AddreSS Cover lithographed in full color

by Deseret News Press.
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Make this a Reading Christmas with selections from

». SECRETS OF A HAPPY LIFE
DAVID O. McKAY

Compiled by Llewelyn R. McKay

Here's the perfect gift-book for friends

and family members, regardless of

age, faith, or walk of life.

President McKay names the necessary

ingredients of happiness, tells how
all can obtain this blessing; shares

his views on marriage an the home,
religion, education, and government.

Final chapter lists ten sources of

happiness. This book reads like a

novel, deserves re-reading again

and again.

3.50Publn/ier/ nationally by Prentice- Hall, Inc.

mti&^Mmi
i-:V-'.'-i::-: :v ;»''!

Use the handy

mail order coupon

on page 4

Open a convenient

-day Charge Account

2. Answers to Gospel Questions
Volume III, Joseph Fielding Smith

This THIRD volume in a significant series contains many new
and challenging questions, a majority of them never in print before

and from President Smith's private file. Includes answers on

following: Salvation of Women Whose Husbands Will Not
Embrace the Gospel, What Is A Testimony?, The Present Status

of the Lamanites, and many others of vital concern,

a) Volume I 2.50 b) Volume II 2.50 2.50

3. So Shall Ye Reap Ezra Taft Benson

Foreword by Herbert Hoover; Introduction by

Harold B. Lee; Compiled by Reed A. Benson

In this bounteous volume of speeches, Elder Benson speaks on

America, the home, youth, the Church, and agriculture.

Included in the selections: "He Is Risen," delivered at the

Hollywood Bowl on Easter; "The Doors Are Open," given at the

Swiss Temple dedication; "Pay Thy Debts and Live," many
others. Illustrations. a 05
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4 Toward a

Better Life

Mark E. Petersen

This dynamic collection includes over forty

addresses and articles given or written by
Elder Petersen for people of all ages and

on a variety of subjects. Selections include:

"On My Honor," The Vision of Nephi,
Add to Your Faith—Virtue, Why Mormons

Build Temples, "Shall the Youth of Zion

Falter," and others.

3.50

8.

Youth of the Noble Birthright

A series of fireside addresses by the
General Authorities of the Church of

Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints

A thoughtful, informative book for young
people—easy to read with fourteen full-page

illustrations and frontispiece of President McKay.
The General Authorities discuss such topics as:

Courtship and Marriage, Young People Want
Parental Advice, Youth and the Car, etc.

1.75

9. True to the Faith

Harold B. Lee
Young people are encouraged to return
to the pure and timeless Laws of God in

times of distress in this readable discourse

by Elder Lee. This is an ideal "extra gift"

for teens and young adults to express the

true spirit of Christmas.

.50

5.

Missionary Study Guide
Joseph F. Cook and Joseph C. Rich, Jr.

A question-and-answer book that explores LDS doctrine to

give a knowledge of scriptures and an understanding of the

Restored Gospel. Prepared by two returned missionaries, this

makes an ideal gift for prospective missionaries, missionaries

at home and abroad, and students of the Gospel.

2.95

6.

A Reader for the Teacher
Compiled by
A. Hamer Reiser

A large and unique volume of teaching
aids taken from The Instructor magazine
over the years. It discusses discipline in

the classroom, how to organize lessons,

use of visual-aid materials, etc. These
writing are by prominent LDS teachers,

living and deceased. _ _,

3.50

READER
FOR THE

TEACHER

T»f tufraesw*

v. Joseph Smith, I

The Man and The Seer i
-!, %

Dr. Hyrum L. Andrus y
Brigham Young University

New material from eyewitness accounts,
both friends and foes of the Prophet,

has been gathered together in this

single volume to give new insight into
the character and spiritual powers of
Joseph Smith. Many of these original

accounts have not been published

before.

2.50

JOSEPH SMITH
the mail and the seer

10. Journey Into Light

John T. Bernhard
An absorbing book that offers insight

into the mystery of conversion.
Dr. Bernhard, while a student at Utah

State University, became a convert
alter extensive study and great

soul-searching.

1.50

11. Stories From
Mormon History

Alma P. and Clea M. Burton

Little-known stories as well as better

known ones from early Mormon history

are collected together in this single

volume to provide a wealth of

stimulating reading material for

teachers, speakers, parents, and youth

-all of whom will find this a welcome gift.

iVSU! 3.50
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12.

Faith in A Day
of Unbelief

David H. Yarn, Jr.

Stimulating, thought-provoking
reading that crystallizes the "First

Principles" in a compact form. Written
by Dr. Yarn, Dean of the College of

Religious Instruction at Brigham
Young University, this book vividly

explains the Church to non-members

as well as members.
| 95

Teen Dating and Marriage
Mark E. Petersen

This highly-readable little volume makes the perfect

"extra" gift for a teen-ager or a teen-age parent.

It's Elder Petersen's popular discourse given in the

1959 October General Conference. Illustrated.

1.00

Booh Co.
44 East South Temple -- Salt Lake City, Utah 1^

Doyour Christmas Shopping

the easy way: use the handy

mail order coupon on next page,

14. How We Got the Book of Mormon
E. Cecil McGavin

This colorful book calls attention to fascinating

material on the Book of Mormon that casual

readers often miss. It discusses the Small
Plates, the Lost Manuscript the Prophet was

translating, and other interesting data in a

free-flowing, easy-to-read manner.
1 ^^

15.

Scripturizers

Compiled and presented by Hugh W. Pinnock
Helpful aids for missionaries, teachers, and students
to learn scriptures easier and quicker.

Contains 300 cards with necessary scriptures

from LDS Standard Works for presenting Gospel.

2.95

Includes Set A plus 200 additional cards.

Invaluable aids in preparing lessons, speeches.

4.95
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Pocket
Series

19. Missionary

Pocket Bible
Pocket-size edition of the LDS
(Cambridge) Missionary Bible,

complete with LDS Ready
Reference and Concordance.

a) Black Genuine Leather 8.50
b) White Leather 10.00

20*

Hymn Book
Newest in pocket-size editions.

Contains all the LDS hymns

Black Leather 3.95

18.

Triple Combination
Contains Book of Mormon,
Doctrine and Covenants, and
Pearl of Great Price

a) Black Leather
b) Genuine hand-grained

Morocco Leather
c) White Leather

7.00
6.75

X1NEW LDS
Missionary

Library Set
Contains the following books bound

in black cape morocco leather:

Missionary Bible*

Triple Combination

Jesus the Christ

James E. Talmage

Articles of Faith

James E. Talmage

*I( indexed Missionary Bible is desired,

cost will be SI.50 more or total of $34.00
for set. Please specify if you wish the

binding to be limp or half circuit.

32.50 complete set

(This is a savings of 82 when you buy
these leather-bound books in the set

rather than individually.)

DeseretBBooh Co.
v.,. 44 East South Temple - Salt Lake City. Utah, --•-•-*

i"(MJJ'l\"Lm^»HJIl»!l«l.,Mp|HP»'>'MJ

DESERET BOOK COMPANY
44 East South Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah

Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find [ ] check
[ ] money order

] I have an account. Please charge. Amount enclosed for

(encircled) numbered books: $

1 2 a b 3 4 .5 6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 a b

c 19 a b 20

City Zone

Residents of Utah include 2M>% sales tax.

State
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The Church
Moves On

August 1960

Mesa Eighth (Arizona) won the senior division of the all-

Church softball tournament by defeating Provo Thirteenth
(Utah) by a score of 4-0; Inglewood (California) won third

place with a forfeit victory over Canoga Park (California); Pleasant
Green (Utah) took fourth place with their 3-2 score over Mesa
Sixth ( Arizona ) ; and Wellsville ( Utah ) defeated Taylorsville Third
(Utah), 4-1.

In the junior division, Queen Creek (Arizona) defeated Bonne-
ville ( Salt Lake City ) by a 6-2 score. Arcadia ( California

)
placed

third with a 17-4 win over Provo Second (Utah); Reseda (Cali-
fornia) took fourth over Rupert First (Idaho) with a 3-1 score.

Colonial Hills Second (Salt Lake City) defeated Alhambra (Cali-

fornia) 8-0.

The sportsmanship trophies -went to Taylorsville Third (senior

division) and to Rupert First (junior division).

George Stapley (Mesa Eighth) was named "most valuable
player" in the senior division, and in the junior division a like honor
was given Bill Ricks of Queen Creek. Harvey Glade ( Provo 13th

)

was chosen "most outstanding player" in the seniors; Jay Robinson,
(Reseda) in the juniors.

The trophies were presented by Elder Ezra Taft Benson of the
Council of the Twelve and Elder Marv Pugh of the YMMIA
general board.

Elders Elden L. Ord and Robert W. Rands sustained as

counselors to President Emerson L. Crawley of Covina
(California) Stake. They succeed Elders Jack H. West and

David D. Felshaw.
Elder R. Raymond Barnes sustained as president of Denver

West (Colorado) Stake, succeeding President Thomas L. Kimball,
whom he served as first counselor. Elder Russell C. Taylor, formerly
second counselor, sustained as first counselor. Elder Alan Roberts
sustained as second counselor.

Elder Milton A. Romrell sustained as second counselor to

President Paul W. Ahlstrom of Idaho Falls (Idaho) Stake, succeed-
ing Elder Edgar J. Mason.

September 1960

Pikes Peak (Colorado) Stake, organized from parts of the
Western States Mission with Elder Ralph M. Gardner sus-

tained as president, and Elders Harry A. Scurr and Dan W.
Stoddard as counselors. Wards are Colorado Springs, Colorado
Springs Second, Pueblo, Pueblo (Concluded on page 825)

NOVEMBEfl 1960

THE VISTA-DOME

Zephyr

...THE ONLY

THROUGH TRAIN

FROM

SALT LAKE CITY

TO OAKLAND-

SAN FRANCISCO
an of Central

California Points

"The Most Talked-About Train in the

Country". . . the Vista-Dome stream-

liner with luxurious Pullmans and
spacious, low-cost Vista-Dome Chair

Cars... travels over the High Sierra

and down the entire length of Cali-

fornia's Feather River Canyon during

daylight hours.

Leaves Salt Lake City

every evening at 10:15 P.M.

For reservations— call

DAvis 2-5741

WESTERN
PACIFIC
27 W. South Temple Street

or Union Depot

Salt Lake City

775



TURKEYS &

POTATOES
It is natural in this month

of November and Thanksgiv-
ing that attention be focused
on the fine foods produced in

the Intermountain Area, par-
ticularly on Utah's turkeys
and Idaho's famed potatoes.

Some 2,955,000 turkeys will

be raised in Utah this year,
and less than 15% will be
consumed in Utah. A market
must be found for the other
85%. Many of these birds will

be sold through Safeway
Stores across the nation, as
well as locally.

Idaho Russets also will

reach dinner tables across
America through some 2000
Safeway Stores. Safeway
opens up a marketing area in

23 states from coast to coast
to help Idaho farmers sell

their surplus and provide the
best potatoes in the world for
its customers.

Last year Safeway pur-
chased more than $1 million
in Utah turkeys and $2 mil-
lion in Idaho potatoes.

This is one way Safeway
serves the farmer and pro-
vides the finest of foods for
its customers.

FRIEND OF THE FAMILY
FRIEND OF THE FARMER

SAFEWAY

theBOOK°£
MORMON

1961
Melchizedek
Priesthood

Course of Study
With the approval of the First

Presidency, the Melchizedek Priest-

hood committee announces that the

Melchizedek Priesthood course of

study for 1961 will be the reading of

the Book of Mormon.

This means that each member of

the Melchizedek Priesthood will be
asked to read an average of about
ten pages of the Book of Mormon
each week (or about fifteen pages
for each thirty-five lessons) and
come to class prepared to discuss the
particular pages prescribed.

A brief lesson outline with sug-

gestions to quorum members has
been prepared by Brother Daniel H.
Ludlow of Brigham Young Univer-
sity, in consultation with the priest-

hood committee.

A longer lesson outline with addi-

tional suggestions and background
material for each quorum instructor

has also been prepared by Brother

Ludlow.

Following this reading through of

the Book of Mormon for 1961, it is

presently planned that there will be
a topical discussion of the Book of

Mormon for the following year,

1962.

This special Book of Mormon
issue of The Improvement Era is

being published this month to add
interest and incentive to the reading
of the Book of Mormon, including

a reproduction of the Book of Mor-
mon paintings by Arnold Friberg in

color and under one cover, and other

significant, supplementary material

with further articles to appear dur-

ing succeeding months.
As one of the standard works of

the Church, and as a companion
book to the Bible, the Book of Mor-
mon is a vitally important source of

instruction in the principles of the

gospel of Jesus Christ. Students who
have read the Book of Mormon
many times find it inexhaustible in

its rich and rewarding source mate-
rial for a clearer understanding of

divine principles and purposes.

Stake presidencies, Melchizedek
Priesthood committees of the high
councils, and bishoprics are urged
to give this matter their most earnest

attention and encouragement to the
end that every holder of the Mel-
chizedek Priesthood may pledge
himself to reading the Book of Mor-
mon through in the year 1961.

It is the urgent hope of the First

Presidency and the priesthood com-
mittee that every bearer of the Mel-
chizedek Priesthood will read the

Book of Mormon in the year 1961.

FOR A GUEST ROOM

BY

CHRISTIE LUND COLES

We welcome you into this room,
"A home away from home," we hope,

And wish that here you'll find the peace
For which men grope.

We welcome you into this room;
We say a blessing on your head
That your dreams may all be starry sweet
In this clean bed.

And may the morning find your heart
Dawn-toned with singing, and sun-bright!
And may you soon return again
To spend the night.
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GIVE YOUR FAMILY

A MEMBERSHIP

FOR

CHRISTMAS

SAVINGS up to 20%

CONVENIENCE
of books delivered to

your door

METHODICAL way to

add to your library

BEST NEW
LDS BOOKS

HOW TO JOIN

Send your check or money order

for one or more of these books. Each

month you will receive reviews of

several fine books. To get the top

book you do nothing— it will be sent

postpaid with a statement. If you

do not want the book, return the

postcard provided for an alternate

(or none at all). Buy as few as

one book every three months to keep
your membership active.

P. 0. BOX 385, SALT LAKE CITY 7, UTA

Please rush me the following books:

"L.D.S. Reference Encyclopedia," $5.00 ( ); "Doctrine and Covenants Compendium,"

$5.95 ( ): "Book of Mormon Stories for Young Latter-day Saints," $3.25 ( );

"A Basic Course in Genealogy," Vol. 1, $3.95 ( ); Vol. 2, $3.95 ( ).

If you do not wish to mutilate this page, please send information required on
separate sheet. (Nov. 1960)

LDS BOOKS CLUB
P.O. Box 385, Salt Lake City 7, Utah

( ) Please send more information.

Please enroll me as a member of the LDS

Books Club and send me the books indi-

cated.

Name

Address

City

State

Amount of check or money order enclosed

$

(Utah residents add 2Vi% sales tax.)
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useDonLyman's
SURE MEAL

to reduce!
The complete food with metered calories at their best.

High protein — Low fat — Low calorie

\

You
Can Lose

Weight with
SURB MEAL

It's safe and sure!

cuts your calorie

intake — while maintain-
ing your vigor and health

through proper nutrition.

Sure Meal is a scientifically

planned food—nothing else!

You can reduce rapidly or slowly

with Sure Meal — You can use it

3 times a day until you have lost

all or a substantial part of the

weight you want to lose.

For best long range results use

Sure Meal twice a day with skim
milk or powdered milk and have
one other low calorie meal each
day, until you have taken off the

weight you wish to lose.

S Control
' Your Weight

When you have
reached your de-

sired weight, continue

/ to use one Sure Meal
/ once each day — this will

/ help you to maintain a good
f nutritional balance and also help

you to keep the intake of calories
under control. If you gain with
one Sure Meal, you can cut the
calories in your ordinary meals or
use two or three Sure Meals a day
for short periods to bring about
the control you want — when you I

use Sure Meal — there's no count-

^ ing calories- -it s a II do ne for youly
tt0

.*r

I

Feel \
Better '

I had no weight *

problem, but I en- ^
joy Sure Meal just ^*

because it's good. I use ^
it for breakfast regularly ^

and sometimes as a drink along

with my other meals. It helps to

supply my body with the essential

food elements, vitamins and min-

erals that I needed for more pep.

"I feel better with Sure Meal."

/_.•

If you just want to try SURE MEAL,
have a lot of weight to lose, order the

or the case of 6-40 -meal containers for

than 19c each. Send for yours today.

- ' ..

Save Money

Sure Meal costs less than the ordi-

nary meal it replaces, and at the
same time, you can be sure the
meal will be nutritiously sound.
One serving of Sure Meal (% oz.

)

when mixed with 1 cup of milk
will furnish the normal individual
with the essential food elements
for one complete meal consisting
of meat, vegetables, bread and but-
ter, and a beverage.

If you can afford to eat — you
can afford SURE MEAL!

send for the 20 -meal size. But if you

economical 40-meal size at only $9.00,

only $45.00. That's 240 meals at less

Don Lyman & Associates

1087 E. 9th South

Salt Lake City, Utah

Please send

SURE MEAL

20 Meal Size $ 4.75

40 Meal Size 9.00

6-40 Meal Size (Case) .... 45.00 fj

I may be interested in selling SURE MEAL FJ

Free Delivery Phone EM 3-9674

Vanilla fj Defatted Chocolate Q
Bland Butterscotch Maple

Name

Address

City and State

IpWp

New
Assistants to

the Council

of the Twelve

Three new Assistants to the Coun-
cil of the Twelve—high priests long

schooled in the crucible of Church
leadership—were sustained at the

Saturday morning session of the

semiannual general conference, Oc-
tober 8, 1960. They are President

Nathan Eldon Tanner of the Calgary
(Alberta, Canada) Stake, President

Franklin D. Richards of the North-
western States

Mission, and
President Theo-
dore M. Burton,
recently released

as president of

the West Ger-
man Mission.
The number of

Assistants to the

Council of the

Twelve now
serving is eleven.

Elder Tanner
was born in

Salt Lake City,

having been
born May 9,

1898. Canada,
however, has
been his home
since he was
three years old.

In Church lead-

ership he has
served as presi-

dent of the Ed-
monton Branch,
bishop of the

Cardston First
Ward ( having
previously
served as a coun-
selor in that
bishopric ) ; and
was serving as a

member of the

high council of

NATHAN ELDON
TANNER

-9#**

FRANKLIN D.
RICHARDS

THEODORE M.
BURTON
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a GIANT that works for you . . .

Most giants in storybooks are pictured as fero-
cious monsters that thrive on blood and thunder.

There's a giant in the press room of Deseret
News Press, however, that thrives on ink and
paper and plenty of hard work. This giant is the
two-cylinder Miehle Rotary color press pictured
above.

The Improvement Era is typical of the work
produced on this giant press. Sheets of paper up
to 52 by 76 inches in size can be printed in two
colors at a time at the rate of 5,500 per hour on this

giant press. In one eight-hour shift the press can
consume some 11,000 pounds of light-weight publi-
cation paper.

In addition to this giant, the Deseret News
Press has many other presses in a variety of sizes

Deseret News Press

to handle any printing need you have, either in

full color or a single color.

Complete facilities at the Deseret News Press
plant provide you with electroplating for extra-long
runs, speedy typesetting, large selection of paper
stocks and modern bindery work.

However large or small your printing needs
may be, let Deseret News Press put its giants or

its smaller helpers to work for you.

Color Reproduction Catalogs
Edition Work Pamphlets
Missionary Programs Cards
Invitations Letterheads
.Magazines Office Forms

Sales Office: 33 Richards St.

Plant: Industrial Center,

Redwood Road
Salt Lake City, Utah

Letterpress
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to be cherished today and through the years

the New Testament on records
A beautiful gift—the complete King James Version

of the New Testament on 16% RPM records. No
deletions, no additions, no sectarian comments.

34.95

16% adapter 1.98

Treasures of Truth binder

These beautiful white leatherette binders

make an especially appropriate gift for

MIA girls.

V/i" rings 2.75 1" rings 1.85

division pages 25c ea.

Joseph Smith, The Man and the Seer

A new book by Hyrum L. Andrus brings

together eyewitness accounts which em-

phasize the well-rounded character of

the Prophet. 2.50

L D S Reference Encyclopedia

Melvin R. Brooks new volume is a must

for missionaries, leaders, and students.

Alphabetical listing of over 2,000 reli-

gious subjects. 5.00

ZCMI SHOPPING SERVICE
P. O. Box 1229, Salt Lake City 10, Utah

Quan. Item Price

Name

Address

City Zone... State

Include 9c shipping charge for first book, 5c

each additional. Utah residents add 2V2%
state tax.

ZCMI BOOKS- Street Floor

the East Lethbridge Stake when he
was called in November 1953, to

serve as president of the then newly
formed Calgary Stake. Although he
began his career as a schoolteacher,

he has been associated with the ex-

tensive development of oil resources

in Alberta. He and Sister Tanner
are the parents of five daughters.

Elder Richards was born in Ogden,
Utah, November 17, 1900. Since

January 1960 he has presided in the

Northwestern States Mission with
headquarters in Portland,. Oregon.
From 1923 to 1934 he was a practis-

ing attorney in Salt Lake City. In
1934 he was assigned to the Federal
Housing Administration directorship

of Utah, serving until 1941, when he
became assistant commissioner of the

FHA in charge of eleven western
states for seven years. He served as

an FHA commissioner in Washing-
ton, D. C, from 1947 to 1952. Since
then he has been in the mortgage
banking business. He has held im-
portant Church assignments wher-
ever he has lived. He and Sister

Richards have four children.

Elder Burton, who was born in

Salt Lake City, March 27, 1907,

served as a young man in the Swiss-

German Mission, then as bishop of

the Logan ( Utah ) Fourth Ward, also

as a member of the Cache Stake
high council as high priests' quorum
president there. He was called as

president of the West German Mis-
sion in 1957, returning only two
months ago to his home in Logan.
At present he is professor of chem-
istry at Utah State University, Logan,
Utah. Elder Burton received his

doctor of philosophy degree from
Purdue University (Indiana) in 1951.

He and Sister Burton have one son.

The Church welcomes these three

new Assistants to the Council of the
Twelve. May they serve long in the

richly rewarding assignment that is

theirs.

( More complete biographical arti-

cles will appear in a future issue

of the Era.

)

GRANDCHILDREN'S VISIT

BY CATHERINE MAGEE

They're gone but not forgotten, since

Our walls are "done" in fingerprints.
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CONTAINS ALL OF THESE ADVANTAGES:
• King James Version of the Holy
Bible in LARGE TYPE, center

column references, and concord-

ances.

• The Book of Mormon, The Doc-

trine & Covenants, and The Pearl

of Great Price in LARGER TYPE
than heretofore used.

• COMBINATION REFERENCE
to all four books by Eld in Ricks,

completely revised for this edition.

• A family genealogical record

section.

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES

is bound in a deep-blue, top-

grain cowhide with a full-color

picture of the Angel Moroni
on the front. Complete thumb
index and name in gold
available.

AND THESE SPECIAL FEATURES:
• Seventy-two color illustrations on special papers: new Bible maps, master-

pieces by Rembrandt, Sir Joshua Reynolds, Rubens, Murillo, others.

• Arnold Friberg illustrations of The Book of Mormon.

• Portrait paintings of The Prophet Presidents and mural scenes from the

Garden Room of the Los Angeles Temple, reproduced in full color.

• Entire Cody mural in large fold-out, showing pictorial history of the Church.

• Color pictures of all LDS Temples.

Now available in a limited first edition

at a very reasonable price

PUBLISHEDsy DESERET BOOK CO. EXCLUSIVELY FOR

WHEELWRIGHT PUBLICATIONS, INC.

971 South West Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah

And sold only through personal representatives

ADDRESS.

WHEELWRIGHT PUBLICATIONS, INC.

971 SOUTH WEST TEMPLE / SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH

Gentlemen: NAME ;

I would like to have your
personal representative call

and show me The Holy Scrip-

tures of the Church of Jesus

Christ of Latter-day Saints.

I am interested in becom-
ing a dealer of The Holy Scrip-

tures in my area.

CITY ZONE.

PHONE STAKE.
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Samsonite All-Steel

Folding Chairs go through
torturous spring training. .

USE AND ABUSE

TESTS PROVE

SAMSON ITE'S

STRENGTH

Also available,

PlastiShield Chair

with vinyl

bonded to seat

GIANTS can't hurt these chairs,

thanks to electrically welded tube

steel. You also get comfort . . . con-

tour seats and backrests ; easy fold-

ing... legs glide open; safety... self-

adjusting hinges won't slip; finish

. . . snag-free, chip and rust-resist-

ant. 11 colors.

now at a new low price

Samsonite
folding chairs

For church, school, club, other group

seating info., see Yellow Pages or

write: Shwayder Bros., Institutional

Seating Division, Dept. IE-110, Detroit 29, Michigan.

THE
SPOKEN
WORD

Inseparable from ourselves . . .

RICHARD L. EVANS

Last week we cited some thoughts on facing prob-
lems and opportunities, and on the fruitlessness of

seeking to outrun ourselves. And from Horace we
recalled a comment quoted by Montaigne: "Reason
and sense remove anxiety, Not houses that look out

upon the sea. Why should we move to find countries and climates
of another kind? What exile leaves himself behind?" 1 Today we
would further pursue this subject of being inseparable from our-
selves. Constantly, ceaselessly, we are keeping company with
ourselves. Inseparably we live with ourselves, with our own
thoughts, whether they are deep or shallow, clean or unclean, happy
or unhappy—which suggests the great importance of learning, of
repenting, of improving, of becoming more acceptable within our-
selves. When someone observed that a certain person did not appear
to be much improved by his travels, Socrates said: "I very well be-
lieve it, for he took himself along with him." 2 "We owe to our first

journeys," observed Emerson, "the discovery that place is nothing. At
home I dream that at Naples, at Rome, I can be intoxicated with
beauty and lose my sadness. I pack my trunk, embrace my friends,
embark on the sea and at last wake up in Naples, and there beside
me is the stern Fact, the sad self, unrelenting, identical that I fled
from. . . . Nothing can bring you peace but yourself." 3 Montaigne
further added "We carry our fetters along with us : ... we must . . .

regain possession of ourselves,"4 And Caleb Colton referred to "trav-
eled bodies, but untravelled minds."5 The broadening influences,
so-called, are broadening only if there is a base that can be broad-
ened. This doesn't only pertain to travel, but also to education, to art,

to attitudes, to the learning of all the lessons of life. Not only is the
impression important, but also the substance upon which the im-
print is impressed. There must be character and capacity and
purpose and principle, and solid substance within ourselves, and a
clean and comfortable conscience, "For as [he] thinketh in his heart,
so is he,"" and as his soul is inside him, so shall be his most constant
companion. And our endless and earnest aim always, wherever
we are, should be to have a self-respecting relationship with our-
selves inside.

"The Spoken Word," from Temple Square presented over KSL and the
Columbia Broadcasting System, August 21, 1960. Copyright 1960.

1Quoted by Montaigne, Of Solitude, accredited to Horace.
2Quoted by Montaigne, Of Solitude, accredited to Socrates.
3Emerson, Self-Reliance.
^Montaigne, Of Solitude.
"Caleb C. Colton.
cProverbs 23:7.

"NATURAL COMPENSATION"

BY JOHN McNAIR

When winter comes with snow and sleet,

No lawn to mow, is such a treat.

No shrubs to spray and weeds won't grow-

Leaving me time to shovel snow.
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A Little Late
BY R. DON OSCARSON

It's hard for me to understand
why, when the host says "We'll eat

at one o'clock sharp," I find at 2:30
p.m. (when our tribe arrives) the

potatoes are just being peeled.

Late starts, I have come to be-
lieve, are part of Thanksgiving tra-

dition.

A good case in point was one year
when one returned missionary, one
recent convert, one young Hungar-
ian refugee, two students, three

couples, an assortment of children

(mixed genders, scrambled sizes,

opposing nap-times), some dried

corn, and a multitude of "you
bring," were drawn together by an
invitation to Thanksgiving dinner.

"Dinner ivill be a little late. But
then it will give us a chance to

visit," reassured the hostess, little

realizing that even interesting con-

versation with close friends could
not detract the stomach from the de-

lightful aroma sent to it by the nose.

Understandingly, we all tried.

Subjects changed as rapidly as the

children.

"What have you been doing?"
"Another on the way!"
"When will you graduate?"
And
"Haven't they grown," continued

as one o'clock moved from an alert,

expectant hour to a weary 4:30
where clock hands, conversation,

and failing physical strength ap-

proached fatigue. Only the frequent

reassurance that "It will be ready
soon" gave us the courage to con-

tinue.

Suddenly from the kitchen, a

command!
"Sit down quick while it's still

hot!"

Knees smashed into table legs in

the excitement and willingness to

obey.

Then . . . SILENCE-not born
of reverence but of surprise—sur-

rounded the table so laden with the

skilfully prepared results of a boun-
tiful year.

On each plate, where turkey and
trimmings should be, rested seven
dry, hard kernels of corn.

"Shortly after the Pilgrims settled

in this land they planted crops," be-

gan one of the guests. "Seeds held
their hope for the future. So when
the harvest was in and the seeds for

spring stored away, they surveyed
their surplus. How much was left?

Not bushels nor baskets, not piles

nor pounds, only . . . seven kernels

each. This was their bounty, and

for it our Pilgrim Fathers gave
thanks."

"Before we begin let's all name
seven things we are thankful for as

we take each kernel from our plates."

Potatoes and cranberries were
suddenly unimportant.

Kernels represented gratitude for

life from one who had been saved
from death by faith and a surgeon's

hand; another for a new meaning to

life just found, two or three more
for new children, one for a Hun-
garian's freedom at the price of

home, family, and country. . . . Seven
from each of us represented a year's

harvest of gratitude and thanks-

giving.

No one noticed the shadows
creeping up the wall. No one cared
that butter had stopped melting on
the potatoes or that the rolls were
cold. Everyone was filled; a feast

that would not be forgotten when
the last dish was washed or the chil-

dren put to bed.

If you should come to our home
for Thanksgiving dinner, I cannot
promise that we'll eat at one o'clock

sharp. That might break tradition.

But I can promise a few kernels of

dry, hard corn in the center of your
plate.
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Let Betty Crocker

coupons help your group

GET THESE
VALUABLE
ITEMS

...and many more!
(So easy—Just save coupons from over

50 famous Genera/ Mills products)

• Flatware . . . Popular "Twin
Star" Stainless, and "Queen Bess"
Pattern Silverware by Oneida
Community Silversmiths.

•Stainless Steel Cook-
ware . . . skillets, Dutch ovens,
sauce pans and mixing bowls.
Famous Regal Ware brand.

• Melmac Dinnerware . . .

Lifetime Ware in exquisite colors,

. . . and many more !

Over 20,000 organizations of all

types are now saving Betty Crocker
coupons. Church groups are obtain-
ing valuable gifts for their own
churches, for church-sponsored
homes, camps and orphanages both
in this country and overseas.

Learn how your group can ben-
efit from this easy, desirable plan.

Send for full information about
the Betty Crocker Coupon Club
Plan giving your name and address
and the name of your group (please

print) to:

Peggy Adams
General Mills, Inc., Dept. 460
400 Second Avenue South

Minneapolis 1, Minnesota

These Times

The Struggle for Society:

Freedom versus Control

BY DR. G. HOMER DURHAM
PRESIDENT, ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY, TEMPE

(Coupon Club Plan limited to the United States)

784

Is the world to be dominated,
tightly controlled, and governed in

every detail by one system of

power? What shall be the shape
and nature of human society on this

planet? More and more, these

questions loom as the major con-
cerns of the last decades of the
twentieth century.

Human society is a complicated
thing. The hermit individual ap-
pears to have no need, or at least

little need, for human association.

But from the family unit, extending
outward to the vast social organi-
zations known as national states,

treaty organizations, world religions,

world trade associations, and all the
rest, we see need for intelligent

concern with the nature and char-

acter of organization. The threat

of world communism, whether led

by Russians or Chinese, aggravates
the current situation. With the

coming of telecommunications and
flight, it has been apparent for at

least three decades that it would be
as easy to govern the world by the
end of the twentieth century, as

it was for the Pharaohs to govern
the Nile Valley four thousand years
ago. Understanding observers know
that Russian communists have de-

veloped far-ranging techniques and
studies to accomplish such an ob-
jective. The principal tribute paid
to Stalin at his funeral in March
1953, involved his ability in develop-
ing "organization" to accommodate
many cultures, many racial groups,
many nationalities, into one expand-
ing multi-national political organ-
ization. At the same time, this same
skill has marked the evolution of

the British Commonwealth of Na-
tions. It also underlies the success
and vitality of the United States of

America, where the "federal" prin-

ciple was utilized on a broad scale

successfully for the first time. The
same type of human ingenuity un-
derlies the structure of the United
Nations itself.

In the American, British, and UN
organization schemes, the under-
lying philosophy of organization
emphasizes the essential "independ-
ence" of local or other units, plus
the necessity for their voluntary co-

operation in order to achieve the
sense and purpose of community.

In any community, be it a family
in Salt Lake City, or the United Na-
tions, the relationships between the
units fall into the following cate-

gories :

(
Concluded on page 789

)
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HRISTMAS GIFT IDEAS

1. L.D.S. Reference
Encyclopedia

By Melvin R. Brooks

A readable, understandable en-

cyclopedia with over 2,000

topics on doctrine, history and
geography. Vital information

at your fingertips. $5.00

2. Leadership-Vol. II

By Sterling W. Sill

Brilliantly written with hun-

dreds of stories to develop

leadership ability . . . whether

it be in church, business, civic

or social pursuits. $3.50

m

Order from your favorite Bookcraft dealer

(See order blank on page 788)

3. Doctrine and Cov-
enants Compendium

By Sidney B. Sperry

Will bring enlightenment to
missionaries, teachers, scholars
and leaders on the historical,
doctrinal and linguistic phases
of this Standard Works. $5.95

lfl4-

NOW!

jf^i

4. Portrait of a Prophet

By Norma J. Fischer

An intimate, unusual glimpse

into the boyhood, homelife,

and married life of Joseph

Smith. A keen insight resulting

from extensive research into

little known facts. $3.00

m*00i0^

5. You and Your
Marriage

By Hugh B. Brown

A marriage consultant care-

fully covers down - to - earth

problems of marriage. Tells

how to get the most out of

marriage. Fact—not fiction.

$2.75

__

.;> ,
** im

ttess

Latter-day'

.#:-'
J:J

6. Stories from the Ten
Commandments for

Young Latter-day Saints

By Emma Marr Petersen

Side - by - side with each story

from the scriptures is a modern
story with modern application

of age-old truths. Richly il-

lustrated. $2.75
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7. Religious Truths Defined

By Joseph Fielding Smith, Jr.

The viewpoints of many religious

faiths on dozens of vital doc-

trinal points are presented along
with Biblical teachings and re-

vealed doctrine. $3.95

9. Giant of the Lord
By James S. Brown

Violence, hardship, suspense and terror, fill

the pages of this wholly absorbing autobiog-

raphy of a valiant pioneer. The remarkable
details make engrossing reading. $3.95

Live By
E. Petersen

voice and

\ Faith to

By Mark
Petersen's

pen have long been potent

weapons against sin, wicked-

ness and slothfulness. In this

volume he discusses home
life, morality, parent and
child relationships, leader-

ship and divine authority, etc.

$3.50

ENTIRE FAMILY
10. Evidences and Reconciliations

By Dr. John A. Widtsoe

Arranged by G. Homer Durham

Originally printed in three volumes, this

authoritative reference work has been com-

pressed into one handy book containing all

the original information. Provides clear an-

swers to frequently asked gospel questions.

$3.95

11. Pathways to Happiness
By David O. McKay

Compiled by Llewelyn R. McKay

Here is wisdom and beauty to

inspire the soul, written with skill

and imagination. Clearly reflects

the profound thoughts, noble emo-

tions and keen insight of President

McKay. $3-95

"
:>

12. A Basic Course in

Genealogy
By Gardner, Harland and Smith

VOL. 1 — An Introduction to

Record Keeping and Re-

search. $3.95
VOL. 2—Research Procedure.

Evaluation of Evidence. $3.95

13. The Little Christmas
Book By Arnold Friberg

A choice collection of all the

best loved Christmas paintings

of the celebrated American ar-

tist, Arnold Friberg, with hand
lettered biblical text.

$2.95 in gold gift box

(
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14. More Precious

Than Rubies

By S. Dilworth Young

A heart-to-heart talk to the

boy who holds the Aaronic

Priesthood. Explains our re-

lation to God, need for rev-

elation and how received,

why a Priesthood, minister-

ing of angels, etc. $2.00

..K...**
4 -

FAMILY
NI<3«T

15. Doctrines of

Salvation

Sermons and Writings of

Joseph Fielding Smith

Compiled by
Bruce R. McConkie

One of the foremost gos-

pel scholars of the Church
sets down in plain lan-

guage the doctrines which
will bring salvation to

man. Vol. 1, $3.25
Vol. 2, $3.25; Vol. 3, $3.25

17. Family Nite Reader

By S. Dilworth Young

For parents and young folks.

Clearly and logically explains the

basic principles of the gospel. Will

stimulate a desire for further

knowledge and will build and
strengthen testimonies. $2.50

19. L.D.S. Reference Bible
Contains a special reference

section prepared by Dr. Mil-

ton R. Hunter, especially for

missionaries and students.

Keyed to systematic plan for

teaching the gospel. Bound
in genuine leather,

plain $12.00 indexed $12.95

16. The Mormon
Story

By Rulon S. Howells

A best-selling pictorial ac-

count of Mormonism. Hun-
dreds of rare photographs
of events in the restora-

tion, growth and progress

of the Church. Children

are fascinated . . . adults

are thrilled and inspired

by it. $3.95

^

«I1C ^A ITU
YOUR FAITH

IN GOD |

20. Eternal Quest
By Hugh B. Brown

Here are inspiring discourses,

each mingled with rich, warm
soul-stirring experiences told

with skillful and picturesque

language. (Includes famous
"Rational Faith" series.) $3.50

iSoSSgl

18. Science and Your
Faith in God

Leading scientists in the Church
clearly discuss interesting as-

pects of science and religion.

Contributors include Henry Eyr-

ing, Carl Christensen, John A.

Widtsoe, Harvey Fletcher,

Franklin S. Harris, Frederick

Pack, Joseph F. Merrill. $3.50

Order from your favorite Bookcraft dealer . . . NOW!
(See order blank on page 788)
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21. In Your Own Image

By Wendell J. Ashton

A series of warm, human
discussions, experiences and
stories that stimulate the

reader to loftier goals and
mightier destinies. Ac-

claimed by thousands. Ex-

cellent for talks, lessons,

firesides, etc. $3.00

Hi 0m iiimii it m

22. Pearl of Great Price

Commentary

By Dr. Milton R. Hunter

Prepared by assignment of

the First Council of Seventy,

this volume fills a long-

felt need and contains a

wealth of historical data.

Will broaden the under-

standing of those searching

for eternal truth. $3.25

-.
. 1Sj m ,

fcsaK**

r %mph

kk..

. ..v-.Hp * j&j
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1

i -- > r

w
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23. Temples of the Most

High

Compiled by N. B. Lundwall

This book contains warm
human interest stories of

people and miraculous ex-

periences associated with

the building of each of our

temples . . . included also

is the dedicatory prayer of

each temple built. $3.50

24. Your Faith and You

By Mark E. Petersen

With rare insight and fore-

sight Elder Petersen dis-

cusses such topics as "How
do you Worship?" . , .

"Juvenile Delinquency" . . .

"Courtship and Marriage"
. . . "Loving Your Neigh-
bor" . . . etc. $3.25

ABOUT
PRAYER

ABOUT
BAPTISM

25. If I Were In My Teens
An ideal gift for teen-agers to help them chart their

lives. $2.00

26. For Time or Eternity? By Mark E. Petersen
Creates an awareness for the necessity of temple
marriage. $2.00

27. Choose Ye This Day By Emma Marr Petersen
Reveals the problems faced by college students in

reconciling philosophy, science, and worldliness with
religious truths. $2.25

A Child's Story of the Book of Mormon (in 4 Vol.)
"By Deta Petersen Neeley

$1.75

$1.75

$1.75

$1.75

$1.50

$1.50

28. Journey to the Promised Land

29. Precious Land of Promise

30. Land of Their Inheritance

31. The Saviour Visits the Promised Land

Emma Marr Petersen's Children's Stories

32. About Baptism

33. About Prayer

34. Book of Mormon Stories, for Young Latter-day
Saints $3.25

35. Bible Stories, for Young Latter-day Saints $3.00

36. The Story of our Church, for Young Latter-day
Saints $3.00

37. Seek
A quiz game for young and old.

38. Zion
A family quiz game with 600 questions
phases of the Gospel.

39. Mormon Baseball
A quiz game for children ages 7 to 14.

like baseball.

40. Exaltation
An exciting game which tests knowledge and un-
derstanding of the Gospel. $2.49

$1.95

on all

$2.59

Played
$1.25

Bookcraft, Inc.

1186 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, Utah

Please send the following circled books for which 1 enclose check ( ) or money

order ( ) for $

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY _ STATE

NOTE: For Fast Service in the Los Angeles area, see: CANNON BOOKS, 1714 West-
wood Blvd., Los Angeles 24, Calif. Phone GR 3-0679 or BR 2-1849; or BEEHIVE
BOOKS, 27 East Valley, Alhambra, Calif.
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These Times

(Concluded from page 784)

1. Domination. In this pattern,

if it is a family, one individual at-

tempts to assert control over all

other members of the unit. His or

her will becomes law. Force,
propaganda, appeals to magic, re-

ligion, love, food, common sense,

cupidity, or other appeals are made

to effect the domination. The same
pattern can be seen in larger associ-

ations; for example, at the present

time there is a race between the Red
Chinese People's Republic and the

USSR to "dominate" the other com-
munist states of the world. (Inci-

dentally, this competition affords

much interest for future specula-

tion.
)

2. Subordination. Under this pat-

tern the dominant person or organ-

THE
SPOKEN
WORD

Reconciliation With Reality ....

RICHARD I_. EVANS

In these recent weeks we have spoken of the person

as being of greater importance than the place, and
of our being inseparable from ourselves, which
means, in a measure, that no matter where we are,

or who we are, or what we are, or how much help

we have, we have to do some part of the solving of our problems for

ourselves. We have to have the will and the willingness inside

ourselves. And this we say in face of the fact that there sometimes
seems to be a tendency to desensitize people in a sense, physically,

morally, mentally—sometimes almost seeming to be a seeking to

evade rather than a seeking to solve. We have quoted before the

comment concerning seeking "countries and climates of another

kind," 1 which is in many ways wonderful, if it doesn't expect too

much of the place and too little of the person. Seeking to escape

routine and reality may, moderately done, be desirable, but over-

done, could seem to cause some question—as, for example, when
people perennially play at play harder than they work at work-
yet work itself is one of life's surest satisfactions—and one of its

surest shock absorbers. And now to another side of the subject: In

the search for evasion there is sometimes a resorting to the use of

substances which lead to a dulling of the senses, the dulling of

thinking, of judgment, the dulling of physical reflexes—and even the

dulling of the acuteness of conscience. "There is nothing that a man
can less afford to leave at home," said Richardson Packe, "than his

conscience or his good habits."2 To which we would add, there is

nothing that he can less afford to reduce to lower level, by any
means, than his conscience, his good habits, or his sense of real

responsibility for his own actions. The Lord God gave us an
awareness of ourselves: physically and mentally and spiritually—

and that which he gave us should not be abused, or reduced to a

lower level. He expects of us a reasonable effort, a reasonable use

of talents and intelligence and opportunities, a reasonable self-

control, a reasonable meeting of every hour. He expects of us an
earnest, patient doing and enduring, and a reconciliation with

reality, and not, generally speaking, too much lowering of our

awareness or, in a sense the desensitizing of ourselves. "There is

nothing that a man can less afford to leave . . . [behind] than his con-

science or his good habits." 2

"The Spoken Word," from Temple Square presented over KSL and the

Columbia Broadcasting System, August 28, 1960. Copyright 1960.

1Qnoted by Montaigne, Of Solitude, accredited to Horace.
2Richardson Packe.

ization may recognize a larger ele-

ment of independence on the part of

others. Nevertheless, the pattern of

organization is one in which a

"superior" openly or quietly at-

tempts to effect a dominant relation-

ship over "subordinates."

3. Co-ordination. In the pattern

of co-ordination, the top leadership

or dominant group effects less stren-

uous measures than in the cases of

domination or subordination.

Rather, the attempt at leadership is

to encourage initiative on the part

of member-groups. Then, by means
of various techniques, the dominant
or superior element attempts to co-

ordinate the whole. This effort at

co-ordination may be an honest
effort based on voluntary agree-

ments, or it may range more directly

toward subtle control and "co-or-

dination" in the sole interest of the
dominant group. In many respects,

a unique example of effort at skill-

ful co-ordination can be seen in the

so-called "alliance" between the

northern conservative Republican
and the southern conservative Dem-
ocratic members of both houses of

the American Congress.

4. Co-operation. This pattern

frankly recognizes the right of each
individual member to his own role

in decision making. Co-operation,

discussed here, relies on voluntary
co-operation of the units. In this

pattern, devices for decision-making
have to be invented, then utilized

in a very skilful way. Such devices

as majority rule, parliamentary law,

and various electoral systems illus-

trate.

5. Nonco-operation and Conflict.

The remaining possible patterns may
be simply grouped under this head-
ing. Under such a system, open
warfare and conflicts of all natures

are taken for granted as a way of

life, and members of the group at-

tempt to live and equip themselves
accordingly.

All six patterns reflect aspects of

contemporary behavior, in all

groups. Elements of conflict emerge
under a pattern of domination, co-

ordination, or co-operation. The
range of the spectrum lies between
maximum freedom for the individ-

ual or member-group on the one
side and the tightest form of dic-

tatorship and control at the other.

In these times, it is good to con-

template the ideal set forth in D&C
121.
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WITNESSES OF THE
BOOK OF MORMON

BY PRESIDENT DAVID O. McKAY

The Book of Mormon is one of four distinctive feaj

tures of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints]

Not infrequently, our friends ask: "In what way does

your church differ from churches of Christendom?'!

In reply, we can always name these four: first, we

believe in divine authority bv direct revelation. Tha^

is a distinguishing feature. Second, the organizatioi

of the Church—there is nothing like it anvwhere h

the world, because it is divinely organized. Third)

the eternal nature of covenants and ceremonies; foi

example, we believe that the priesthood given once

will remain with that individual forever unless he

proves himself unworthy of it. And fourth, the Bool

of Mormon is of divine origin and is what it purports

to be, the history of God's dealing with the men anc

women anciently in the New World, as the Bible is

the history of God's dealings with his people in the

Old World.

The Book of Mormon was translated from engravee

plates by the Prophet Joseph Smith. The plates were

a physical substance. They could be seen ane

handled. The claim that thev existed, that thev were

found in a certain place and delivered to Joseph Smith;

could be verified by sight or feeling.

In addition to Joseph, there were three special!

witnesses and eight additional witnesses to the Book
of Mormon plates, making a total of twelve witnesses]

The three and the eight signed solemn statements

which appear in every copy of the Book of Mormon.

Let us examine "The Testimony of Three Witnesses":

"BE IT KNOWN unto all nations, kindreds, tongues,

and people, unto whom this work shall come: That

we, through the grace of God the Father, and our

Lord Jesus Christ, have seen the plates which contain

this record. . .
."

Analyze that. Why would they tell a thing like that

if it were not true?

".
. . which is a record of the people of Nephi, and

also of the Lamanites, their brethren, and also of the

people of Jared, who came from the tower of which

hath been spoken. And we also know that they have

been translated by the gift and power of God, for

his voice hath declared it unto us; wherefore we know
of a surety that the work is true. And we also testify

that we have seen the engravings [the details] which

are upon the plates; and they have been shown unto

us by the power of God, and not of man. . .
."

Just how reliable were these witnesses? Did they

tell the truth, or was there some collusion or deception?

Let us consider the character of each of these men.

Oliver Cowdery was a young schoolteacher. In the

course of events he did not sustain the Prophet and fell

out of harmony with the Church. Had there been

collusion in his testimony then would have been the
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time to confess and proclaim it, and by so doing, expose

any chicanery or fraud.

Following his excommunication, Oliver Cowdery

practised law. During the ten years he was away

from the Church he maintained that his testimony

was true. On one occasion an opposing lawyer in

court accused him of having signed his name to a

document stating that an angel appeared to him and

showed him the Book of Mormon plates. Oliver

calmly replied:

"May it please your honor and gentlemen of the

jury, this I say: I saw the angel and heard his voice-

How can I deny it? It happened in the daytime when

the sun was shining bright in the firmament; not in the

night when I was asleep. That glorious messenger

from heaven, dressed in white, standing above the

ground, in a glory I have never seen anything to com-

pare with—the sun insignificant in comparison—and

this personage told us that if we denied that testimony

there is no forgiveness in this life nor in the world to

come. Now how can I deny it—I dare not: I will

not!"

He came back into the Church later, and said: "I

don't ask for any position; I was wrong," and he re-

entered the Church by baptism.

Oliver Cowdery died at Richmond, Ray County,

Missouri, March 3, 1850, and is buried in a cemetery

there which is now maintained by our Church.

David Whitmer was excommunicated because he

was out of harmony. Did he ever deny his testimony?

There is one encyclopedia which falsely states that he

did, and the editors corrected it at his insistence in

their next edition.

I had a personal friend, Charles C. Richards, who

was on the Sunday School board in Weber Stake, who

as a graduate from law school, accompanied his father,

Elder Franklin D. Richards, of the Council of the

Twelve, and they called upon David Whitmer. I give

you his words:

"When Father explained to him the object of our

visit, he received us very cordially. He was, apparently,

sound and well-preserved physically, and in excel-

lent spirits. He was alert, mentally, and possessed

a wonderful recollection of the sacred events in regard

to which we were interviewing him. Mr. Whitmer

was then eighty years of age; my father was sixteen

years younger; and I was a youngster of twenty-five.

My father did most of the visiting with Mr. Whitmer,

while I sat quietly listening to them discuss the im-

portant events that had transpired. I said that we
would appreciate being told, if Mr. Whitmer felt like

telling us, some of the incidents connected with the

vision he had at the time the plates were shown to

him and to the other {Continued on page 855)
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MORMON

YOUR QUESTION ANSWERED BY JOSEPH FIELDING SMITH
PRESIDENT, COUNCIL OF THE TWELVE THIS LIFE

QUESTION: "^n ^ma 34:31-34, we find the fol-

lowing:
" 'Yea, I would that ye would come forth and harden

not your hearts any longer; for behold, now is the time

and the day of your salvation; and therefore, if ye will

repent and harden not your hearts, immediately shall

the great plan of redemption be brought about unto

you.
" 'For behold, this life is the time for men to prepare

to meet God; yea, behold the day of this life is the

day for men to perform their labors.

' 'And now, as I said unto you before, as ye have

had so many witnesses, therefore, I beseech of you

that ye do not procrastinate the day of your repentance

until the end; for after this day of life, which is given

us to prepare for eternity, behold, if we do not improve

our time while in this life, then cometh the night of

darkness wherein there can be no labor performed.

" 'Ye cannot say, when ye are brought to that awful

crisis, that I will repent, that I will return to my God.

Nay, ye cannot say this; for that same spirit which doth

possess your bodies at the time that ye go out of this

life, that same spirit will have power to possess your

body in that eternal world.'

"We have been discussing this statement, and we
wonder how it can be reconciled with the doctrine of

salvation for the dead? It appears that those who have

failed in this life are thus barred from any hope of

salvation in the life to come. Why then, do we do

temple work for the dead?"

ANSWER: This question presents a good illustra-

tion of the frequent difficulty into which so many fall

when they have not carefully considered all the factors

belonging to a subject. In the first place these people

in the land of Antionum, known as Zoramites, had

formerly been members of the Church and were

dissenters from the Nephites. Amulek's remarks were

intended as a plea for them to return to the Church

and observe its covenants. He called their attention

to the "many witnesses" that they had received and

to forsake their evil ways before it was too late. They

had departed from the commandments of the Lord

and had violated his statutes, which they formerly

believed, for a false system which denied the atone-

ment of Jesus Christ. Therefore, the words of Amulek

were timely. There was still hope for them if they

would repent and turn back to the true faith and

follow our Redeemer.

A word here in relation to those who are worthy to

receive the blessings of the gospel but who died with-

out the privilege, is necessary. Through the mercies

of our Eternal Father and his Son Jesus Christ, it is

decreed that every soul may have the privilege of

hearing and embracing the truth. This is one of the

glorious principles of the gospel, and one which the

religious world has ignored. In giving his preface

to the Doctrine and Covenants, the Lord said:

"For verily the voice of the Lord is unto all men,

and there is none to escape; and there is no eye that

shall not see, neither ear that shall not hear, neither

heart that shall not be penetrated.

"And the rebellious shall be pierced with much
sorrow; for their iniquities shall be spoken upon the

housetops, and their secret acts shall be revealed."1

iD&C 1:1-3.
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IS THE TIME FOR MEN TO PREPARE TO MEET GOD

Therefore the promise is unto all who repent

whether living or dead, that they shall not be deprived

of the opportunity of hearing and accepting the truth.

Therefore there must be a time for teaching the dead

who died without the privilege of hearing and receiv-

ing the gospel when they were on the earth. This

wonderful doctrine was revealed to the Prophet Joseph

Smith, and he was given the divine authority to have

the ordinances performed for the dead in the temples

built for that purpose. This is a just principle filled

with the spirit of mercy, love, and justice.

That every soul shall have his chance is one of the

greatest principles of the gospel. It is merciful and

it is just, but these Zoramites could not see it because

they had rebelled against the truth and had turned

to the worship of false gods and thus had placed them-

selves on the border where there would be no hope

if they continued in their evil course. So we see that

there is no conflict between Amulek's teachings and

the doctrine of the loss of salvation for the dead who

turn away in this life and place themselves beyond

hope of their redemption. This condition which the

Zoramites were in is in conformity to the condition

of the apostates which Peter and Paul mention in their

epistles as follows:

"For it had been better for them not to have known

the way of righteousness, than, after they have known

it, to turn from the holy commandments delivered

unto them."2

"For it is impossible for those who were once en-

lightened, and have tasted of the heavenly gift, and

were made partakers of the Holy Ghost,

"And have tasted the good word of God, and the

powers of the world to come,

"If they shall fall away, to renew them again unto

repentance; seeing they crucify to themselves the Son

of God afresh, and put him to open shame." 3

The Lord has not consigned all those who have re-

jected or may yet reject the gospel to the torments of

the damned. He has decreed that every soul may

have the opportunity of salvation in his kingdom if

they will repent and keep his commandments. This

applies as herein stated to all who died without any

opportunity to repent and accept the gospel. Accord-

ing to that which is written, many of the honorable

men who, when living, rejected the message of salva-

tion who later in the world of spirits repented, will

receive some degree of salvation. Of these the Lord

has said:

"And also they who are the spirits of men kept in

prison, whom the Son visited, and preached the gospel

unto them, that they might be judged according to

men in the flesh;

"Who received not the testimony of Jesus in the

flesh, but afterwards received it.

"These are they who are honorable men of the

earth, who were blinded by the craftiness of men.

"These are they who receive of his glory, but not

of his fulness.

"These are they who receive of the presence of the

Son, but not of the fulness of the Father.

"Wherefore, they are bodies terrestrial, and not

bodies celestial, and differ in glory as the moon
differs from the sun."4

*2 Peter 2:21.

3Hebrews 6:4-6.
4D&C 76:73-78.
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These records were engraven on plates which had

the appearance of gold, each plate was six inches

wide and eight inches long, and not quite so thick

as common tin. They were filled with engravings, in

Egyptian characters, and bound together in a volume

as the leaves of a book, with three rings running

through the whole. The volume was something near

six inches in thickness, a part of which was sealed.

The characters on the unsealed part were small, and

beautifully engraved. The whole book exhibited many
marks of antiquity in its construction, and much skill

in the art of engraving. With the records was found

a curious instrument, which the ancients called "Urim

and Thummim," which consisted of two transparent

stones set in the rim of a bow fastened to a breast-

plate. Through the medium of the Urim and Thum-
mim I translated the record by the gift and power

of God.

-THE PROPHET JOSEPH SMITH

The Wentworth Letter, DHC 4:537

SB There is not another nation under heaven, in whose

midst the Book of Mormon could have been brought

forth. The Lord has been operating for centuries to

prepare the way for the coming forth of the contents

of that book from the bowels of the earth, to be pub-

lished to the world, to show to the inhabitants thereof

that he still lives, and that he will, in the latter days,

gather his elect from the four corners of the earth.

-BRIGHAM YOUNG

J D 11:17

HI The gospel in the Book of Mormon and the gospel

in the Bible both agree; the doctrines in both books

are one. The historical part differs only: the one

gives the history of an Asiatic, the other of an Ameri-

can people.

-JOHN TAYLOR

J D 5:240

9 On my way [to my first Mormon meeting] I prayed

most sincerely that the Lord would give me his Spirit,

and that if these men were the servants of God I might

know it, and that my heart might be prepared to

receive the divine message they had to deliver.

The spirit of God rested mightily upon [Elder Zera

Pulsipher], and he bore a strong testimony of the

divine authenticity of the Book of Mormon and of

the mission of the Prophet Joseph Smith. I believed

all that he said. The spirit bore witness of its truth.

The Bible, the Book of Mormon, the book of Doc-

trine and Covenants contain the words of eternal life

unto this generation.

—WILFORD WOODRUFF

Cowley, Life of Wilford Woodruff, p. 32; J D 22:335

9 When the Church was established among the

Nephites . . . [the United Order] was preached by them

and practised nearly two hundred years, resulting in

peace, union, great prosperity, and miraculous bless-

ings, greater than were ever experienced by any people

of whom we have record. The most remarkable miracles

were constantly wrought among them; their sick were

healed, and in some instances their dead restored to

life; these extraordinary manifestations of the approba-

tion of God continued so long as they remained one
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in their temporal interest or were controlled in their

financial matters according to the Order of Enoch.

-LORENZO SNOW

J D 16:274

| It is one of the greatest puzzles to scientists that

they are discovering in the path of ancient civilization

of this continent evidences and proof of the divinity

of the Book of Mormon, that they cannot dispute or

gainsay.

The Book of Mormon [is] a book of scripture that

was translated by the gift and power of God, for the

voice of God declared to the three witnesses that it

had been translated by the gift and power of God
and that it was true.

-JOSEPH F. SMITH

J D October 26, 1867

| I read the Book of Mormon through prayerfully, as

a young man in my teens, and I became absolutely

converted that it is exactly what it purports to be,

namely, a record of the hand-dealings of God with

many peoples that had located on the American

continents before Columbus discovered America.

The Book of Mormon is the great, the grand, the

most wonderful missionary that we have.

-HEBER J. GRANT

I E 39:660; C R April 1937

m In the Book of Mormon, "The American volume

of scripture," the Lord has given to us information

pertaining to this land upon which we dwell and

called it a land favored above all other lands. I

recommend that not only you Latter-day Saints read

the Book of Mormon, but that our Father's other

children read it. They will find that it contains, in

addition to what the Bible has said about the world,

what the Lord has said about this Western Hemi-

sphere—that this should be a land of liberty unto the

Gentiles and that no king should dwell upon this land,

but that he, the God of heaven, would be our King and

would fortify this land against all the nations, that this

should be a land of peace and happiness, on condition

that we would honor the God of this earth, the Father

of us all. The factor controlling the promise is that

we must keep the commandments of our Heavenly

Father or it cannot be realized.

-GEORGE ALBERT SMITH

C R October 1940

m I testify to you that the Book of Mormon is truly

the Word of God, that communication between earth

and heaven has been opened up again, and that the

true way of the Lord has been revealed to men on

earth, showing the means by which all needful knowl-

edge and blessings may be received by every true

believer in Christ.

-PRESIDENT DAVID O. MCKAY

Instructor, Oct. 1952
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E SMALL PLATES OF NEP

THE PLATES OF MORMON

BY ELDIN RICKS
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF RELIGION

BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY

The fourth century A.D. was a century of crisis in

ancient America. It was a century of conflict between

the Nephites and Lamanites, two rival factions that

had inhabited the western world for nearly a thousand

years. During this tumultuous period a Nephite

prophet named Mormon became custodian of a certain

great record inscribed on sheets of metal that had been

handed down by his ancestors from their beginnings

as a nation. We refer to this second record as the large

plates of Nephi.

At the end of the large plates of Nephi, Mormon
engraved the history of his times, a history that turned

out to be the tragic tale of his nation's downfall. When
he was finished, the large plates of Nephi included

the books of Lehi, Mosiah, Alma, Helaman, 3 Nephi,

4 Nephi, and Mormon. Altogether they spanned Ne-

phite history from about 600 B.C. to 385 A.D.

The book of Lehi section of the plates deserves

special consideration. In Joseph Smith's preface to the

1830 edition of the Book of Mormon he explains the

loss of the first 116 manuscript pages of his translation

and identifies the lost part as an abridgment of the

book of Lehi. In the Doctrine and Covenants, sec-

tion 10, verse 41, we learn, in addition, that this missing

portion extended to the reign of King Benjamin. It

may then be said that the book of Lehi covered

Nephite history from the time of Lehi, who left

Jerusalem about 600 B.C., to the opening of the book

of Mosiah, which, for practical purposes, was 130 B.C.

It is noteworthy that during the early part of Ne-

phite history, which means during the book of Lehi

period, the large plates of Nephi formed a political

and civil history, ".
. . an account of the reign of the

kings, and the wars and contentions ... of the nation.

(1 Nephi 9:4.) In time, however, the secular character

A condensation of the Story of the Formation of the Book of
Mormon Plates, an illustrated booklet by the author. Available at

Extension Publications, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, and
all Church bookstores.

of the record was altered to include religious history

also. The point we wish to stress is that, whereas

the book of Lehi portion of the large plates of Nephi

was mainly a secular history, the rest of the record

was religious as well as secular. This fact assumes

importance later in our story.

The Plates of Mormon—a Digest of the Large Plates

of Nephi

At or near the close of his literary efforts on the

large plates of Nephi, Mormon received the inspiration

to write a small digest of the entire record. For this

purpose he formed a separate metal volume. On
these plates, which we call the Plates of Mormon, he

carefully engraved, in his own words and style of

writing, a summary of the entire history of his an-

cestors. He even summarized the history of his own
generation that he had personally inscribed at the

end of the large plates of Nephi. (Mormon 2:18; 5:9.)

In a later period Joseph Smith was to receive and

translate the Plates of Mormon—the abridgment of the

large plates of Nephi—but not the original large plates

of Nephi.

The Book of Lehi and the Small Plates of Nephi

Mormon's purpose in writing a synopsis of his an-

cestors' great history was, in the words of his son

Moroni, "to the convincing of the Jew and Gentile

that JESUS is the CHRIST, the ETERNAL GOD,
manifesting himself unto all nations." (Book of Mor-

mon title page.) In view of such a lofty religious

goal we are not surprised to find that his abridgment

(that is, the part that we have in translated form)

abounds in prophecies, missionary experiences, doc-

trinal discourses, and miraculous happenings. Even
the fascinating stories of war, political upheaval, and

such that he selected to condense and pass on to

us carry some faith- (Continued on page 852)
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When I sit in fast meeting and listen to people bear their testimonies, I often

wonder just how they came by their soul-supporting convictions. I wonder
this because I know how I came by mine—particularly my testimony of the

authenticity of the Book of Mormon. I am a writer, and the more I write the

more I realize that the most competent writer would fail at writing a book
like that.

Shortly after my first book was published a woman called on me and asked

me to write a book about her son's experiences during World War II. The son

would lend me his diary and cut me in on the profits. The offer was ridiculous,

but what made me really furious was her statement: "I'd write the book myself

if only I had time to sit down."

She thought that all there was to writing a book was to insert a sheet of

paper in the typewriter and run it through—much as a housewife might run

clothes through an old-fashioned wringer. I have since regretted my sharp

response because I have found out—several books later—that most people do not

understand the writing process.

Perhaps you will gain an added appreciation for the Book of Mormon if you

are acquainted with that process. Perhaps you would like to watch a writer

"deliver" a much less complex book.

Preparation for a writing career

When I registered at Brigham Young University as an undergraduate student,

I had already done some writing for publication. The late beloved Harrison R.

Merrill listened while I explained my career dreams. He advised me to write

continuously, always trying to improve my style and increase my facility. Then

he gave me a bit of advice I've passed on to hundreds of other would-be-writers.

"What most writers need is something to write about and the perception to

recognize story material when they find it." He suggested that I major in a

social science, hence I selected history.

I had grown up steeped in the history of our people. My father was the

youngest son in a large family which had helped to make Utah history. His

older sister, my Aunt Minerva Ray, was a wonderful storyteller, and the inci-

dents she related were of her childhood and early womanhood. Frequently my
father's mother spent a month or two with us and we children begged, "Tell us

about the olden days, Grandma." She would tell us about early days in Michigan,

about crossing the plains, about Coalville, Cove Fort, and Fillmore in pioneer days.

When I took my M.Sc. at the "Y" my special interest was Great Basin history.

It was some time later that I wrote my first Mormon novel.

A writer

Looks at the Book

ofMormon
BY HELEN HINCKLEY JONES
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It might seem that my early absorption of pioneer stories, plus my study at

fhe "Y" would be adequate preparation for writing a book. This is not true,

however. People's memories, while they give special color to events, are not

always accurate. Even the best college courses cannot give the definitive detail

necessary for the support of a historical novel.

Research

Research, which means exactly what it says: re-search, is the basis for all

worthwhile historical writing, both fiction and non-fiction.

There are several steps in researching a subject. First the writer reads

encyclopedias and history books. He may read biographies and fiction, too.

These books give him the "feel" of the times and general information. Next he

tries to find original sources, which for the study of pioneer Utah are plentiful.
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These are found in special libraries and archives or

borrowed from people who have treasured precious

family documents.

As the writer reads he takes complete notes, organ-

izing them according to some system of his own, but

always making sure that he knows the book, the page,

and the library, so he can find the material again.

How careful one must be in doing research can be

illustrated by one of my own errors. Desiring to give

Ogden some real similarity to the actual pioneer town,

I put actual people in minor roles in my novel The

Mountains Are Mine, I was told by one man that he

couldn't trust anything in the book because his grand-

father had just one eye, and I had given him two!

Research continues as long as the book is in progress.

The author will be looking for facts to fill in certain

"soft" spots until the typescript is delivered to the

publisher.

No matter what historical field I have chosen I have

had to undertake a huge amount of research. I have

written on the Children's Crusade, on Columbus, on

medieval Germany, and on Persia. In the two books

about Persia I supplemented historical research with

interviews with the central character of the story.

Talking with Najmeh did not release me from reading

every book, every report, every article that was avail-

able.

Now consider for a minute what research facilities

were available to Joseph Smith. In order to research

the Book of Mormon he would need to study the

geography, the flora and fauna of two continents; to

chart the ocean currents and know the nature of the

winds, and in addition to study a civilization which

has only recently been partially uncovered by archae-

ologists.

It would have been impossible for Joseph Smith to

discover all of the varied materials of the Book of

Mormon if he had had years for study and the best

facilities—if he had been forced to discover them in

the way I find my facts.

Characterization

When my research is well under way, I begin to

build my characters. This is a complex problem. The

Greeks said that everybody has at least one "tragic

flaw." Achilles' heel is an allegory that explains this

theory. Characters are not puppets for the author.

They do the things they do because of what they are

and because they are motivated by certain basic

urges. The wrong that a man does, the failures that

come to him are due to his weaknesses; his successes

are due to his strengths. When a writer conceives a

character, he creates a man or woman who will react

inevitably in a way that will illustrate the author's

philosophy. The writer cannot use just any man.

Hyrum Lucas in The Mountains Are Mine, loved the

feeling of power. He welcomed responsibility and

danger because these fed his need. He was exactly

the man to become a captain on the journey across

the plains. He was exactly the man who would find

it impossible to settle down as a carpenter in a quiet

little community.

Most writers build fewer than a dozen three-dimen-

sional characters for a book. Notable exceptions are

Dickens and Tolstoi. It is hard work to build even a

small cast of characters. I build my people a little at

a time and really live with them. I think day and

night about what my hero, Branch Berkov, would do

in a given situation, how my heroine, Essie, would

react to the different disciplines of her life.

Consider the characters in the Book of Mormon.

Perhaps you can name almost a hundred. If you open

the book anywhere, you will discover that the men
seem real and alive. There are more three-dimen-

sional characters in the Book of Mormon than most

writers can create in a long writing career. There are

few women in the book; none of note. Had Joseph

Smith written the book on the pattern of the Bible as

some think, surely there would have been Esthers

and Jezebels and Mary Magdalenes.

Form

Perhaps the most technical thing about writing a

book is planning the architecture of the whole thing. A
short story has what writers call "outside limits."

Most short story writers know when they conceive a

story what pattern they will follow in its development.

Novels, histories, long biographies, chronicles, all have

more complex structure. Komroff's novel Coronet is

thought by many students to be one of the most per-

fectly organized novels of our time.

You might read it and compare it with the Book

of Mormon from the standpoint of complexity. Coronet

takes a coronet and a whip from the Middle Ages,
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when the Italian cities were independent states, down
to the twentieth century. The Book of Mormon covers

a longer period and includes the history of three peo-

ples. A modern scholar writing the Book of Mormon
would not arrange it as it is arranged. The history

of the book accounts for the arrangement, and Joseph

Smith at twenty-three years could hardly have carried

this complex pattern in his head.

The actual writing

For a long time every author goes around half in

this world, half out, while the characters take shape in

his mind, while the imaginary settings grow into real

places, while the deeper meaning of the story becomes

clothed in incident, while the architecture of the book

is being planned. At last he is ready to write.

This may seem like a long process. It is. Erie

Stanley Gardner can turn out a Perry Mason story in

a week end because all of the preliminary work had

been done at the beginning of the series. These are

books, too, which depend upon a "gimmick" and

should not be confused with the so-called "literary"

book.

Every writer has his own way of going about his

work. Thomas Wolfe, who was a very large man,

liked to write standing up, his pencil pad on the top

of a refrigerator. Thomas Mann set down five hun-

dred perfect words a day. My method is to write

directly on the typewriter as fast as my fingers can

tap out the words, counting on numerous revisions

to bring the work to some degree of literary excellence.

In Reveille for a Persian Village I planned to cover

the happenings of a month in each chapter. I thought

that to show the passing of time I would begin each

chapter with a descriptive paragraph. These open-

ing paragraphs are deceptively simple. One of them

was rewritten twenty-seven times before it said just

what I wanted it to say in a correctly cadenced way.

Each day when I start my writing, I retype a little

of the work I did the day before in order to make the

style continuous, otherwise there would be a definite

break between the work of different days. Sometimes

typing a paragraph or a page is not enough to set

me going, and I have to read aloud to get the "swing"

of what has been written before. Especially is this

true when I pick up my work after a week's lapse of

time. Called away from the typewriter for even a

minute I need to reread the last few sentences.

Most authors work back and forth in a book. I get

halfway over in a book and discover that I need a

bowery. I have to go back to chapter three and build

it. Or I need a slightly different complex of character-

istics in one of my characters, and I have to rewrite a

section or several sections to make the necessary

change. When I sold The Mountains Are Mine, it had

a tragic ending. Milly had divorced Hyrum and faced

the world alone. The editor wanted her to have some

man to turn to. Abel was the man. I knew that. But

I had already married Abel to Milly's sister, Ellen. I

had to go back and unmarry Abel and Ellen and

create another man for Ellen to marry. This took a

rewriting of seven chapters. In Reveille for a Persian

Village I married Najmeh to Abulhassan without any

courtship. I had to rewrite all but the first chapter

to provide the courtship. This going back and forth

inside the book while the writing is in progress is

absolutely essential to most writers.

But consider the Book of Mormon. The Prophet

Joseph on his side of the curtain didn't say, "Will you

read me the last paragraph you put down yesterday,

Brother Cowdery?" He didn't say, "Turn back to

Second Nephi; I need to add something."

The Prophet Joseph was reading the Book of Mor-

mon, not writing it.

Style

Every writer has a style of writing just as he has

his own fingerprints. Style differs from fingerprints,

though, in that it grows, develops, changes. At the

beginning of a writer's career his style may be par-

tially borrowed from other writers. As he learns to

know himself and have confidence in himself, his style

becomes something that is really his own. As a young

writer I admired a bold, terse style and tried to copy

it. I had to come to realize that as a simple person,

naive, unsophisticated, innocent, my writing style

needs to mirror these characteristics.

The writing that is least individual from a stylistic

standpoint is the newspaper story or the encyclopedia

report. Here brevity, clarity, and accuracy are sought

after. I am sure that you have noticed that although

much of the Book of Mormon is reportorial in nature

there is still a variety in the style. King Benjamin

does not speak like (Continued on page 834)
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One of the little-known but extremely fascinating stories of Church
history concerns the original manuscript of the Book of Mormon. Actual-

ly, Oliver Cowdery recopied the manuscript before anything was given
to the printer. The Prophet's mother recorded:

"Joseph secured the copyright [of the Book of Mormon] and before
he returned to Pennsylvania, ... he received a commandment, which was
in substance as follows:

"First, that Oliver Cowdery should transcribe the whole manuscript.
Second, that he should take but one copy at a time to the [printing]

office, so that if one copy should get destroyed, there would still be a

copy remaining. Third, that in going to and from the office, he should
always have a guard to attend him, for the purpose of protecting the
manuscript. Fourth, that a guard should be kept constantly on the
watch, both night and day, about the house, to protect the manuscript
from malicious persons. . . . All these things were strictly attended to, as

the Lord commanded Joseph." (Lucy Mack Smith, History of Joseph
Smith, 1945 ed., p. 157.)

After the Book of Mormon came from the press in March 1830, what
happened to these two manuscripts? Briefly, let us try to trace them
to the present day.

After it had served its purpose, the printer's manuscript was evidently
returned and Oliver Cowdery took possession of it, while the original

manuscript remained in the possession of the Prophet. On October 2,

1841 in the presence of a number of elders, Joseph Smith deposited the
original copy in the cornerstone of the Nauvoo House.

Elder Warren Foote, who later came with the Saints to Utah, made
this entry in his journal:

"I was standing very near the cornerstone, when Joseph Smith came
up with the manuscript of the Book of Mormon and said he wanted to

put that in there. ... It appeared to be written on foolscap paper, and
was about three inches in thickness." (B. H. Roberts, A Comprehensive
History of the Church, vol. 1:159.)

On October 12, 1878, Elder Joseph F. Smith, then a member of the
Council of the Twelve, later President of the Church, received a com-
munication from Frederick Kesler, Sr., bishop of the Sixteenth Ward in

Salt Lake City, in which he testified that he saw the Prophet Joseph
Smith, Jun., place the Book of Mormon manuscript in the southeast

corner of the Nauvoo House. "I stood within eight or ten feet of him,"
he wrote, "heard and saw what he said and did, on that important occa-

sion, which I freely testify to all the world." (Deseret Evening News,
December 23, 1899.)

In the unfortunate times following the martyrdom of the Prophet,

June 27, 1844, many members of the Church were not sure which way
to turn. Some did not follow the leadership of Brigham Young. Ebenezer
Robinson, one of these, was a valued printer and writer while a member
of the Church, and he followed that vocation throughout the remainder
of his life. In August 1890, in a small monthly magazine, titled The
Return, published by him at Davis City, Iowa, we find this information

of that period in Nauvoo. He relates:

"After the brethren had assembled at the southeast corner of the

foundation [of the Nauvoo House] where the cornerstone was laid,

President Joseph Smith said, 'Wait, brethren, I have a document that I

wish to put in that stone,' and started for his house which was only a

few rods away, across Main Street. I went with him in the house, and
also one or two other brethren.

"He got a manuscript copy of the Book of Mormon and brought
it into the room where we were standing and said, 1 will examine to see

if it is all here,' and as he did so I stood near him at his left side and saw
distinctly the writings as he turned up the pages until he hastily went
through the book and satisfied himself that it was all there. . . .

"It was written on foolscap paper, and formed a package, as the

sheets lay flat, of about two or two and a half inches thick, I should

judge. It was written mostly in Oliver Cowdery's handwriting, with

which I was intimately acquainted, having set many pages of type from
his handwriting in the Church Printing Office at Kirtland, Ohio. Some
parts of it were written in other handwriting.

"He took the manuscript and deposited it in the cornerstone of the

Nauvoo House, together with other papers and things, including differ-

ent pieces of United States coin. I put in some copies of the Times and
Seasons; all were carefully encased in sheet (Continued on page 826)

Opposite: 1 Nephi 8:11-27 on a

page from the original manuscript

of the Book of Mormon. The
enlargements are also from

this page.

Above: Typical of some of the

age-and-weather damaged
pages from the original manu-
script. This page is identified as

1 Nephi 15:15-25.
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Teaching the Book of Mormon is one of the most

rewarding of teaching experiences. This is true be-

cause generally speaking the reward to a teacher is

linked to the effect his teaching has upon his pupil,

and the Book of Mormon properly taught has the

power to change the whole life of one who studies it.

It is the most important book to appear in American

times, and it is destined, as was predicted by its trans-

lator, Joseph Smith, to divide the world into two

camps.

Henry Wallace, one time Secretary of Agriculture,

himself a non-Mormon, once said of it, "Of all the

American religious books of the nineteenth century,

it seems probable The Book of Mormon was the most

powerful. It reached perhaps only one percent of

the people of the United States, but it affected this

one percent so powerfully and lastingly that all the

people of the United States have been affected, espe-

cially by its contribution in opening up one of our

great frontiers." 1

Indeed, the reading of it has not only affected the

history of western America but has also affected its

readers so powerfully as to cause them to give up their

homes, families, and national allegiance, and to migrate

halfway round the world where necessary to be able

to affiliate with others similarly affected.

The teacher of the Book of Mormon thus has in his

hands a powerful book, and he would do well to warn
his students in the beginning that this book may
change their lives, their hopes, and their aspirations.

Indeed he should warn them that this book will con-

vince them that Jesus of Nazareth was and is the

Christ, the Redeemer of Mankind, that he lives and
that we too will live again. For this is the objective

of the author and should be the principal objective

of one who teaches this book.

It is quite obvious that a teacher of the Book of

Mormon will fail to achieve what its chief author,

Mormon, meant the Book of Mormon to achieve unless

the teacher has a divine objective and approaches his

subject with an enthusiasm which can only come
from a firm conviction of the truth of the record.

The teacher of the Book of Mormon will be most

successful if he does four things:

First: Keeps constantly in mind that the purpose of

the book is to convince the reader "that Jesus is the

Christ, the Son of the living God, manifesting himself

unto all nations. . .

"2

The objective of each lesson then, should have some
relationship to this over-all purpose. The teacher will

find in doing this that the objective comes easily and
need not be forced.

JThe United States Seeretary of Agriculture, address before the New
York Times National Book Fair, Nov., 1937. ^Preface, Book of Mormon, title page.
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The Book of Mormon is not a book on the geography

of early America, and the teacher who is forever

concerned with geographical questions will find the

references too few and entirely inadequate for map-

making. Further, he is apt to mislead the students

because no two Book of Mormon geographers seem

to reach the same conclusions as to the location of

particular places, peoples, and events. No proposed

map of the Book of Mormon has been or probably

could be accepted by the Church as being authentic.

As it is impossible, at this time, to locate the civiliza-

tions referred to in the Book of Mormon, the use of

archaeological findings in the Americas should be used

cautiously regarding the establishment of the claim of

the Book of Mormon that ancient civilization compar-

able to those in the Old World did exist in the

Americas at the times required by the Book of Mor-

mon account.

The use of archaeological findings at best but

arouses interest in the Book of Mormon. A testimony

concerning the truth of the doctrines contained therein

must remain a matter of the Spirit, and the reader who

wishes to know of the truth must forever turn to the

formula so clearly set forth by Moroni: to study and

ponder the contents of the book and then pray to God

in faith for a revelation concerning the truth thereof. 3

The teacher should already have applied that formula,

so that he can present the contents of the book without

doubt in his own mind and without conveying any

shadow of doubt to his student—for the gift of discern-

ment in the youth of the Church is everywhere mani-

fest, and students discover hypocrisy in its earliest

manifestations.

The Book of Mormon was not written to portray the

nature of early American industry, commerce, art, law,

or medicine, and while occasional statements are il-

luminating and suggestive, they are insufficient for

discussion concerning those fields. Hence, the book

is disappointing to those whose objectives are other

%Ioroni 10:3-5.

than those proclaimed in the preface.

Second: Realizes that he is aided in teaching the

principles of the gospel taught by the book by a stirring

and graphic account of how those principles affected

individuals and nations.

Histories generally relate chronologically the

events of the times and nations concerned with little

reference to primary causes which led to the rise and

fall of nations. But in the Book of Mormon we have

authors who largely ignore history, giving but a brief

running outline, and devote themselves to a treatment

of principles and their effect on persons and nations.

And here we have a book unique among books. Here

are portrayed the rise and fall of two nations, in each

instance isolated from the rest of the world where

causes and effects can be isolated from those inter-

twining factors which so confuse the historians of

other peoples. Here are portrayed the great experi-

ments in national life, and from a study of them the

student should emerge with indisputable evidence of

the relationship of beliefs and principles to individual

and national welfare. The teacher should become

aware of these great teachings of the Book of Mormon
and not become enmeshed in having students trace

genealogies, memorize names and places, and devise

charts and graphs.

In this book we see faith and repentance in opera-

tion. We see the value of baptism and the influence

of the Holy Ghost. We see what faith in Christ or

loss of faith does to individuals and nations—and in

the seeing, the principles cease to be abstract but take

on substance and meaning for all generations. This

is what the youth and the adult need. When we teach

faith in God as an abstract principle, the students ask

"So what?" The Book of Mormon gives the answer.

The Nephites and Lamanites shared the same social,

racial, and ethical background. They lived in com-

parable physical surroundings. The only variable is

a spiritual variable—the difference in belief regarding

God and the gospel of (Continued on page 856)
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STRANCEF* IN THE LAMD
Dan Wells had brought his bride to their first home—

a

desert waste—to a tiny stone hut without lights or

running water, "1 want you to love it as 1 do," he

had said. Neva, a coddled girl, raised on the WUmette

estate, felt alone in a land, of strange-speaking crea-

tures, jealous of the stone-faced Navajo woman,

Florence Nez, and the bond between her and Dan.

Dan unloaded the car, silently curbing his im-

patience.

Neva's anger heightened with each new irrita-

tion. She complained about the barren rooms, drably

smeared with white clay, the hard handmade benches,

the narrow bed scooped out in the middle and lumpy

all over. And the charred ancient stove was completely

impossible.

"How could you do this to me," Neva's green eyes

leaped with fire, "to bring me out in this no man's

land? With all the cities back in civilization, you had

to choose this!"
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CONCLUSION:
PART II

BY JOAN TINGEY ESSIG

"Neva," he spoke with control, "you knew my plans

when we started going together. I tried to tell you

what it would be like. After all, it's only temporary,

please try to make the best of it." Dan's patience

was waning.

"There is no best here," she countered scornfully.

"I'm sorry, Neva, but if you won't try, there's nothing

I can do. I'm going to the hospital. That will give

us both some time to cool off." He spoke firmly but did

not raise his voice; he never did, a habit of emotional

control gleaned from the Dineh. "In the morning we'll

drive back to town and put you on the first train to

Wilmette. I'm sure your folks will be glad to have

you back, at least until our quarters are finished. He
walked heavily out of the door and drove off.

"All right, Dan Wells, if these Indians are more
important to you than I am—" But only the wind
heard, as it swirled sand through the opened door

against the intruder.

She rummaged through her suitcase, changing to

comfortable slippers, brown tapered capris, and a cool

sun-yellow blouse. In readiness for the trip tomorrow
she took out a flowered, sheer nylon dress, badly

wrinkled after four days in a suitcase. She pulled out

her traveling iron, then thrust it back with a disgusted

click of her tongue. She couldn't even iron in this

place. With safety pins she hung the dress outside

on the clothesline, in hopes the hot wind might blow
away the wrinkles.

There was nothing else to do, even if she had been

in a mood to do it. Petulantly she lay down on the

bed, sliding into the sagging middle. Despite the

lumps, the heat and headache, she quickly fell asleep.

When she awoke, her headache was gone. Gone
also was the sunlight. She squinted at her watch, it

was still mid-afternoon. The single, crooked window
revealed nothing but thick red dust churned by a

raging wind.

"My dress!" she gasped, dashing through the house

and out the door, sand pelting her face, stinging her

eyes. She groped around the house, peering for the

clothesline through slitted eyes, angry at Dan, angry

at the elements that ravaged the land. The dress

snapped in the wind as she tugged at the snarled pins,

finally extricating them, but not without damage to

the dress. She gave it an angry shake. At that precise

moment a strong gust of wind whipped the dress

from her hands and sent it skidding across the sand.

Neva stumbled after it. It leaped, whirling into the

air, then crumpled to the ground; Neva, arms, out-

stretched, lunged for it, landing on her stomach,

clutching only gritty handfuls of sand. The taunting

wind had snatched the dress and hurled it out of sight.

Thoroughly miserable she drew herself up, covering

her eyes with her hands and peering between her

fingers.

The dress was gone. The important thing was to

make her way back to the house. As humble as it

was—at least it was shelter. She was surprised to see

a rounded outline a few yards away—the Nezes' hogan.

She groped her way to it, circling the hogan to its

doorway. The house should lie directly in front. Sure

enough, she could just barely make out a massive

square shape rising out of the fury.

Above the wind, she could hear the frightened

bleating of the sheep in the nearby corral. Peering

in that direction she caught a brief glimpse of orange

and green, conspicuous in the reddish blur that made
up the seeable world. She moved toward it. Huddled

against the posts was a Navajo woman, her face

hidden in her full orange skirt, sand thickly layered in

her hair and the folds of her clothing. Neva dropped

to her knees and uncovered the face; the two glistening

brown eyes of Florence Nez blinked out at her. She

quickly wiped her face with her skirt. Neva noticed

streaks below the eyes where sand had touched

moisture. Tears perhaps? But her face was impas-

sive. Her tongue was as silent as her expression, offering

no explanation for crouching against the corral mere
yards from her own door, while the wind heaped sand

upon her.

"Are you hurt?" Neva shouted against the wind.

Florence slowly shook her head, blinking against

the swirling sand.

"Let me help you to your hogan." She pulled at the

older woman's arm.

"No. I cannot go there." She patted Neva's hand in

a gesture of thanks. "I wait here until the wind stops."

"It's only a little way—" Neva persisted.

"No, Mrs. Wells, I cannot go in. It is Chindee."
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Neva looked puzzled.

"I was at the well with the sheep when the storm

came. I hurried them back and went to look after

Hosteen—he needs no more looking after. The hogan

is Chindee."

Neva grasped for understanding. She recalled Dan
using the word—yes, when his young friend was

placed outside to die so the hogan would not become
Chindee. Hosteen Nez must have died in the hogan,

that was why she could not go in.

Pity flooded through Neva. Here was a woman,

strange and unknown, but still a woman alone and

in need. That was a comprehensible thing to Neva.

Tears flooded Neva's half-closed eyes and were

whisked off by the wind before they could dampen
her cheeks. She still could have her husband, be

with him, share his life. She had that choice. But

for Florence Nez the choice was gone. Once, where

there had been a family of three, there remained but

one. She ached with loneliness for this woman,
loneliness deepened by the moaning wind.

"Florence," she grasped the rough hand, "come to

our house." Sensing her hesitation, Neva smiled.

Florence rose with the agility and strength inherent

to her race. Arm in arm they made their way to the

house, firmly shutting out the elements.

"I'm terribly sorry about Hosteen. Dan will be

also."

"It was to be. The doctors could do nothing more.

Even the sing only eased his mind, but did not heal

his body. Dan knew it would happen. I read it in his

eyes." Her face softened, "Hosteen was glad to see

Dan this once more. He thought much of him. Dan
will be a good doctor for us. He loves our people,

he speaks our tongue, and knows our hearts."

A pang of conscience sifted through Neva, would

anyone ever speak so endearingly of her? She had

always been a taker, never a giver. Dan was the

opposite, a giver, not narrowly, but to everyone. Al-

ways, if she stayed with him, she would have to share

his giving of himself. She could not imagine him

otherwise. Perhaps she could return to him, some of

what he gave to others, to help even the score.

"The wind has stopped," Florence opened the door,

caressing with her eyes the serene red earth and blue

sky, glazed now with the gold of the late afternoon

sun, holding close to her their unaltered beauty, un-

altered even by the storm. So must she be. Both

storms, that of the land, and her own were over now.

There must remain peace. She felt a kinship to the

land, its strength ebbed in her, revitalizing her, re-

leasing her taut heart to serenity. She gazed at the

silent young woman, seeing that her storm still raged,

wishing to help but not knowing how to cross the

deep arroya that separated them.

"It is time I go to my brother's hogan."

The voice startled Neva, reminding her that she

was not alone. "To your brother's? Where does he

live?"

The Navajo pointed with her chin, "The other side

of the trading post."

"That's miles from here. You can't walk that far

tonight. Wait till Dan comes, he'll take you. He'd

insist on it."

"Yes—I know he would, that is how he is. But you

are new married, I do not want to take his time from

you."

Neva was amazed at the Navajo's perception. That

she could have seen in those few moments in the

hogan that she was jealous of Dan's time and interest

in others, a thing she had been unable to see herself.

"Then I'll ride along, too," she rose and took Flor-

ence's browned hand in hers. "Please stay." Her
voice was intense. The older woman hesitated, then

yielded, and walked back to the bench.

"You have been very kind, Mrs. Wells; thank you

for taking me in."

The dark eyes were soft, no reproach mirrored

their depths, yet had she guessed Neva's inhospitality?

"There is something I must know." Neva floundered

for the proper words. "Why, when you found Hosteen

didn't you come here to your own house? You knew
Dan was your friend." She searched Florence's face;

the dark eyes looked unbending into hers.

"Yes, Dan is my friend. But you do not under-

stand about the house. It is not mine now. When a

man and woman marry, it is our way that the woman
and her relatives build the house, and it is hers. This

house was mine. I gave, not to Dan, to you. It is you

to say who enters." {Continued on page 830)
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A LETTER
Editor of the Times and Seasons:

Sir:-Through the medium of your paper I wish to

correct an error among men that profess to be learned,

liberal and wise; and I do it the more cheerfully be-

cause I hope sober-thinking and sound-reasoning

people will sooner listen to the voice of truth than be

led astray by the vain pretensions of the self-wise.

The error I speak of is the definition of the word

Mormon. It has been stated that this word was derived

from the Greek word mormo. This is not the case.

There was no Greek or Latin upon the plates from

which I, through the grace of the Lord, translated

the Book of Mormon. Let the language of the book

speak for itself.

On the 523rd page of the fourth edition, it reads:

"And now, -behold we have written this record accord-

ing to our knowledge in the characters which are

called among us the Reformed Egyptian, being handed

down and altered by us, according to our manner of

speech; and if our plates had been sufficiently large,

we should have written in Hebrew; but the Hebrew

hath been altered by us also; and if we could have

written in Hebrew, behold, ye would have had no

imperfection in our record. But the Lord knoweth

the 'things which we have written, and also that none

other people knoweth our language; therefore he hath

prepared means for the interpretation thereof."

[Mormon 9:32-34.]

Here, then, the subject is put to silence; for "none

other people knoweth our language"; therefore the

Lord, and not man, had to interpret, after the people

were all dead. And, as Paul said, "The world by

wisdom knew not God"; [I Cor. 1:21] so the world

by speculation are destitute of revelation; and as God

in his superior wisdom has always given his Saints,

wherever he had any on the earth, the same spirit,

and that spirit as John says, is the true spirit of proph-

ecy, which is the testimony of Jesus. I may safely

say that the word Mormon stands independent of the

wisdom and learning of this generation. . . .

The word Mormon, means literally, more good.

Jp<^>-^"^

Times and Seasons 4:194

DHC 5:399-400

May 1843
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BY STERLING W. SILL
ASSISTANT TO THE COUNCIL OF THE TWELVE!

H The other day some psychologist friends of mine

taught me the new word that serves as the title for

this page. Don't try to look this word up in the

dictionary as it may be some time before the dictionary

catches up to my friends by finding out what it means.

This nice big word bibliotherapy was compounded
from some Greek words meaning "books" and "treat-

ment." Briefly it denotes a self-improvement, remedy

or cure brought about by reading good books, and

what could be more important in our lives? Someone

has said, "Books are among life's most precious posses-

sions. They are the most remarkable creation of

man. Nothing else that man builds ever lasts. Monu-

ments fall; civilizations perish; but books continue.

The perusal of a great book is as it were an interview

with the noblest men of past ages who have written it.

Charles Kingsley once said: "There is nothing more

wonderful than a book. It may be a message to us

from the dead, from human souls we never saw, who
lived perhaps thousands of miles away. And yet these

little sheets of paper speak to us, arouse us, teach us,

open our hearts, and in turn open their hearts to us like

brothers. Without books, to the great majority, God
is silent, justice is dormant, philosophy is lame."

John Milton said, "Books are not dead things but

contain a certain potency of life in them as active as

the soul whose progeny they are. They preserve as

in a vial the purest efficacy of the living intellect that

bred them." Then at the very center of our greatest

literature we find the holy scriptures giving us the

thoughts of God himself. But one of our greatest

difficulties is that we don't always digest ideas very

well, and of course if we don't understand the message,

it doesn't matter very much how wonderful it may be.

Someone said that it "isn't the water's fault if the

swimmer can't swim." It might also be said that it

"isn't the fault of the word of the Lord if we lose our

blessings because we don't take the time to understand

it."

The instrument by which we make great ideas avail-

able for our use is that wonder of wonders that we call

the human mind. A prominent neurophysicist recently

said that it would be impossible to construct an elec-

tronic computer equivalent to the human brain for

less than three billion dollars. But even so, who could

endow an electronic computer with Edison's power of

invention, or with Socrates' ability to reason, or with

the insight and foresight of Jesus who took the ordinary

things around him and translated them into motives

and ideals of the greatest value. When Diogenes

leaped from his bath and ran down the street crying

"Eureka, eureka," it was because of the most thrilling

of all human experiences, he was having an idea.

The mind is most productive when it is properly

nourished and stimulated, and this is where biblio-

therapy comes into the picture. For even the word

of God himself doesn't do us very much good if we
don't know what it says. To bring about our im-

provement these ideas must be put into effective

operation. Even the Creator's three billion dollars'

worth of equipment which we have possession of must

be trained to translate good ideas into success and

accomplishment. This is not always done as shown

by the fact that many of us are still making about the

same mistakes that have been made thousands of

times before.

Woodrow Wilson touched on our problem when he

said, "The greatest ability of the American people is

their ability to resist instruction." I suppose most of

us have our share of that unfortunate evidence of our

own mistraining. Even the great books do not tell

some of us as much as they do others. I suppose there

are some people who could read the entire Holy Bible

from cover to cover and throughout the entire process

they themselves would remain unchanged. Thomas

A. Edison elaborated on one facet of this weakness

when he said, "There is no limit to which a man will

not go to avoid thinking." Thinking is one of the

hardest, most unpleasant things that some of us ever

try to do, and yet Solomon said, "As he [a man] think-

eth in his heart, so is he." Now, if we are what we
think, and if we don't think, just where does that leave

us? At least it indicates, whether we realize it or not,

that we have a very important problem to be solved.

Some time ago a man was heard to say that in the

last five years he had never read one single book.
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What a tragedy this would have been even in the

Dark Ages! But how much more unfortunate it is

in our own age of wonders and enlightenment which

we refer to as the "Dispensation of the Fulness of

Times." Another man said that there were only two

books in the world that had ever done him any good.

One was his mother's cookbook and the other was

his father's checkbook.

There are many important values in books other

than these, and if we can get the ideas out of the

books and in to us, we may cure this stifling indisposi-

tion pointed out by the Lord that many are "walking

in darkness at noonday."

Someone has compared the problem of getting good

ideas into our daily program with that experience had

by Goliath. You remember that young David threw

a rock at the giant, and after the whole thing was
over someone said that such a thing had never entered

Goliath's head before. It is our present most urgent

need to get more things into our heads and our hearts,

and our daily activities. We need to read more, think

more, study more, understand more, believe more,

and live more. To assist us in doing this is the func-

tion of bibliotherapy.

There is a physician in Birmingham, Alabama, who
goes around writing prescriptions for sick people to

be filled not at drugstores but at bookstores because

he knows what all of us know, that most of the people

who occupy sickbeds are there because of mental or

emotional disturbances. Sins, guilt complexes, and

our other wrong thinking and harmful activities pro-

duce poisons that make the body sick. As has been

pointed out, one doesn't get stomach ulcers because

of what he eats, he gets stomach ulcers because of

what is eating him. And that is how we get many of

our nervous problems, heart impairments, and other

organic diseases.

Of course, one of the most important functions of

bibliotherapy has to do with keeping the spirit from

getting sick. Over the door of the library of the

ancient city of Thebes an old Egyptian king in-

scribed these words, "Medicine for the Soul." What
most of us need more than about anything else is a

good dose of inspiration occasionally. And the most

effective medicine to cure our world and each of its

inhabitants would be a prescription from the word of

the Lord, we need more of the medicine of the great

scriptures.

We remember that part that bibliotherapy played in

the success of Abraham Lincoln. We first see him
lying before the open fire of his backwoods home
reading The Life of Washington by W. R. Weems and

the Holy Bible. Then we follow these influences as

they lift him up to become one of the most noble men
of the earth.

It is interesting to think of the millions of dollars

that we are presently spending each year to send

messages of various kinds out over the major radio

networks. What are these messages about and how
important are they in improving our lives? Someone

once asked Lowell Thomas, the great radio com-

mentator and broadcaster, what was the greatest mes-

sage that he had ever had a part in broadcasting. Or, he

asked, what was the greatest message that he could

conceive, that could be broadcast to the people of the

world? Mr. Thomas replied that the greatest message

that he could conceive would be that God had again

spoken to his people upon the earth.

The entire work of the Church revolves around this

important fact: that in the early spring of 1820 in

answer to a question which young Joseph Smith got

from the Holy Bible, God not only spoke to his people

upon the earth, but he also came in person in the

most striking manifestation of which we have any

record. Not only did he come in person, but he caused

that the message should be written down for our

benefit in three great volumes of new scripture, out-

lining in every detail the simple principles of his plan

for human salvation.

Most of us over our lifetimes attend a great many
conventions of one kind or another, and frequently

when an important presentation is made, someone asks

for a written copy in order to study it more closely

and make sure that nothing will be missed. From this

point of view, what a tremendous thing it is for us

to have a word-for-word possession of the ideas that

God thinks are important for us. These we may go

over as many times as we choose, to memorize selected

passages and make them a living part of our lives.

The fact that "no man can be saved in ignorance"

gives this idea of bibliotherapy the greatest of signifi-

cance. Emerson touched upon our problems when
he said, "On the brink of the ocean of life and truth

we are miserably dying. Sometimes we are furthest

away when we are closest by." So frequently that is

true. Think how near they were who lived con-

temporaneously with Jesus. Jesus lived among them.

He walked down their streets. They knew of his

miracles. They had the earlier scriptures foretelling

his life. His saving precepts were easily available to

them, and yet they were so far away. In their ig-

norance they condemned him to death, and then

pronounced their own doom upon themselves by
saying, "His blood be upon us and our children."

And so it has been. And so it may be with us. We
are also so near. We have all of the scriptures that

others possess. We have the judgment of time shin-

ing upon the life of Christ. The gospel has been

restored in a fulness never before known to the

world; we have the personal testimony of many wit-
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nesses, both ancient and modern, and in addition we
have these three great volumes of new scripture. But

even so, if we do not understand the message, we
like those who lived in the Meridian of Time, may
be so far away.

Isn't it strange how interested we may become in

Dead Sea Scrolls or other literature, the value of

which is open to question, and yet pay so little atten-

tion to a great volume of holy scripture put into our

hands by an angel of God? What could be more

important than the idea of Mr. Thomas that the

greatest of all messages would be that God had again

spoken to man upon the earth. Yet what does it

profit us if we do not venture to find out what he said?

It is reported that President J. Golden Kimball once

asked those present at a stake conference how many
would like to read the sealed portion of the Book of

Mormon plates, and they all raised their hands. Then
he asked how many had read that part of the record

that was not sealed, and many of the hands went

down.

In one of the most impelling commandments of our

time the Lord has said, "Seek ye out of the best

books words of wisdom," and one of the best of those

"best books" is the Book of Mormon, "the American

volume of scripture." The Lord himself gave it to us

The Prophet Joseph Smith said, "I told the brethren

that the Book of Mormon was the most correct of

any book on earth and the keystone of our religion,

and that a man would get nearer to God by abiding

by its precepts than by any other book." (DHC 4:461.)

The Book of Mormon may serve us as a passport to

the celestial kingdom. The book itself states its pur-

pose is that men may be persuaded that Jesus is the

Christ, the Eternal Son of God. (See Mormon 5:14.)

Just think how it would change our world for good

if everyone in the world knew, that above the dic-

tators and above chance and circumstance, there is

God to whom every human being must finally render

an account of his life. It was foretold that the Book

of Mormon would come in a day when many should

doubt or actually disbelieve the Bible. It is one of

the tragic characteristics of our time that even many
ministers of religion have forsaken the Bible to teach

their own philosophies.

Some time ago I was in one of the great cities of

our country and went to hear one of the foremost

ministers of the world speak. After the meeting was

over I bought one of his books and read it very

carefully coming home on the train. Three weeks

later I was again in this city, and again I went to

hear this man speak. After the meeting was over a

large group of people lined up to shake his hand,

and I got on the end of the line. After all of the

others had gone I introduced myself and told him

how much I had enjoyed hearing him speak and

reading his book. But he had said some things that

I could not understand, and I would appreciate it if

he would discuss them with me. He said that he

would be very glad to do so.

I said, "In your book you have some phrases like

these: send your roots down into God. I cannot

understand that. In another place it says, immerse

yourself in God. I cannot understand that. In an-

other place it says, fill your mind with God. I cannot

understand that. And I would appreciate it if you

would explain to me your understanding of what

God is?"

He said, "Very frankly, I don't know what God is,

and I don't know of anyone who does know what God
is." And then he said something very similar to what

Mr. Thomas had said, that if someone could tell us

what God is and what his ideas were, that would be

the greatest knowledge that could ever come into the

world.

Then I asked this man to give me his interpretation

of the verse in Genesis that says that God created

man in his own image. He said, "There is one thing

of which I am reasonably certain in my own mind,

and that is that God is not an anthropomorphic God."

That is, he is not the God in whose image man was

created.
"

Here is one of the most popular ministers in the

world who doesn't know what God is, although that

would seem to make salvation impossible as Jesus

himself said, "And this is life eternal, that they might

know thee, the only true God and Jesus Christ whom
thou hast sent." (John 17:3.)

But this great minister not only doesn't know who
God is, but he also doesn't understand the literal

resurrection of the body nor the three degrees of

glory; he doesn't believe in the pre-existence nor the

eternity of the family relationship, nor the atonement,

nor salvation for the dead. He doesn't know what

officers should be in the Church, nor what the name of

the Church should be. He doesn't even understand

the simple doctrine of baptism, as he told me that I

could come into his church with a letter of recom-

mendation from my bishop or letters of reference from

friends, or I could come in on my own certification

of good character. He told me I could be baptized

or not as I chose; and if I decided to be baptized, I

could be sprinkled or immersed. The ordinance could

be performed by my daughter or my wife or by any-

one else of my choosing.

That is what he thinks, and yet almost the final

word of Jesus before his ascension into heaven was,

"He that believeth and (Continued on page 826)
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WILFORD WOODRUFF According to the custom of the Mormon elders then,

as now, a meeting was appointed at the schoolhouse, and notices were circu-

lated throughout the village. The story of this new experience is told by

Wilford Woodruff in a simple and beautiful manner:

"Upon my arrival home my sister-in-law informed me of the meeting. I

immediately turned out my horses and started for the schoolhouse without

waiting for supper. On my way I prayed most sincerely that the Lord would

give me his Spirit, and that if these men were the servants of God I might

know it, and that my heart might be prepared to receive the divine message

they had to deliver.

"When I reached

the place of meeting, I

found the house already

packed. My brother

Azmon was there before

I arrived. He was

equally eager to hear

what these men had to

say. I crowded my way

through the assembly

and seated myself upon

one of the writing desks

where I could see and

hear everything that

took place.

"Elder Pulsipher

opened with prayer. He
knelt down and asked

the Lord in the name of Jesus Christ for what he wanted. His manner of

prayer and the influence which went with it impressed me greatly. The
Spirit of the Lord rested upon me and bore witness that he was a servant of

God. After singing, he preached to the people for an hour and a half. The

Spirit of God rested mightily upon him, and he bore a strong testimony of

the divine authenticity of the Book of Mormon and of the mission of the

Prophet Joseph Smith. I believed all that he said. The Spirit bore witness

of its truth. Elder Cheney then arose and added his testimony to the truth

of the words of Elder Pulsipher.

"Liberty was then given by the elders to anyone in the congregation to

arise and speak for or against what they had heard as they might choose.

Almost instantly I found myself upon my feet. The Spirit of the Lord urged

me to bear testimony to the truth of the message delivered by these elders.

I exhorted my neighbors and friends not to oppose these men; for they were the

true servants of God. They had preached to us that night the pure gospel

of Jesus Christ. When I sat down, my brother Azmon arose and bore a

similar testimony. He was followed by several others."

WILLARD RICHARDS At the age of ten years he removed with his father's

family to Richmond, Mass., where he witnessed several sectarian "revivals"

and offered himself to the Congregational Church at that place at the age of

seventeen, having previously passed the painful ordeal of conviction and

conversion, even to the belief that he had committed the unpardonable sin.

But the total disregard of that church to his request for admission led him

CONVERSIONS

THROUGH THE

BOOK OF MORMON
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to a more thorough investigation of the principles of religion, when he became convinced that the sects

were all wrong and that God had no church on the earth, but that he would soon have a church whose creed

would be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. From that time he kept himself aloof

from sectarian influence, boldly declaring his belief, to all who wished to learn his views, until the

summer of 1835, when, while in the practice of medicine, near Boston, the Book of Mormon, which President

Brigham Young had left with his cousin Lucius Parker, at Southborough, accidentally or providentially fell

in his way. This was the first he had seen or heard of the Latter-day Saints, except the scurrilous records

of the public prints which amounted to nothing more than that "a boy named Joe Smith, somewhere out West,

had found a Gold Bible." He opened the book, without regard to place, and totally ignorant of its design

or contents, and before reading half a page, declared that, "God or the devil has had a hand in that book,

for man never wrote it." He read it twice through in about ten days; and so firm was his conviction of

the truth, that he immediately commenced settling his accounts, selling his medicine, and freeing himself

from every incumbrance, that he might go to Kirtland, Ohio, seven hundred miles west, the nearest point

he could hear of a Saint, and give the work a thorough investigation; firmly believing, that if the doctrine

was true, God had some greater work for him to do than peddle pills. But no sooner did he commence a

settlement, than he was smitten with the palsy, from which he suffered exceedingly, and was prevented from ex-

ecuting his design, until October, 1836, when he arrived at Kirtland, in company with his brother (Doctor

Levi Richards, who attended him as physician), where he was most cordially and hospitably received

and entertained by his cousin, Brigham Young, with whom he tarried, and gave the work an unceasing and

untiring investigation, until Dec. 31, 1836, when he was baptized by Brigham Young, at Kirtland. (LDS Bio-

graphical Encyclopedia by Andrew Jenson, Vol. I, p. 53-54.)

PARLEY P. PRATT Arriving at Rochester, I informed my wife that, notwithstanding our passage being paid

through the whole distance, yet I must leave the boat and her to pursue her passage to our friends; while

I would stop awhile in this region. Why, I did not know; but so it was plainly manifest by the Spirit to

me. I said to her, "We part for a season; go and visit our friends in our native place; I will come soon,

but how soon I know not; for I have a work to do in this region of country, and what it is, or how long it

will take to perform it, I know not; but I will come when it is performed."

My wife would have objected to this; but she had seen the hand of God so plainly manifest in his dealings

with me many times, that she dare not oppose the things manifest to me by his Spirit.

She, therefore, consented; and I accompanied her as far as Newark, a small town upwards of one

hundred miles from Buffalo, and then took leave of her, and of the boat.

It was early in the morning, just at the dawn of day; I walked ten miles into the country, and stopped

to breakfast with a Mr. Wells. I proposed to preach in the evening. Mr. Wells readily accompanied me
through the neighborhood to visit the people and circulate the appointment.

We visited an old Baptist deacon by the name of Hamlin. After hearing of our appointment for the

evening, he began to tell of a book, a strange book, a very strange book! in his possession, which had been

just published. This book, he said, purported to have been originally written on plates either of gold or

brass, by a branch of the tribes of Israel; and to have been discovered and translated by a young man near

Palmyra, in the state of New York, by the aid of visions, or the ministry of angels. I inquired of him how
or where the book was to be obtained. He promised me the perusal of it, at his house the next day, if I would

call. I felt a strange interest in the book. I preached that evening to a small audience, who appeared to

be interested in the truths which I endeavored to unfold to them in a clear and lucid manner from the

scriptures. Next morning I called at his house, where, for the first time, my eyes behold the "Book of Mormon"
—that book of books—that record which reveals the antiquities of the "New World" back to the remotest

ages, and which unfolds the destiny of its people and the world for all time to come;—that book which con-

tains the fulness of the gospel of a crucified and risen Redeemer;—that book which reveals a lost remnant of

Joseph, and which was the principal means, in the hands of God, of directing the entire course of my
future life.

I opened it with eagerness and read its title page. I then read the testimony of several witnesses in

relation to the manner of its being found and translated. After this I commenced its contents by course.

I read all day; eating was a burden, I had no desire for food; sleep was a burden when the night came, for I

preferred reading to sleep. (Continued on page 836)
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Young Nephi Subdues his Rebellious Brothers,



Lehi and his People Arrive in the Promised Land.
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Ammon Defends the Flocks of King Lamoni.



Helaman Leads an Army of 2,000 Ammonite Youths
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From original oil paintings. © 7.959 by David O. McKay. Trustee-in-Trustfor the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.

The Brother of Jared Sees the Finger of the Lord.



Church Moves On

(Continued from page 775)

Second. Branches are Canon City,

La Junta, Rye, Trinidad, and Raton
(New Mexico.) Approximately 2260
members reside in the stake. The
organization was effected by Elders
Marion G. Romney and LeGrand
Richards of the Council of the

Twelve. In 1846, members of the

sick detachment of the famed Mor-
mon Battalion and a colony of Mis-
sissippi Saints wintered in the

Pueblo area.

Taber (Alberta) Stake, organized
from portions of Lethbridge Stake
with Elder Ray B. Evanson sustained

as president with Elders James H.
Tanner, Jr., and Keith E. Francis as

counselors. Elder Elmo E. Fletcher,

formerly first counselor to President
Grant G. Woolley, succeeds him as

president. President Fletcher's coun-
selors are Elder John Owen Steed,

who served as second counselor to

President Woolley, and Elder R.

Donald Livingstone. These organ-
izations were presided over by
Elders Delbert L. Stapley and How-
ard W. Hunter of the Council of

the Twelve. Taber has been a name
of a Church unit since March 15,

1904, when a branch of the Church
was organized. With the Pikes Peak
and Taber stakes, the number of

stakes are now 302.

Elder Carman Alonzo Black sus-

tained as president of Liberty (Salt

Lake City) Stake, succeeding Presi-

dent Walter W. Hunter. President

Black's counselors are Elders Don
Roy Earl and Wells Barney Menden-
hall. Released with President Hunter
were his counselors, Elders Sheldon
R. Brewster and Abraham L. Stout.

The First Presidency advised that

the United States Constitution be re-

called in meetings, to coincide with

the national observance of Con-
stitution Week. The knowledge
that the Constitution is an inspired

document is found in the Doctrine

and Covenants, notably section 101.

Riverton (Utah) Stake organ-
ized from parts of West
Jordan Stake with Elder

J.

Harold Berrett sustained as president
and Elders Leonard C. Beckstead
and Merrill E. Worsley as counselors.

President Howard W. Barben re-

tained as head of West Jordan Stake

with new counselors, Elders C. Elmo
Turner and Edmund L. McDougal.
President Barben's former counselors

were Elders Beckstead and Turner.
These changes were effected by
Elder Delbert L. Stapley of the

Council of the Twelve, assisted by
President Antoine R. Ivins of the

First Council of the Seventy. River-

ton, which gives this, the 303rd stake

of the Church, its name, was first

organized as a branch in 1885, with
Elder Orrin P. Miller as president.

He became the first bishop of River-

ton Ward in 1886, and later president

of the stake. Bishop Miller served

as a counselor in the Presiding Bish-

opric of the Church from 1901 to

1918.

Elder Glenn C. Shaw sustained as

second counselor to President Philo

T. Edwards of Sharon ( Utah ) Stake,

succeeding Elder Cecil Wagstaff.
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of your
religious service

Playing dimensions and console arrange-

ments conform rigidly to the specifications

of the American Guild of Organists.

A Wurlitzer Church Organ offers

rich, worshipful tone—a reverent and
moving contribution to the Church
Service.

It places at the command of any
organist an infinite range of tradi-

tional organ voices. Transmitted by
Wurlitzer's High Fidelity Sound Sys-

tem, the result is glorious organ
music . . . truly Music's Richest Voice.

WurliTzer Organs
FREE
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Fund Raising Kit

' The Wurlitzer Company
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Bibliotherapy

(Continued from page 813)

is baptized shall be saved, and he
that believeth not shall be damned."
(Mark 16:16.) That sounds as if

Jesus thought baptism was pretty im-
portant, and who should know, better

than he, what is in our interests?

How wonderfully this minister's

situation could be changed by a
"treatment" from the books contain-

ing the direct revelations of the

Lord to our day. We have made
some valuable discoveries in our
time, but the most important dis-

covery ever made is when man
discovers God and takes advantage
of the blessings that are thereby
made available to him.

Jesus said to Peter, "I will give
unto thee the keys of the kingdom of

heaven, and whatsoever thou shall

bind on earth shall be bound in

heaven, and whatsoever thou shall

loose on earth shall be loosed in

heaven." (Matt. 16:19.) This power
is available at the very time when
some are wondering if salvation was
intended only for those who lived

two thousand years ago, or if God
has now changed his program or fin-

ished his work and gone out of busi-

ness. How it would benefit the lives

of everyone upon the earth to under-
stand fully all that is involved in

the fact that in our own day God
has again appeared upon the earth
to re-establish among men a knowl-
edge of the God of Genesis. He has
given us the certain information that

the God of Genesis and the God of

Calvary is also the God of the Dis-
pensation of the Fulness of Times;
and that the full benefits of the
gospel are now available if we will

only inform ourselves about them.
In the front of the Book of Mor-

mon is a testimonial signed by eleven
men in addition to the Prophet
Joseph Smith.

There is not one among us who,
if he understood the situation, would
dare disbelieve that testimony. The
greatest of all messages is that God
had again spoken to man upon the
earth, and the greatest of all good
is for us to find out what he has
said and then govern ourselves

accordingly.

The habit of reading is the only
enjoyment in which there is no alloy;

it lasts when all other pleasures fade.

—Anthony Trollope

Where Are the Original

Manuscripts?

(
Continued from page 803

)

lead to protect the contents from
moisture, and a stone had been close-

ly cut to fit into the cavity, which
had been made in the cornerstone
to receive these things, which stone

was fitted in its place and cemented,
where it was thought that the papers
and other articles would be pre-

served without decay or injury for

ages, if not disturbed."

The old wall of the Nauvoo House
was torn down about 1882, and it

was discovered that the cornerstone
had not been tight, and that the
elements had done irreparable dam-
age to the manuscript and the other

contents.

Mrs. Sarah M. Kimball of Salt Lake
City visited Nauvoo in 1883 and was
shown what was left of the manu-
script by Major Lewis C. Bidamon,
who had married Emma Smith, the
Prophet's widow. He permitted her
to select some of the sheets. She
selected twenty-three pages, which
appeared to be the most legible,

brought them to Salt Lake City, and
gave them to President Smith who
placed them in the Church His-
torian's Office.

In May 1885, Elder Franklin D.
Richards of the Council of the
Twelve and his son, Charles C,
arrived in Nauvoo. Major Bidamon
was then operating a hotel in that

city. In the words of Elder Richards:

"We were quite willingly shown
all that remained [in Major Bida-
mon's possession] of the manuscript
of the Book of Mormon. . . . The
paper is yellow with age and from
the moisture sweated from its own
hiding place. It is brittle to the
touch. Many of the leaves crumble
like ashes, and some of them are

broken away. It is necessary to

handle them with the utmost care.

The writing is faint and is not legible

on many continuous lines, but frag-

mentary clauses and even whole
verses are occasionally discern-

ible

"When they were placed before
our eyes we gazed with rapture and
reverence upon them. Our hands
trembled as we touched the frail

edges of the leaves across which the

well-beloved Oliver had traced the

divine words coming from the

Prophet's mouth. . . .

"When the proprietor saw the pro-
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Thayer D. Evans and the Evans Quartet practicing in the Sons of the Utah Pioneers' Museum.

Postum is the natural whole-grain drink

that warms the heart
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artificial stimulants. Ready in an instant, it's always welcome.

Make sure you always have Postum on hand.
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found interest with which we re-

garded these things he spoke to us

about them with great respect and
generosity. We talked with him
upon the subject of the writings at

considerable length, and through his

complaisance, when we came away,
we brought with us all of the manu-
scripts and have them in our pos-

session." (Desenei News, December
14,, 1946, p. 7.

)

Another report states that while
Major Bidamon said that Elder
Richards 5was welcome to it, he grate-

fully accepted twenty dollars for the

old manuscript.

These pages remained in the

Richards family for over sixty years.

Then in December 1946, it was an-

nounced that President George Al-

bert Smith had received the old

manuscript from Elder Charles C.

Richards.

At the Church Historian's Office a

task of love and care and science

was begun. A photographer was
selected, and the matter was thor-

oughly studied. When the project

was begun, ultraviolet lights were
used in an attempt to bring out the

handwriting, and fine-grained pan-
cromatic film was used. The prob-

lem was to turn the pages as they
were set up before the camera lens.

Sometimes the staff members of the

Historian's Office used paper to lift

the manuscript sheets to turn them
over. Even with all the care, some
of the sheets of the manuscript broke
apart before their eyes.

Some of the photographic results

of that project may be seen as illus-

trations in this magazine. (See pages
802-803.

)

Now, what of the other manu-
script—the second copy that Oliver

Cowdery made? After the book was
printed, Oliver kept that copy as the

Prophet had kept the first.

After the death of Oliver in March
1850, his copy came into the hands
of David Whitmer, Oliver's brother-

in-law. In the fall of 1878, Elders

Orson Pratt and Joseph F. Smith of

the Council of the Twelve visited

David Whitmer at Richmond, Mis-
souri.

Elder Smith states:

"Father Whitmer showed us the

manuscript in his own house in the

presence of David C. Whitmer, the

son of Jacob Whitmer, Philander
Page, David J. Whitmer, son
of David Whitmer, George W.
Schweich, Col. James W. Black, Hon.

J. R. B. VanCleave, and others. And

knowing as I did where the original

was, [even then in the old corner-

stone] I turned to the testimony of

the eleven witnesses and asked
Father Whitmer if he and the other

witnesses signed their own names to

their testimony to the Book of Mor-
mon, when Father Whitmer un-

hesitatingly replied with emphasis,

'We each signed our own name.'

'Then,' said I, 'how is it that the

names of the witnesses are found
here written in the same hand?'

Father Whitmer replied, 1 don't

know. Oliver must have signed

them.' Then I said, 'Where are the

original documents?' He replied, 1
don't know.' . . .

"I do not blame him for supposing
it was the original, for he knew no
better, or perhaps had forgotten that

a copy was made of the original."

(Deseret Evening News, December
23,1899.)
David Whitmer held this manu-

script for nearly thirty-eight years,

until his death which occurred

January 25, 1888.

Herman C. Smith, a historian of

the Reorganized Church, has been
quoted by The Saints' Herald, the

official publication of that church, as

follows:

"The one [manuscript] used by the

printer was doubtless left in the

custody of Oliver Cowdery and by
him transferred to David Whitmer,
and finally fell into the hands of the

Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ

of Latter Day Saints, and is still in

good condition."
(
The Saints' Herald,

September 26, 1949; vol. 96, page
920.)

The original manuscript that

Oliver and others penned sometime
earlier, as the words fell from the

lips of the Prophet, was placed by
the Prophet in the cornerstone of the

Nauvoo House, October 2, 1841.

All that is left, approximately 125

pages, some of which are worn and
crumbled, are now in the possession

of the Church of Jesus Christ of

Latter-day Saints in Salt Lake City.

There is not another nation [the

United States of America] under
heaven, in whose midst the Book of

Mormon could have been brought
forth.

Discourses of Brigham Young,

p. 109.
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New Yorkers were AMAZED
By a Frank Newspaper Series That Discussed
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A recent public service study of Patent
Medicines in one of New York's leading
evening newspapers, devoted one entire
installment to vitamins and disclosed
many interesting highlights about the
sale of Vitamins and Vitamin-Mineral
combinations.

One of the startling revelations in this

frank article was the wide variance of
Vitamin prices.

The following three paragraphs taken
from the series, as it appeared, are of
particular concern to every family buy-
ing Vitamins.

"Any particular vitamin bottled under
one label is, for all practical and thera-
peutic purposes, the same as if it is

bottled under another label. The fact is,

most of the Vitamin concentrates con-
sumed in America are produced by only
a few companies.

"The list of ingredients in a Vitamin
compound is one thing the consumer can
almost always depend on to be correct.
Any company which fails to label the
bottle with the exact formula and amount
(or unit strength) of each ingredient
risks a seizure by the U. S. Government.

"Bearing that in mind, it is interest-
ing to pick up a few Vitamin catalogs
and compare the prices charged by dif-
ferent companies for the same Vitamin
compounds."

Following publication of the install-

ment we received hundreds of telephone
calls requesting copies of the Hudson

Vitamin Catalog. This interest prompted
us to tell the entire nation our story.

Hudson Vitamin Products has been
serving doctors and nurses for over 25
years and now you, too, can purchase
your Vitamins direct from Hudson at
savings up to 50% and more. Page after
page in the Free Hudson Catalog shows
tremendous dollar savings on Vitamins,
Vitamin-Mineral combinations and Food
Supplements.

Here is one example from the Hudson
Vitamin Catalog: A very popular mul-
tiple vitamin that is taken once-a-day,
regularly sells for about $3.10 per 100
. . . the Hudson formula sells for only
$1.50 per 100.

Here is another—a well-known high
potency B complex formula with Vita-
min C and minerals (similar to a brand
nationally advertised at $4.40 per 100)
. . . only $2.10 per 100 direct from the
Hudson Vitamin Catalog.

These are only two examples that you
will find in our 40 page catalog that is

simple, easy to read and has been a
Vitamin buying guide for millions from
coast-to-coast.

Write for the Catalog and show it to
your doctor if you like—but, by all means,
discover for yourself why Hudson has
become a direct money-saving source
for Vitamins throughout the nation. All
Hudson Vitamin Products are sold with
a money back guarantee.

HUDSON VITAMIN PRODUCTS, INC.
89 Seventh Avenue, Dept, M-832, New York 11, New York

Accepted

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

^parents;
, MAGAZINE

Hudson Vitamins
have been awarded both the
parents' magazine
commendation seal
and Mc call's
USE-TESTED SEAL

World's Leading Direct-by-Mail Vitamin Company

HUDSON VITAMIN PRODUCTS, Inc. Dept. M-832
89 Seventh Avenue, New York 11, New York

Please mail me your Free Hudson Vitamin Catalog.

ADDRESS ____

NAME
CITY _ZONE _STATE
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FRIENDLY PEOPLE

When you need help a phone call brings the man from Farmers . . . fast.

He works in your interest, saves you time and trouble. He inspects

damages, arranges for repairs, can even sign the check. Farmers is

famous for fair settlement and for friendly people who work cour-

teously, efficiently and quickly for YOU. Farmers is the best auto insur-

ance buy in America today.

YOU SAVE MONEY WITH FARMERS!

Farmers rates are generally 20% lower than most other companies.

Farmers gives a 10%">:' discount for one year of accident-free driving,

;an additional 25% discount on your second car, if you qualify. And your

farmers auto liability policy covers you if you are injured, through

no fault of your own, by a hit-and-run or uninsured motorist.

*NOT AVAILABLE IN WASHINGTON,

Farmers Auto
Insurance

Call Farmers Insurance Group AUTO • LIFE • FIRE TRUCK

Stranger in the Land

(Continued from page 808)

Neva's cheeks burned. No matter

how great her need, Florence would
not have come to this, her own house,

which she had freely given to a

stranger—a rude, ungrateful, blun-

dering stranger. Her quiet self-

reliance would not permit such a

breech of dignity.

"Please do not be upset," Florence
relieved the silence, "I understand."

Neva looked at the Navajo woman.
It was a fine handsome face. A proud
face which failed to reveal the deep
humility of the heart. True, its sur-

face was weathered, which was all

Neva had seen in the beginning, but

this was softened by a serenity for

life. To know the kindness, the self-

reliance, the compassion born of

understanding, was to admire—even
to love her. To be like her was to

face the world unafraid, to weather
its storms, to learn courage through
its hardships. To live in a strange

land of strange ways and become a

part of it.

A warmth coursed through Neva,
"Thank you, Florence. Thank you
for coming into my house, for coming
into my life." Feeling that tears

might again begin to flow, she spoke
more lightly, "And please, don't ever

hesitate to come here to your house
—my house," she corrected. "As long

as it is mine, you are welcome."

At the sound of a car pulling to a

stop, Neva burst from the house and
ran to Dan's arms.

"Neva, darling, are you all right?

I came as soon as I could after the

storm. You must have been fright-

ened. I never should have brought
you into this desolation." He hugged
her to him.

"Desolation?" Neva pulled back so

she could look into Dan's face. "Dan,
I'm surprised at you! Where could
you find a place more beautiful?"

Dan could not hide his surprise.

He searched her face for sarcasm,

but found none. Only a radiance
hovered, adding beauty, he thought.

Then his eyes detected the tall figure

in the shadow of the doorway. "Isn't

that Florence?"

"Yes," Neva became serious.

"Hosteen died this afternoon."

Dan's face clouded, "I knew it

would come soon."

"She wanted to walk to her
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SEE-WAY
FOR PEOPLE

What better way to take in the glamorama of our West and South-

west than through the big, wide-angle picture windows of an S.P
streamliner. Twenty-five running every day, on our east-west routes
and on the Coast. Curl up in your comfortable Chair Car seat or

Pullman room and watch the show go by . . . mountains, valleys,

lakes, forests, shoreline, desert, cities. Polite, attentive service

wherever you go on board for dining or refreshment pleasures.

' " '::.

FREEWAY
FOR FREIGHT

Every day of the week, an average of

725 freight trains are rolling over South-

ern Pacific's 14,700-mile rail network in

11 Western and Southwestern states.

They carry a daily average of nearly

300,000 tons of just about everything

produced, needed and used by people

and industry. The ride is swift and
smooth on a wide-open steel "freeway"

—maintained at our expense, not the

taxpayers'. No doubt about it, trains are

the lowest-cost and most efficient form

of transportation ever devised for carry-

ing freight overland.

Southern
Pacific

serving the West and Southwest with

TRAINS • TRUCKS • PIGGYBACK • PIPELINES
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brother's to make arrangements. I

insisted that she wait so you could

take her."

Baffled, Dan scrutinized his wife's

face. Did he see compassion, self-

lessness? "I'm glad you did. Thanks,

Neva, for helping Florence—know-
ing how you feel."

She caught Dan's arm as he started

for the house. "No, Dan, you don't

know how I feel," she paused. "Never
have I met anyone so gracious and

admirable as Florence. In her un-

pretentious way, she has brought me
something all my father's wealth, all

my mother's good intentions could

never buy."

Dan, not completely understand-

ing, gave Neva a grateful hand
squeeze. There was work to be done
now. There would be time after-

ward for explanation. He felt cer-

tain Neva would not be leaving to-

morrow, nor any tomorrow. A warm

;:tvr.i«:,v
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sensation filled him, one of tender-

ness for his wife, a oneness between
them.

Several mornings later, as Dan left

the house and glanced across a small

rise toward the completion activities

of Florence's new hogan and sheep
corral, he stopped in amazement. A
chuckle, his first amiable, Navajo-
knowing reaction to the bizarre

spectacle, was quickly stifled by the

thought of how Neva might react.

He was not sure how big a test her

pride would stand.

As he debated a variety of solu-

tions, Neva watched from the door-

way. "Anything wrong?" she called,

curiosity propelling her toward him.

"I was looking at Florence's sheep
corral."

"Well is it any different from
any—" Neva did not finish her ques-

tion. Having turned to look, the

question answered itself through her

own unbelieving eyes. There, con-

spicuously binding several posts

tightly together, like twining flowers,

were the remains of her vanished
dress.

Dan watched her face, his blue
eyes unblinking, waiting for the ex-

plosion as Neva's pride punctured.
At first she only stared, her eyes

widening, her lower lip dropping.
Then suddenly the explosion came,
her mouth opened wide and squeals

of laughter bubbled out. Dan
laughed too, partly from relief.

When hilarity subsided, Dan
asked, "Shall I go get the dress?

I'm sure Florence would understand."

"No. I'd like to leave it there.

Now I'm part of these people, twined
right into their lives. Don't you see,

Dan, every time I feel sorry for my-
self, I'll look over there as a re-

minder that I'm no longer a stranger

in the land."

Dan listened with obvious ap-

proval, his few residual doubts
creeping away unnoticed in the

bright sunshine of Neva's voice.

"Besides, it's the very least I can
do for Florence. Let her keep it.

Don't even tell her about it, not now
anyway. Later when times are hap-

py for her and she's ready to laugh

again, we'll tell her. I want to see

her face then, dancing with merri-

ment."

"You're right, Neva." He put his

arm around her, marveling at her

sudden depth of understanding. "It

will be our gift to her when she's

ready for it—our gift of laughter."
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THE of the nation
..in education

This fall, more than 250,000
students are attending Utah's
schools, colleges and universities.
These young people can look to
the future with confidence, be-
cause they are receiving their
schooling in a state dedicated to
attaining the highest possible
standard of education.

Utahns have a traditional desire for education. Our state
is number one nationally in the number of school years com-
pleted by the adult population, number one in percentage of
population completing four years of high school, and number
three in percentage of population completing four years of
college. This has produced an educational system widely
acclaimed as being well above the national average.

Major obstacles have been conquered to achieve this
enviable standing. We are far from being a rich state-
Utah s personal income is smaller than 33 other states. Yet
we must meet an exceptional cost problem, because, propor-
tionately, we have more students attending public schools
than any other state.

Utah has gained its high standing through a combina-
tion of two factors. (1) It has developed an efficient educa-
tional system, and perhaps even more significant, (2) only
one state spends a higher percentage of personal income for
education.

Utah is truly THE state of the nation in education.
Those who are part of this year's back-to-school move-

ment can be thankful that the businesses and people of the
Beehive State are able to make the financial contribution
needed to make good education available to all.

Utah CopperDivision Aennecott Copper Corporation
PROUDTO BE PART OF A GROWING UTAH
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Gold Ribbon Winner gives you
a recipe for Crumbly Light

Dutch Hustle Cake
Here's a hurry-up way to make old fashioned apple

kuchen," says Mrs. Dallas Kruse, winner of the Gold

I Ribbon for yeast baking at Colorado's Garfield County

v> Fair. "You just mix and spoon—it rises in the pan.

And what a cake you'll bake . . . topped

^j^^Sf^^, w *tn tart
->
u *cy appie slices

• •
ricn

with the flavor only yeast can give.

Be sure you use Fleischmann's

Active Dry Yeast. It's so fast

and easy . . . everything bakes

up wonderful with Fleischmann's!"

/
(

DUTCH HUSTLE CAKE \

V

Yi cup milk

14 cup sugar

Vi teaspoon salt

14 cup Blue Bonnet Margarine

1 package Fleischmann's Active
• Dry Yeast

14 cup warm, not hot, water

1 egg well beaten

\y$ cups sifted flour

\y% cups canned or cooked
apple slices, drained

2 tablespoons brown sugar

14 teaspoon cinnamon
i/4 teaspoon nutmeg

Scald milk. Stir in sugar, salt and halfthe

margarine. Cool to lukewarm. In mixing

bowl dissolve yeast in warm, not hot,

water. Stir in lukewarm milk mixture.

Add egg and flour. Beat until smooth.

Spread dough evenly in greased 9x9x2-
inch pan. Arrange apple slices on top.

Sprinkle with mixture of sugar, cinna-

mon and nutmeg. Dot with remaining

margarine. Cover and let rise in warm
place, free from draft, until doubled in

bulk, about 40 minutes. Bake in hot oven

at 400°F. for 25 minutes. Drizzle with

confectioners' sugar icing.

V
ANOTHER FINE PRODUCT OF STANDARD BRANDS INCORPORATED

/
/

IN YOUR HOME . . .

IN YOUR CHAPEL . .

PRATT « LAMBERT
®

Countless homes in the area and many of our most beautifully deco-

rated LDS Chapels are finished inside and out with the finest—Pratt

& Lambert paints and varnishes.

SALT LAKE GLASS & PAINT CO.
"Decorating Center of the Intermountain Area"

330 East 4th South Salt Lake City, Utah
— See your local Pratt & Lambert dealer —

A Writer Looks at the

Book of Mormon

(
Continued from page 801

)

Alma the Younger. This difference

in style is somewhat obliterated by
the translation.

Some people do not understand
what translation really is. Even
some adults who love the Book of

Mormon think of each symbol on
the plates as having an exact Eng-
lish equivalent. The fact is that

each language has built up through
usage fine shades of meaning that

cannot be easily expressed in an-

other language. Joseph Smith faced

this problem when he translated the

Book of Mormon. After he knew,
through divine assistance, what every

character meant, he had to struggle

to put that meaning into articulate

English. He had to use his own
vocabulary—a vocabulary in use

around him, enriched by his reading

of his loved Bible. Still the sermons
of the great Book of Mormon leaders

transcend the vocabulary. Read
several of these sermons, one after

the other, and you will see what I

mean.

Theme

We have not spoken of the most
important component in any book—
the philosophy that is inherent in it.

Sometimes we call this the idea, the

theme, the objective, the purpose.

A book can be no greater than the

mind that conceives it, no deeper

than the heart of the writer. Have
you ever read this book with the

desire to search it for truth? Wipe
away the wars and the travels, and
you have a great human document
that pushes back the boundaries of

religious and social thinking along

many fronts. Remember, for exam-
ple, that a long peace was secured,

not because either side built up a

great show of strength but because
of the virtue of the people. Re-

member that poverty is not a virtue,

but that prosperity may come to man
if he obeys the laws of God.

I like to think of the Prophet
sitting behind his curtain reading,

with divine help, to his scribe. Be-

cause I know what goes into a book—
I know it from my experience as a

writer and as a teacher of writers—

I think of him dictating sentence

after sentence, chapter after chap-

ter, without the months of research

that I put into a book, without
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Rio Grande's Main Line Through the Rockies is a superscenic steel highway described by its

patrons as the "best way to see the best of the west!" Car-free, carefree travel, featuring spacious
accommodations, superb dining and see-all Vista-Domes, is provided on these fine Rio Grande
trains: The Vista-Dome CALIFORNIA ZEPHYR (cb&q-d&rgw-wp) San Francisco -Salt Lake City-

Denver- Chicago .. .The PROSPECTOR overnight, every night between Salt Lake City and
Denver . . . The Vista-Dome ROYAL GORGE Salt Lake City-Provo-Grand Junction-Glenwood
Springs -Pueblo -Colorado Springs -Denver . . . The Vista -Dome COLORADO EAGLE (mp-d&rgw)
Denver - Colorado Springs - Pueblo -Wichita - Kansas City- St. Louis. Next trip, take it easy...
take the train!

Rio Grande's Main Line Through the Rockies is a heavy-duty, high-speed steel highway described
by its patrons as "The Shippers' Railroad." Gateways of this major link in the direct central
transcontinental route are located at Salt Lake City and Ogden, Utah on the west, and at Denver
and Pueblo, Colorado on the east. Modern equipment, joint yards, direct connections and co-

ordinated transcontinental schedules provide time-saving through service from origin to desti-

nation. This is a modern railroad, staffed by skilled, friendly personnel dedicated to giving you
the transportation service you need and want. Next shipment, ship direct . . . via Rio Grande.
You'll agree that it's pleasant . . . and profitable ... to do business with "The Shippers' Railroad."

nJcruraiiae
Traffic Offices in 38 Major Cities

DENVER & RIO GRANDE WESTERN RAILROAD
R. KNOX BRADFORD, Vice President -Traffic

H. F. ENO, Passenger Traffic Manager
Rio Grande Building, Denver 2, Colorado
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SPECIFYVIRCO
AMERICA'S FINEST FOLDING CHAIRS AND TABLES

You save on the original price, and you save on replacement—because VIRCO

folding chairs and tables are built for years of rugged service . . .
priced to

meet any budget. Folding chairs and tables may look alike, but when you compare

them point-by-point—for advanced design, structural use of Vircoloy steel

(up to 20% stronger), and beauty—you'll find VIRCO furniture ahead

of the field in value and lasting satisfaction.

VIRCO-MATIC Series of

Cafeteria and All-Purpose

Folding Tables adjust

easily to any height from 21"

to 31"— in one-inch

increments. Heavy gauge

tubular steel legs and

non-glare linen pattern

Vircolite plastic tops

banded with

aluminum.

VIRCO #127 ALL-METAL
FOLDING CHAIR

Tubular steel construction with

three fusion-welded braces.

Tubular steel reinforcement in

front legs at seat pivot

point, also under forward

edge of seat._ Metal

capped leg's with

durable rubber

crutch tips.

FREE! New catalogue showing VIRCO's complete line

of church and institutional folding chairs and tables.
Write today to:

VIRCO MFG. CORPORATION
L-11, P.O. Box 44846 Station Hancock, Los Angeles, Cali

Plants also in Arkansas and Pennsylvania

S THE CENTER OF N
v CONVENIENCE /

. «

Cooeq'A
NEW AMERICA

320 BEAUTIFUL ROOMS
BEAUTY SALON • BABBER SHOP

MAIN AT FIFTH SOUTH
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salt lake city
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the painstaking, life-absorbing hours

spent in character conception; with-

out a prearranged, carefully charted

plan for the entire work, without

faltering, turning back, constantly

revising.

I like to bring this whole concept

into my mind and think about it,

because then I know with my own
brain and body that the Book of

Mormon is a divine witness for

Christ, that it came to us in the way
that the Prophet Joseph said it came.

Out of my own experience my testi-

mony has grown, and this is as it

should be.

Perhaps as you reread the Book
of Mormon you will have an added
appreciation for it. Perhaps my testi-

mony will reinforce your own.

Conversions through the

Book of Mormon

(Continued from, page 815)

As I read, the Spirit of the Lord
was upon me, and I knew and com-
prehended that the book was true,

as plainly and manifestly as a man
comprehends and knows that he
exists. My joy was now full, as it

were, and I rejoiced sufficiently

more than to pay me for all the

sorrows, sacrifices, and toils of my
life. I soon determined to see the

young man who had been the in-

strument of its discovery and trans-

lation. (Life and Travels of Farley

P. Pratt, p. 36-37.

)

SACRAMENT MEETING

BY HELEN KIMBALL ORGILL

Chapel doors are open wide,

Organ tones are softly pealing,

Voices entering subside,

Thoughts of reverence revealing;

Words from leaders, hymns of praise,

Youthful priests are kneeling, pray-

ing,

Blessings on the Sacrament-
God, our Father's word obeying.

Thoughts of him the crucified,

Jesus and his love imbuing,
Hearts with hope and faith and trust,

Sacred covenants renewing;

Sermons follow to inspire,

Words of truth, all edifying,

Food for thought in days to come—
Humble spirits fortifying.

THE IMPROVEMENT ERA



Anything
going
our, ways

Carload or carton, let us give "kid glove"

handling to your next shipment.

Be Specific

sup UNION PACIFIC
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The Melchizedek Priesthood course of study for 1961 ivill

consist of the reading of the Book of Mormon. See announcement

on p. 776.

A Modern Missionary Approach

MELCHIZEDEK

PRIESTHOOD



Under our modern Church circumstances, priest-

hood bearers and Church members in general have

many missionary opportunities that did not exist in

former days and under less propitious circumstances.

Now that the Church has become the great world-

wide organization that it is, much of its success in

the missionary cause results from the use of Church

buildings and Church programs for their proselyting

value.

Probably half of the convert baptisms made in the

Church today, though performed as an immediate

result of missionary labor, are in fact the direct result

of the converting pull of the Church itself, with its

buildings, programs, and auxiliary organizations.

Every Church building, every conference session,

every Sacrament meeting, every activity program, every

organized undertaking of the Church—all these are

missionaries. All have converting power.

Consequently, as the General Authorities go

throughout the stakes holding missionary meetings in

connection with stake conferences, they urge Church

members in general and priesthood bearers in particu-

lar to aid in using the whole organization and opera-

tion of the Church for its proselyting value.

For instance, they say: "Use 'occasions' such as

building dedications, dedications of new temples,

opening of new foreign missions, and other such events

mentioned in the news, as a means of making explana-

tions to our nonmember friends."

In harmony with this counsel and on their own
initiative, the officers of the Whittier Stake in Cali-

fornia recently used the completion and dedication

of a new stake and ward building to lay the founda-

tion for some very effective proselyting.

Whittier (California) Stake President John Collings,

in a letter to the missionary committee, described their

stake activities and told of their beneficial results in

this language:

"Two days prior to the dedication of our new
Whittier Stake Center, we held an open house to

which we invited both nonmembers and members of

the Church. This program was so successful we
thought you would be interested in a brief description

of how it was organized.

"The paramount purpose of the event was to per-

form missionary work. So much interest had been

displayed by neighbors of the chapel that we wanted

to familiarize them with the activities that would oc-

cur in the building. We knew this would stimulate

many to attend and hear the message of the gospel

from stake missionaries.

"Friday prior to dedication was scheduled for mem-
bers of the Church as well as nonmembers. We urged

Church members to preserve the Saturday for non-

members in order that guides could devote full atten-

tion to them.

"Seven local papers ran articles and pictures an-

nouncing the open house. Four thousand invitations

were given to stake missionaries and full-time mis-

sionaries for distribution to residences in the vicinity

of our building. Three thousand invitations were

given Church members to distribute to friends and

neighbors. Local stake presidents and bishops and

city, county, government and school officials were
mailed invitations.

"The building was prepared with signs directing

people to the proper entrance, flowers, attendants,

guides. Members of the stake presidency and bishop-

rics greeted everyone and presented each with a

brochure. A guide promptly conducted them through-

out the building.

"Midway in the tour the visitors received a slide-

illustrated talk. This presentation briefly explained

the athletic, social, and intellectual activities that oc-

cur in a meetinghouse in addition to spiritual worship.

The differences between a chapel and temple were

also emphasized to insure that visitors knew they were

always welcome to attend activities and meetings.

"The tour ended with the guides ushering the people

into the chapel after explaining that the formal tour

was completed and that they could leave at their

leisure. A continuous organ concert was provided in

the chapel by various organists in the stake.

"The results of this activity were most rewarding.

Approximately 1920 people attended, of which we
estimated seventy-five percent to be nonmembers. All

comments were extremely positive, and missionaries

received a number of fine leads. The event was such

a successful missionary activity for us that we thought

you might be interested in considering this for other

wards and stakes."
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Throughout the ages of man, loyalty has been among

the most praised and acclaimed of all virtues. With

its kindred attributes of fidelity, constancy, and un-

waveringness, it is universally admired. And this is

only proper, for it is in every sense a characteristic

of a strong, mature personality.

0¥ALT¥
WARD TEACHING
SUPPLEMENT

Loyalty can have several objects—we can be loyal

to individuals, to institutions, and to ideas. We should

be aware, of course, that loyalty is only as strong as

its object. If the object is not worth the loyalty, then

it can be worthless or even—as was the case with Hitler

and Lenin—dangerous. We must therefore periodically

examine our loyalties to make sure that they are

properly directed—to the best that there is in the

world and the best that there is in ourselves.

If our loyalties pass this test, they should be nur-

tured and developed.

There are no stories more beautiful than stories of

individual loyalty, such as the scripture tales of Ruth

and Naomi, David and Jonathan, and Nephi to his

father Lehi. Loyalty to other people, particularly to

one's mate and family members, develops trust,

fidelity, understanding, and devotion. We learn that

in human relations the important thing is not so much
to receive as to give and support. And this is appre-

ciated most when times are a bit rough and life's

problems somewhat heavy. What a blessing it is to

have someone who is always there, come what may,

to be counted on and leaned on if necessary.

Loyalty to our country, which we call patriotism,

demands that we obey its laws, answer its calls, and

strive continually to make it a better place in which

to live.

Loyalty to God and his Church is surely among the

highest loyalties. We are expected to obey the teach-

ings of the Church, sustain its leaders, serve whenever

and wherever called, and do all within our power to

help the Church grow and prosper. While we do these

things, we will grow and prosper with it; for a worthy

loyalty, although it requires an object beyond the

person exercising it, is invariably most beneficial to

that person.
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Bishop Arthur W. Elrey with Kenneth M. Craig of the Tucson
Fifth Ward.

QUORUM ADVISER CAN BE GREAT
INFLUENCE FOR GOOD

An adviser to a quorum of Aaronic Priesthood

bearers under 21 has an opportunity for influencing

people's lives for good that few other positions in the

Church can offer.

In his calling he acts in many capacities: teacher,

counselor, work director, social leader, recreational

leader, spiritual guide. In each of these he should set

an examine for his young men to follow.

And follow it they will, for young men of Aaronic

Priesthood age are extremely alert and impression-

able. They often follow bad examples as well as

good examples; for this reason the adviser must be

very careful in his conduct.

How powerful, how enduring a good example can

be! Many people in the Church today give a great

deal of credit to an example set by someone they

looked up to in the days of their youth, as being a

major factor in their continued activity and faith-

fulness. The strength of these examples is often a

beacon light which they have not lost sight of through

the passage of years and sometimes even decades.

The influence of a quorum adviser should extend

well beyond his quorum members. He can set an

example for parents, brothers, sisters, and friends of

his quorum members. Instances are on record of a

quorum adviser's being responsible for the return to

activity of a father or mother, and of being instru-

mental in the conversion of a young seeker after truth.

These are special occurrences, of course, which every

quorum adviser will not witness. However, each can

witness and contribute to the growth and development

of each member of his quorum. This is in itself richly

rewarding, and in the grasp of every quorum adviser—

if he but lives and works for it.

Tucson Priest has

Unusual Attendance Record

Kenneth N. Craig, a priest of the Tucson Fifth Ward,

Tucson (Arizona) Stake, has earned five consecutive

individual Aaronic Priesthood awards, each of which

bears a 100 percent attendance seal.

Kenneth is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John Craig. He

has an outstanding record of achievement and activity

in various phases of the Church program.

SCHOOLS FOR SENIOR MEMBERS OF THE
AARONIC PRIESTHOOD ON WARD LEVEL PROVE PROFITABLE

Schools for senior members of the Aaronic Priest-

hood and their wives have given a great impetus to

the program for senior members since their introduc-

tion several years ago. Every year increasing numbers

of these members are returning to activity, and scores

of these brethren are being ordained to the Mel-

chizedek Priesthood.

These schools offer senior members and their wives

two things which are necessary in virtually every

reactivation: (1) instruction in the principles of the

gospel, and (2) the chance to associate with fellow

Latter-day Saints — more importantly, with fellow

Latter-day Saints facing the same problems and ob-

stacles they are.

Since they became part of the program, these schools

have been held on different levels—multi-stake, stake,

multi-ward, ward—with varying degrees of success.

Our experience and the reports we have received from

the field lead us to conclude that, as a rule, the smaller

the unit is the more successful the school, and that

ward schools are the most desirable of all.

Many reports have come to us telling of a switch

from stake schools to schools on a ward or two-ward

basis, and the increased interest, enthusiasm, and par-

ticipation which results. As a recent example, Orange

County (California) Stake reports three times the at-

tendance at its ward schools than its best-attended

stake school ever had. At the time of this report,

Orange County Stake had a school in each ward.

There are other advantages besides increased at-

tendance, of course. Holding such schools is very

effective in getting a ward committee for senior mem-

bers on its feet and in operation. The members them-

selves, because of their association with fellow ward

members in the school, can be integrated into the

ward and its program much easier than they otherwise

could be.
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TODAYS FAMILY.

FLORENCE B. PINNOCK,

EDITOR

LET US BE THANKFUL

FOR THE BASIC THINGS

IN OUR LIVES,

FOR EYES TO SEE-

NOT JUST TELEVISION TO LOOK AT;

FOR EARS THAT LISTEN-

NOT JUST SILVER TO JINGLE:

FOR MINDS THAT EXPLORE-

NOT THOUGHTS THAT IMITATE:

FOR FRIENDS TO LOVE-

NOT PEOPLE TO USE;

LET US GIVE THANKS

FOR OUR PRECIOUS

MINDS AND BODIES

AND USE THEM

TO REACH

HIGH.

Now is the time to do more than just think, "I'm thankful." Do

something about it. Make each breath you take, each act you

do say, "Thank you." Gratefulness, appreciation, thankfulness

are so closely related to a really mature person. To have a day

set aside for these attributes is a wonderful way to remind us to

count our many blessings. If your country does not designate a

thanksgiving day, you do this yourself for your family. Everyone

should have a time for thanksgiving.

Thanksgiving is a day to share. If you are living at home,

gather your loved ones around a festive table to give thanks. But

if you are away from home and your family, bring others together

who, too, are alone, and make a "family" to share this day with you.

The first Thanksgiving in 1621 was celebrated by neighbors

joining together, each doing part of the cooking. This is a good

idea now as well as in those days. In this way the spirit of a

large group is enjoyed, and no one is overburdened with work

or expense. Be sure everyone is in on the planning, that is, each

mother, I mean. First settle on a favorite menu. Decide at whose

home you will have the dinner. Of course take turns each year

so everyone will have the opportunity of having the dinner at

her home. A nice general division of responsibility is to have the

hostess prepare the turkey, set the table, and arrange a centerpiece;

Aunt Nora will bring the vegetables and rolls; Aunt Ann the salad

and relishes; and Aunt Liza the dessert. If there is another family

included, give them the responsibility of a cocktail and something

to nibble on after dinner. You see, no one is overburdened with

these assignments, and a luscious dinner will be the result.

Perhaps, as you mothers gather together to plan your dinner,

you will decide to serve just such a typical Thanksgiving dinner

as this:

Grapefruit Cocktail

Sesame Rounds

Roast Turkey Onion Dressing

Mashed Potatoes Gravy

Vegetable Melange

Sweet Potato Balls

Orange Cranberry Sauce

Grape Salad Mold Relishes Rolls

Apple Crumb Mince Pie
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There's really no need to be fussy with Bigelow Carpets.

Bigelows can certainly take it under traffic.

And they make everybody feel mighty welcome and at-home,,

besides. So go ahead, delight the family

and Fido, too — with those Bigelows you promised.

You'll live better on a Bigelow

People who know . . . buy Bigelow
rugs • carpets • since 1825

SALT LAKE CITY'S NEWEST HOTEL OVER-
LOOKING
HISTORIC

MORMON
j

TEMPLE
y SQUARE

Modern Coffee Shop & Dining Room -Television • Air Conditioned

Downtown Rates: Singles $5.00 up - Doubles $6.50 upj^Free Parking Terrace

Teletype Reservations Accepted Collect: SU-350

CLARENCE L. WEST. MANAGER

Good to look at—good to eat is the

goal to work toward on this Thanks-
giving day. Half the enjoyment of

eating is from what the eye sees.

Let's be sure the table is as attrac-

tive as we possibly can make it. That
starts with a spotlessly clean, beauti-

fully ironed tablecloth—linen, cotton,

rayon, or acetate as the case may be.

Next the silver and glassware is

polished to perfection. A festive

centerpiece has become the custom
nowadays even though our grand-
mothers used to put all the food on
the table at once, covering every
inch with bowls of steaming vege-
tables, meats, and gravies. At one
time, even, it was the custom to line

up six or seven different kinds of

pies down the middle of the table as

the centerpiece, to be later used as

the dessert. Now we like to have
our food not so generously spread
before our eyes, but we do enjoy a

centerpiece gracing the table like the

decoration on a cake. Fruit or vege-

tables make a seasonable decoration

for Thanksgiving day. Most inter-

esting in color and form and luscious

to look at is a large delicate crystal

compote or bowl filled with glowing
purple grapes, using deep green gera-

nium leaves as a color accent. If the

dinner is to be in the evening, tall

purple candles in silver or crystal

holders just seem to complete the pic-

ture. The salads also add to this color

scheme, so have them on the table

at the start of the meal. Use frilly

endive, and on it place a mold of lime

Jello filled with tiny, sweet, seedless

grapes—cool, light, and just right

with the heavy dinner. This salad

could well be used as the appetizer

or cocktail.

The recipe for the grapefruit cock-

tail mentioned in the suggested menu
is found in the February 1959 Era.

To make the sesame rounds, cut thin

slices of white bread in circles, spread
with soft butter and sprinkle gen-

erously with sesame seeds. Just be-

fore dinner is served put the bread
to toast under the broiler flame for

just a minute.

The delicious onion stuffing recipe

is found under Dressing Data in this

issue. If you like a beautiful glaze

on your turkey without the sweet
taste of a fruit glaze, take the turkey
from the oven about 30 minutes be-

fore dinner is served. Then baste it

almost constantly with the drippings

as the skin on the turkey cools slight-

ly. If you do this, your turkey will

be glossy, golden brown and suc-
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jlr Thirty-two independent, unduplicated speaking

stops which can be integrated into any combination

tAt Individual pitch lengths for each stop—
16 ft., 8 ft, 4 ft., 2 ft., 2% ft.

Tlr Voices from all four families of organ tone-
Diapasons, Flutes, Strings and Reeds

it Smooth, traditional build-up of tone for legato attack

and crisp, fast response for staccato

it Authentic harmonic structure for each stop,

corresponding to the natural harmonic series

of that tone

jc Three-rank mixture on the Great

fc Tonal design, console layout and stop

nomenclature in conformity with A.G.O. standards

-jc Ten couplers

^ Three Swell combination pistons

Three Great combination pistons

Four general combination pistons (with toe studs)

ic Separate tremolos for each manual

it Great to Pedal reversible

it Register crescendo pedal

Swell expression pedal

Great expression pedal

These specifications are to be found on a well-balanced 20-rank pipe organ. They are

also available, as standard equipment, on the Baldwin Model 10A Electronic Organ.

No other standard-built non-pipe instrument provides such a wide area of similarity

in tone, range and design. If you would like additional information concerning

this important new factor in organ music, write for special free literature to Organ

Division, Department J-ll, The Baldwin Piano Company, Cincinnati 2, Ohio.
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WANT TO KNOW WHAT'S GOING ON TODAY IN BUSINESS?

REMARKABLY COMFORTABLE

NEW*DESIGN
WOOD

FOLDING
CHAIRS

CORONET
220

NOT ON IT

"A" FRAME construction

No sag or sway—permanently rigid

CONTOUR DESIGN cradles your figure

STACK HIGH. Won't rock. They "nest" firmly

SIMPLE CLOSING ACTION. Silent and positive

No noisy rails or channels
PADDED FOAM SEAT. Bolta-flex cover

Choice of 14 colors

RICHLY GRAINED wood. Durable satin finish

Especially suitable for Relief Society rooms
or other extra "nice" areas.

Would you like a demonstration?

Write for the dealer in your area.

*f Pats. Pending

NORQUIST PRODUCTS, INC

CHANDLER STREET, JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

culent as you bring it to the table.

The giblets add a gourmet touch to

the dinner if they are cooked care-

fully.

To cook giblets;

Cover the heart, gizzard, and neck
with water. Add 3 cloves, 5 or 6

peppercorns, 1 teaspoon salt, dash of

pepper, piece of bay leaf, 1 small

onion, 1 carrot, and one piece of

celery, leaf and all. Heat to boiling,

skim off foam. Cover and simmer
gently until the gizzard and heart

are tender. It will take about 3
hours. Keep adding water to keep
the giblets covered at all times. Add
the liver the last 20 minutes of

cooking.

The vegetables can all be served in

one bowl if you prepare:

Vegetable Melange

1 package of frozen peas

1 package of frozen baby limas

1 package of frozen french cut string

beans
salt and pepper
3 tablespoons butter

Cook the frozen vegetables just

until tender, no longer, in salted

water. Drain and flavor.

Thanksgiving and yams or sweet
potatoes go together. For ease of

serving and a treat taste, serve:

Sweet Potato Balls

3 cups of cooked mashed sweet po-

tatoes or yams
salt to taste

dash of pepper
1 cup chopped salted peanuts
1 cup dark corn syrup
Vi cup of butter or margarine

Season the mashed sweet potatoes.

Shape in 2 inch balls. Roll in chopped
salted peanuts. Put the syrup and
butter in a large skillet over low
heat. When the syrup comes to the

boil, add the sweet potato balls and
turn the balls over and over care-

fully until glazed.

A touch of orange in the cranberry

sauce is good. Try this simple

recipe:

Orange Cranberry Sauce

4 cups cranberries

1 cup sugar
1 cup light corn syrup
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Here's the new secret of feeling young, vigorous, fresh again

Does life sometimes seem like too much
effort? Are you letting too many good
things pass you by just because you
haven't the energy to reach out and
seize them?

There may be a simple solution to your
kind of tiredness. Thousands have found
that the answer to that half-alive feel-

ing is a new kind of physical activity

which, unlike muscle-building exercise,

brings the entire body into action—gen-

tly, pleasantly, effortlessly. The way
they are getting this essential all-body

action is with an Exercycle.

Exercycle's All-Body Action

Exercycle gives you all-body action by
moving every part of your body in a
stimulating, coordinated way. Because
Exercycle is motor driven, it conditions

you without the strain and exhaustion
of conventional exercise. You can use as

much or as little effort as you wish. The
unique Bergfors All-Body Action of

Exercycle is so relaxing and refreshing,
it's hard to believe that it brings into

play the same parts of your body as you
would use in swimming, rowing, cycling,

and horseback riding ... all in one satis-

fying workout. The Exercycle does the

work; you get the benefits. And you
have the comfort and convenience of

taking your daily Exercycle workout
right in your own home.

Helps renew lost energy

The effect of a daily workout with the
Exercycle is almost magical. In less

than five days, you begin to feel the

difference. Your muscles soon begin to

firm. You feel more energetic, more
youthful. You're more at ease, more re-

laxed than you have been in years. You
have more vigor and drive. You look

trimmer, slimmer.

The total benefits you get from the All-
Body Action of Exercycle are available
in no other way. No exercise routine, no
other "health program," no other kind
of equipment can do what Exercycle
does. Now thousands of men and women
who have unsuccessfully tried the pills,

food fads, and strenuous regimens can
keep vigorous the easy, convenient
Exercycle way. You can do it too.

ACT NOW! SEND FOR FREE
LITERATURE! IT'S NEVER TOO LATE

TO FEELYOUNG AND ACTIVE AGAIN

Fill out the coupon below and you'll re-

ceive detailed information on the amaz-
ing Exercycle with Bergfors All-Body
Action, how it works and what it can
mean to you and your family. You owe
it to yourself to investigate this modern
way of keeping fit and feeling great.

with the BERGFORS ALL-BODYACTION

EXERCYCLE CORPORATION
630 THIRD AVENUE
NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK

Send me free literature on how the
Bergfors All-Body Action of Exercycle
can mean new vitality and vigor for
me and my family.

Name

Address.

City -State.
IE-3
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Look Closely!

There are TWO NEW BOOKS
for yOUr gift liSt (After Decembe, Fi«t)

By Ora Pate Stewart

Pages From The Book of Eve $2.50

(For young or old — a family book)

I Talk About My Children $2.00

(Family humor — a favorite)

Gleanings - $2.50

(Poetry — a beautiful gift)

Brown Leaves Turning - - $2.50

(Poetry — especially comforting)

Mopey The Mop - $2.00

(Delightful book for small children)

God Planted A Tree $1 00

(The Israelitish family)

Branches Over The Wall - - $1.00

(Book of Mormon)
Treasures Unearthed $1.00

(Little-known facts, Book of Mormon)
We Believe - $1.00

(Articles of Faith — ten years and over)

A Letter To My Son $1.00

(For boys — twelve and over)

A Letter To My Daughter — $1.00

(For girls and women, any age)

This Word of Wisdom $1.00

(Timely and important — all ages)

From Where I Stood ....$1 .00

(Selected reporting — any age — Dec. 1)

Dear Land of Home $1.00

(The Zeniff story — 'teens and up — Dec. 1)

Autographed, gift wrapped, mailed anywhere

ORA PATE STEWART
11282 Anabel Avenue, Garden Grove, California Phone: JEfferson 7-2186

* *M**I**;«*!**M*****>*>»M^

! APOSTLES OF JESUS CHRIST
*
*

Reprint of FULL-COLOR pictures of November, 1959 Improvement

Era with text by President David O. McKay. For teachers, parents,

or ward or home libraries.

Now available in Bound Booklet Form at your L.D.S. CHURCH BOOK

DEALERS - Only $1.00.
*
*
*
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BE THANKFUL FOR YOUR

GOOD HEALTH... GUARD IT!

Stone grind your flour a few hours before baking

your bread and rolls; it's an inexpensive way to

get more nutrition into your daily diet . . .

with fresh ground whole wheat flour.

Order today! Choice of 4 mills. Write for prices!

Save on this introductory flour offer. Send cou-

pon with check or money order for 5 lb. pkg.

Flour is stone ground day shipped.

LEE ENGINEERING CO.
Milwaukee 1, Wis.

| LEE ENGINEERING COMPANY IE-11-60 I

|
2023 W. Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wis.

j

Deaf Smith Flour, 5-lb. Pkg. PPd. Only $1.50 .

I Wis.-Minn. Flour, 5-lb. Pkg. PPd. Only $1.00 I

j
Name I

|
Street I

I

City State

.

LEE HOUSEHOLD

FLOUR MILL
* Electric

* Automatic
* Portable
* Economical

1 cup water
1 large impeded orange sliced thin

and cut into fourths

Combine sugar, corn syrup, and
water. Cook 5 minutes. Add cran-

berries. Heat to boiling. Do not

stir. Simmer 2 minutes, add the

orange pieces, and simmer 3 more
minutes or just until the cranberry

skins pop. Chill in refrigerator.

Even though the meal is big, the

dessert is still important, and Apple
Crumb Mince Pie is the answer.

Those folk who claim mincemeat pie

is not their favorite, change their

minds when eating this flavorsome,

crisp, tangy dessert.

Apple Crumb Mince Pie

1/2 cups mincemeat
1/2 cups grated apple

2 tablespoons brown sugar
teaspoon lemon juice

tablespoon lemon peel

square butter

cup sugar
cup flour

1

1

1

%

Line the pie plate with pastry, mix
the brown sugar, lemon juice, and
peel with the grated apples and put

in pie shell. Spread mincemeat over

the apples. Mix the butter, sugar,

and flour together until crumbs are

formed. Sprinkle lightly over top

of pie and bake at 375 degrees F.

for about 35 minutes or until crust

is baked and crumbs are brown.

DRESSING DATA

Prepare at least one cup of stuffing

for each pound of turkey.

Use at least one-day-old bread. It

should be slightly dry—don't throw
away the crusts.

Cut slices of bread into lyjj inch

cubes—place in a large pan and rub

bread between fingers until it is all

finely crumbed.

When making sage dressing add
salt, pepper, and sage generously

but taste often to be sure too much
seasoning is not used.

Before stuffing season inside of

bird, rub salt and pepper well into

the inside cavity.

Turkey dressing should be light

and not soggy. So be sure you do
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Since they had no sugar, they could not enjoy

the delicious holiday sweet treats we have today —
cranberry sauce, whipped cream on pumpkin pie,

candies, cakes, cookies, candied yams and other Thanksgiving day favorites.

Today we can enjoy not only the turkey but "all the trimmings."
Sugar is plentiful. There's a whole family of U and I Sugar in handy one-pound

cartons for all your holiday cooking and baking —
Brown, Fine Granulated, Superfine Dessert and Powdered.

Make sure you have some of each on your shelf this Thanksgiving.
U and I Sugar is as fine, as white, as pure, as any sugar money can buy.

UTAH-IDAHO SUGAR COMPANY
NOVEMBER I960 849



3
ood -to eat

Folks of all ages really enjoy the freshness and finer

flavor of oven-fresh Royal Bread. Enjoy some every

day — see how delicious bread can be.

be a MORNING
MILLIONAIRE.

.

You just naturally feel like

a million when you start

your day with a good hot

breakfast. Food authorities,

in agreement with parents

who know, favor a whole
wheat cereal for today's ac-

tive family. Fisher's Zoom
is whole wheat . . . nothing
added . . . nothing taken
away. And Mom, Zoom
cooks instantly!

Enjoy the good Zoom
flavor, give your family that

millionaire feeling.

Look for Zoom in

the bright blue
package at your
grocer's!

Whole wheat for

the Whole Family

NEED MONEY?
You or your Church organization can
make up to $1,000 or more by selling

Christmas cards and supplies.

Absolutely no money outlay. Free
shipping, immediate delivery. All ma-
jor lines of quality cards and supplies
available at lowest prices.

Average profit of LDS organization
last year, over $200 — several more
than $1,000.

Many other fund raising projects also
available.

Write or call now for full details.

No obligation.

0. LU. lA/koledate IDidtributors

LDS Owned and Operated

2435 So. State Salt Lake City, Utah

Phone HU 6-7166

lovely

4©i* |_effoveas

KITCHEfl CHflRm
WAXED PAPER

DRINK

ficqo
A delightful

hot beverage for those

who don't drink coffee.

AT YOUR GROCERS

not stuff the turkey with a heavy
hand. Leave space for it to expand
when cooking. Save the extra dress-

ing to bake in a covered casserole

for about an hour along with the

bird.

A turkey can be stuffed with two
different kinds of dressing—one in

the neck opening and one variety in

the body cavity.

Stuff the turkey just before roast-

ing it. Dressing may be prepared a

day ahead except for adding the

liquid. Refrigerate both the bird

and the dressing separately. Just

before roasting add the liquid to the

seasoned bread ingredients and then

stuff the turkey.

When dinner is over remove any
left-over stuffing from the bird and
refrigerate separately in a covered
bowl.

Basic Sage and Onion Dressing

Recipe.

12 cups soft bread crumbs
1 tablespoon (about) salt

1 teaspoon pepper
sage to taste

1 cup melted butter or margarine
2 cups coarsely ground onions

liquid

Combine bread and seasonings. Melt
butter, add onions, cover the pan and
simmer for a few minutes. Add to

seasoned bread and moisten slightly

with hot water. Toss gently to mix.

Variations to recipe:

Cut the onions to % cup and add
11/2 cups of raisins.

Cut the onions to 1 cup and add
2 cups finely cut celery.

Use milk for liquid, cut the onions

to 1 cup, add 3 cups boiled chestnuts

and 11/2 cups of finely cut celery.

Use giblet stock for liquid in

recipe and add the chopped giblets.

Cut onions to 1 cup, and add one
pint of drained, chopped oysters.

Cut onions to i/
2 CUP and add 2

cups of chopped mushrooms.
Add 1/2 cup of minced parsley.

Add pre-fried sausage with its fat

and omit the butter.

THE SEVEN STAGES OF
THANKFULNESS

BIRTH: Mother—warmth—milk-
love.

SIX-YEAR-OLDS: Dad-school-
dogs—love.

(Concluded on page 852)
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Get It Now or Lay Away For Christmas!

BELL & HOWELL 8mm
HOME MOVIE OUTFIT

ELECTRIC-EYE METER CAMERA, PRO-
JECTOR, LIGHT BAR, BULBS, PREVIEW
SCREEN, TITLING SET

The perfect family gift. Takes beautiful color

movies indoors or outdoors. C«g A ftQS
Mfr's. suggested price, NOW $149
Nothing Down . . . Only $2 Week!

Salt Lake City: 755 S. Main-273 S. Main—2190 Highland Dr.

Ogden: 2443 Washington Blvd.; Provo: 161 West Center Street

Idaho Falls: 446 Park Avenue

NOW! Just in time for Christmas giving

entire Book of Mormon on Records!
Over 30 hours of "easy to understand" scripture!

The Book of Mormon comes alive through the medium of long

playing high fidelity recordings. Narrated word for word
with reverence and emotion . . . just as dictated by the
Prophet Joseph Smith. The entire family will benefit

from this new, understandable dimension of this

important work. A "must" in the record library

of every L.D.S. family. A Christmas gift that

will be cherished always. Order now!
Your check for $9.95 begins your
collection. Here's how:

begins your collection. 50

records, 100 sides. Handsome
royal blue leatherette album

and cover box included.

COLUMBIA
RESEARCH

GROUP
3600 SOUTH

MARKET STREET

SALT LAKE

CITY, UTAH

D Enclosed is my check for $49.95. Please send, postpaid, the complete 50

record album of the Book of Mormon.

Enclosed is my check for $9.95. Please send my album and the first 3

records. I will send $1.00 plus handling costs per week for each record for

39 weeks. My 40th and final $1.00 brings me the last 8 records.

Enclosed is my $1.00 for "A Voice From the Dust." A single 33% rpm

excerpt sampling from the above album. If you decide the entire album is

for you, your $1.00 will be applied to the purchase price.

ADDRESS.

CITY. .STATE.
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Today's Family

(Concluded from page 850)

TEENAGERS: Cars-allowance-hi fi-love.

TWENTIES : Marriage-children-budget-love.

FIFTIES : Grandchildren—garden—travel—love.

SIXTIES: Each other—dentists—pensions—love.

OLD AGE: Retirement—family—memories—love.

Get These

EXTRAS at Western Savings

When You Save at Western You Get:

A solid 4% on your savings.

We pay the postage both ways when you save by mail.

Savings insured to $10,000 by the

Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation.

Full dividends from the 1st of the month

on all deposits made by the 10th.

Use This Convenient

Save-By-Mail Coupon

WESTERN SAVINGS

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

Enclosed is my Q check money order for $...

Please open a savings account in the name of:

Name

Address.

City.

(if joinl account put second name here)

State.

AS EAST FIRST SOUTH
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH

It DOES make a difference

WHERE you save

The Formation of the

Book of Mormon Plates

(Continued from page 796)

promoting lessons. Nor was it

hard to draw such items from the

combined secular and religious part

of the large plates of Nephi, which
means from the book of Mosiah
to the end. It must have been
considerably more difficult, how-
ever to glean illustrations from
the book of Lehi portion of the

plates in support of his objective;

for, as we have already observed,
the book of Lehi was almost ex-

clusively a political and civil record.

We can well appreciate his satis-

faction, therefore, when, just as he
was nearing the close of his abridg-
ment of the book of Lehi he dis-

covered the small plates of Nephi
and learned that they formed a
religious work of the book of Lehi
period. The thing that pleased him
about the plates, he says, was their
".

. . prophecies of the coming of

Christ; . .
." (Words of Mormon

V.4. ) And no wonder. This was
exactly the kind of evidence for

the Messiahship of Jesus that he was
seeking for his own record. What
was he to do? Could he discard his

abridgment of the book of Lehi and
substitute the small plates of Nephi?

Before we consider what Mormon
finally did with the volume that he
found we should note that the small

plates of Nephi, which had been
kept by a private line of record
keepers, extended from the time of

Nephi to the early reign of King
Benjamin. In contrast, the book of

Lehi, which had been written by an
entirely different line of record

keepers, (Jarom, V. 14; Omni, V.

11), extended from the time of

Nephi to the late reign of the same
King Benjamin.

Mormon Adds a Tiny Historical

Bridge to the Small Plates of Nephi

To learn what Mormon did with
the small plates of Nephi we must
now turn to an intriguing little sec-

tion that he wrote late in life. The
year was 385 A.D. and Mormon was
seventy-four. It was then that he
took the small plates of Nephi, that

he had found earlier, and added a

little appendage to the end of them,
and entitled it, the Words of Mor-
mon. (Verse 4.) The opening verse

betrays the late period of his writing.

"And now I, Mormon, being about
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to deliver up the record which I have
been making into the hands of my
son Moroni, behold I have witnessed
almost all the destruction of my
people, the Nephites." (Verse 1.)

Quite plainly the months or years of

careful composing and tedious en-

graving of his abridgment were now
at an end.

Interesting enough, after ex-

plaining in this appendage how he
had earlier found the precious little

record (verse 3), why he treasured

it (verse 4), and why he now felt

impressed to include it with his own
metal book (verses 6-7), he pro-

ceeded, in a few short paragraphs,
to give the high lights to King Ben-
jamin's reign. There can be but one
explanation for his adding this his-

torical appendage to the ancient

small plates of Nephi. It was neces-

sary as a bridge between the point
in the early lifetime of King Benja-

min where the small plates of Nephi
end and the point in the later life-

time of Benjamin where the book
of Mosiah begins. It was necessary,

that is, if the small plates of Nephi
were to serve as a possible substitute

for, or complete historical supple-

ment to, the secular book of Lehi.

Perhaps from Mormon's point of

view, his action, then and there,

made the book of Lehi the supple-

ment and the small plates of Nephi
the real history of the early period;

for by integrating the small plates

of Nephi with the book of Mosiah
he now had a continuous record of

the religious writings of his people
from the days of the Prophet Nephi
down to his own day. Nor did he
rely upon his memory for the data to

fill the gap between the two records.

As he shifts from the explanatory
part of his Words of Mormon to the

history part, he announces, "And
now I, Mormon, proceed to finish

out my record, which I take from the
plates of Nephi. ... ." (Verse 9.) We
understand this simply to mean that

he returned to his basic sourcebook,
the large plates of Nephi, to obtain

the information for the historical

notes that comprise the little bridge
that follows in verses 9-18. (Note
especially verse 16.)

Moroni's Contribution to the Sacred
Record

After Mormon had bridged the
historical gap between the two
records — and just before the Hill

Cumorah massacre crushed the
Nephite nation forever—Mormon de-

posited the large plates of Nephi in

the Hill Cumorah and passed on to

his son, Moroni, the plates of Mor-
mon together with the small plates

of Nephi. (Mormon 6:6.) Then for

sixteen years the record is strangely

silent. Suddenly, about 401 A.D.,

Moroni wrote a postscript to his

father's account, lamenting his na-

tion's downfall, his father's death,

and his own intense loneliness.

(Mormon 8:1-6.) Intermittently

during the next twenty years he

made other contributions to the

record. At length, when he ceased
to write, about 421 A.D., he had
made four distinct additions to the

volume which were ( 1 ) certain re-

flections and prophecies that com-
prise chapters eight and nine of

Mormon; (2) the book of Ether, a

thumbnail sketch or abridgment oi

the record of a long extinct nation,

called the Jaredites, whose ruins the

Nephites had discovered about 121

B.C., (Ether 1:1-2; Mosiah 8:7-12);
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(3) the book of Moroni, a miscellany

of epistles, exhortations, and other

items pertaining to the discipline

and doctrine of the Nephite Church;

(4) a descriptive summary state-

ment that modernly forms the title

page of the translated volume.

The Sealed Plates

An air of mystery surrounds the

final development in the history of

the formation of the sacred record.

Sometime during the thirty-six-year

period that followed the Hill Cu-
morah battle, 385 A.D., Moroni
added another group of plates to the

compilation. We call these the

sealed plates. Moroni addressed
specific instructions to the latter-day

translator of the Book of Mormon
not to attempt to translate this sec-

tion. (Ether 5:1.) The contents of

this record will be revealed when
the world is spiritually prepared,
Moroni affirmed; but that day still

lies ahead.

When Moroni was finished with
his literary labors he deposited the

combined plates in the Hill Cu-
morah. The entire compilation
comprised the small plates of Nephi,
the plates of Mormon, and the

sealed plates.
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Joseph Smith Receives and
Translates the Sacred Record

The reader will recall that when
Mormon was ready to turn the

plates over to his son Moroni, just

before the Hill Cumorah battle, he
was prompted to add a little his-

torical bridge to the small plates of

Nephi and include those plates in-

tact with his own plates of Mormon.
When Joseph Smith received the

plates, Mormon's inspiration was re-

markably verified, for the Prophet
first translated Mormon's abridg-

ment of the book of Lehi. Then his

assistant, Martin Harris, lost the 116-

page translation of this section.

(Joseph Smith, History of the

Church, Vol. 1, p. 56.) Although
the Prophet was filled with despair

at this apparent tragedy, we may
suppose that his sorrow turned to

joy when he learned that the sacred
small plates of Nephi (with Mor-
mon's appendage thereto) covered
the same period of history as the

more secular book of Lehi and was
"more particular concerning the

things" which the Lord intended
should be brought to the knowledge
of the human family in our gener-

ation. (D&C 10:41-52.) When the

Prophet finished his translation of

the small plates of Nephi, he re-

turned to the plates of Mormon and
translated the rest of Mormon's
abridgement but stopped at the

sealed plates, for he was not per-

mitted to translate them.

Joseph Smith utilized Moroni's
summary statement, that he found
at the end of the plates, as the title

page of the translated volume. He
explains this action in his journal:

"I wish to mention here that the
title-page of the Book of Mormon
is a literal translation, taken from the

very last leaf, on the left hand side

of the collection or book of plates,

which contained the record which
has been translated, the language
of the whole running the same as all

Hebrew writing in general; and that

said title-page is not by any means
a modern composition, either of

mine or of any other man who has

lived or does live in this generation.

(Joseph Smith, History of the

Church, Vol. 1, p. 71.)

The finished translation, therefore,

included in order, the title page, the

small plates of Nephi, and all of

the plates of Mormon except the

book of Lehi.
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The Book of Mormon and
the Three Witnesses

(Continued from page 791)

witnesses. Mr. Whitmer turned his

large, kind, but penetrating eyes

upon me and, in a very pleasant and
considerate, but firm and steady

voice said, 'Read the printed testi-

mony of the three witnesses which
you will find on one of the front

pages of the Book of Mormon, and
I say to you that every word is true.'

'

David Whitmer did not rejoin the

Church. He died in Richmond,
Missouri, January 25, 1888, maintain-

ing his testimony to the truthfulness

of the Book of Mormon.
He was the last of the three wit-

WHISPER SOFTLY TO
NOVEMBER

BY BEULAH HUISH SADLEIR

Whisper softly to November
Through her shutters newly closed;

Whisper lest the sounds offend her,

Sounds predicting early snows.

Whisper reverence as November
Recollects the Pilgrims' ways-
Each new generation's versing
Of a nation's hardy days.

nesses to die. He lies buried in

Richmond, in a different cemetery
from that of Oliver Cowdery.

Martin Harris, the third of the
three witnesses, was likewise excom-
municated during the difficult days
of Kirtland. He came West later,

rejoined the Church, and spoke in the

Salt Lake Tabernacle. My father

and mother were present on that

occasion. Mother often told us, in

my childhood and youth, what he
had said and how he looked. She
heard his testimony in the Salt Lake
Tabernacle that his testimony in the
Book of Mormon is true.

The last five years of his life were
spent at Clarkston, Cache County,
Utah. He died July 10, 1875, when
he was ninety-two years of age. His
honored grave is in the Clarkston
cemetery.

There you have your witnesses and
their reputability. Although all

three of them left the Church during
their lifetimes, none ever denied his

testimony to the divinity of the Book
of Mormon. It is a wonderful book.
It is one of the vital cornerstones of

the restored Church.
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How to Teach the

Book of Mormon

(Continued from page 805)

Jesus Christ. But that variable is

important. One people achieves

great culture while the other sinks

into barbarism.

The influence of God, when ac-

cepted, led to prosperity, peace, and
happiness. The rejection of God led

invariably to war, degradation, and
oblivion. Thus the book becomes a

promise and a warning to nations.

Third: Relate the principles and
problems discussed in the book to

present-day situations.

The Book of Mormon is not a book
"to have read." The book is one to

which we should constantly turn as

a guide to present-day living. Nephi
followed this principle in teaching
his people the Hebrew scripture:

"And I did read many things unto
them . . . for I did liken all scriptures

unto us, that it might be for our
profit and learning. ... I spake unto
them saying: Hear ye the words of

the prophet ... and liken them unto
vourselves. . .

."4

*I Nephi 19:23-24

WINTER PEACE

BY ROWENA JENSEN BILLS

The valley rests in winter peace.

Harvesting done, the combines cease.

Each orchard tree, fruitless and bare,

Becomes a silhouette in prayer.

Inside, the fires burn yellow bright,

And hearts mellow from an inner

sight

As slow winds push outside the door.

Cellars and cupboards hold in store

The lavish lush of summer's yield.

Books and music firmly shield

Young active minds while Mother

knits-

Father dozes as he sits

Content to dream and secretly bring

Visions of another spring.
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The Purpose of Life

This is a problem of every indi-

vidual, in every age. The answer of

Lehi is gratifying: "Men are, that

they might have joy." But the answer
is not left here. Prophet after proph-
et bears witness to the kind of joy

which man may attain and the poss-

ible eternal nature of happiness.

Nephi sings of the joy to his soul in

this life:

"My God hath been my support;

he hath led me through mine afflic-

tions in the wilderness; and he hath

preserved me upon the waters of the

great deep.

"He hath filled me with his love,

even unto the consuming of my
flesh.

"He hath confounded mine ene-

mies, unto the causing of them to

quake before me.
"Behold he hath heard my cry by

day, and he hath given me knowl-
edge by visions in the nighttime.

"And by day have I waxed bold in

mighty prayer before him; yea, my
voice have I sent up on high; and
angels came down and ministered

unto me."5

B2 Nephi 4:20-24.

CO-OPERATION

BY JULIA WHITTIER WOLFE

Yours be the hands to hold the cup.

Mine be the hands to pour;

Theirs be the thirst that we shall

slake,

The strength we shall restore.

Yes, for the world has many tasks

In which each servant shares,

And seeks the sum of the toil of all:

Of yours and mine and theirs.

Yours be the hand that sows the

wheat,

And mine to make the bread;

And theirs be the hand to break the

bread

By which the world is fed.
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Alma portrays the peace of rest of

the righteous beyond the veil. To
those troubled and afflicted he prom-
ises rest, to those in prison he
promises succor, to those righteous

slain in the field of battle he prom-
ises "they shall be received up in

glory."6

The Question of Prayer

To him who wonders about the
very existence of God and his will-

ingness to respond to our pleas, the

book answers in graphic examples;
to the brother of Jared, Christ shows
himself long before gracing the earth
in the flesh. 7 To Lehi and Nephi,
God opens the heavens and makes
his plans known; to Alma he sends
angels to assure him of conditions
beyond the grave; 8 to Mormon he
sends angels to reveal the innocence
of little children; 9 to Moroni the road
to personal revelation. 10 The half-

hearted prayer is chided by the per-
sistence of Enos; 11 and the wicked
are warned by the fate of Zoram. 12

"Alma 40; 41; 60:12-13.
^Ether 3:6-16.
sAlma 40; 41.
'Moroni 8:5-15.
10Moroni 10:3-5.
"Book of Enos.
12Alma 30:59-60.

Economic Questions

To the individual who is disturbed

by the collection and distribution of

wealth, the book brings a sensible

and revolutionary answer in the

words of Jacob:
"Think of your brethren like unto

yourselves, and be familiar with all

and free with your substance, that

they may be rich like unto you.

"But before ye seek for riches, seek

ye for the kingdom of God.
"And after ye have obtained a

hope in Christ ye shall obtain riches,

if ye seek them; and ye will seek
them for the intent to do good—to
clothe the naked, and to feed the
hungry, and to liberate the captive,

and administer relief to the sick and
the afflicted."13

Government

In the Book of Mormon we see
government in its many forms and
under varying conditions and come
to the conclusion that then and now
the form of government is not so

important as the righteousness of the
people; that the practice of princi-

ples transcends the operations of

"Jacob 2:17-19.

THE CONVERT

(a tribute to the missionaries)

BY EVELYN ELIZABETH VESTERFELT

My door was open but my heart was shut
Tighter than Shylock's fist against your word;
And yet ... I bade you welcome to my house,
I could not judge a man untried, unheard!

You spoke of God; you bowed your head in prayer
And told of Saints in these, the latter days;

Skeptic at first, I listened silently,

Loath to discard the old familiar ways.

"What are your teachings? Whom do you worship then?'

"Why should I take your word these things are true?"

I questioned them . . . before my wondering eyes,

The Book of Mormon opened pathways new!

Peace which I ne'er possessed has laved my soul;

Oh, there is much to teach and more to learn,

If I would number with God's very own,
If I would tread his path without return!

Thou art God's chosen teachers, this I know;
And ere you journey to your homes again,

Grant me these words to speed you on your way.
"You did not knock upon my door in vain!"
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politics. We witness the failure of

governments to meet the underlying

problems of society without the con-

version of that society to the stand-

ards of Christ. All of the above
lessons are basic to the survival of

civilization in any age and must not

be lost sight of in the minutia which
too often accompanies teaching.

Fourth: The teacher should catch

the willingness of the writers to dis-

cuss the reasons behind the work and
plans of the Lord, the purpose of

ordinances and the reasonableness

and inevitability of judgments. In

2 Nephi 31:6-9 we learn of the need
and purpose of Christ's baptism; in

Mosiah 18:13 and elsewhere we learn

of the need of our own baptism. In

3 Nephi 1:22-29 and 3 Nephi 12:1-2

we come to understand the method
and value of baptism.

In 3 Nephi 18:1-11 and in Moroni
4:5 we get a new look at the

ordinance of the Sacrament of the

Lord's Supper. In Mormon 9:3-5 and
Alma 12:14-18 among others, we get

a new look at the nature and in-

evitability of judgments.
The student should be led to use

the Book of Mormon as a handbook
on the principles and ordinances of

the gospel of Jesus Christ, and in the

discussion of each of those principles

and ordinances the student should be
brought to an understanding of the

part the Book of Mormon has played
in restoring the truth regarding the

teachings of the Master.

The student should be brought to

an appreciation of the great con-

tribution of 3 Nephi 12:13 and to an
understanding of the Sermon on the

Mount, especially verses 1 to 12 as

explaining Matthew 5:1-12. The
teacher should be constantly aware
of the contributions of the book to

an understanding of the Holy Bible

so that the student catches the rela-

tionship thereto and realizes that the

Book of Mormon both supplements
and affirms the message of the

Hebrew scriptures.

From a consideration of the four
areas, it should be apparent to the
teacher that the Book of Mormon is

not a story to have read; that the
chronological account is secondary
to its great teachings; and that in

those teachings we find the applica-
tion to us and to our times so that
the book becomes vibrant with fife—

a living book that may forever be a
guide to those who would open its

pages.
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lot of people get a lot of places

>y pulling strings. But the teen who
makes puppets out of parents by
wheedling, whining, coaxing, and
crying to get his own way,

or parents who turn teens into

marionettes by manipulating their

lives at every turn,

will find they are getting no-

where at all in the quest for happy
family relationships.

String pulling should be saved
for kite flying or puppeteering
and parents and teens could better

use their energies in learning how
to play their own roles more effec-

tively in the home show.
And to help you do just that, we

give you this month, our Family
Album, complete with suggestions
on how to live at home and like

it . . . tips on what parents expect
from teens and (hopefully) vice

versa . . . important pages sum-
ming up family life data from the

1960 White House Conference on
Youth. . . .

Study our album. Think about it.

Practise what it preaches and save
the string pulling for puppeteers.

for
''QC-#'

We were walking up the

road leading to Palmyra,

New York, from the Hill

Cumorah. It had been a

—m/-\/-\ s~\ full day for the Scouts

—

llj £ I several hundred of them.

| § 1 \ 7 First had been the Sacred

Grove where Joseph Smith

had learned the truth

about the nature of the

Father and the Son; then the Smith home
and the account of Moroni's visit ; finally the

Hill Cumorah, with its stirring memories of

great events, great battles, great visions.

Our column was strung out, two abreast,

on the left shoulder of the road. Each boy
had a white handkerchief tied to his right

We two leaders, a boy and I, had the

BY S.
DILWORTH YOUNG

arm.

arm bands, plus a handkerchief each, spread
across our chests, and a flashlight—all of

this so as to be easily seen by motorists. It

was dark—about 9 p.m.

"What do you think of your dad ?" I asked
my companion. The day—and now the

night—had been sobering, and easily led to

sober thought, sober conversation.

"You know my dad," he replied, "rough,

tough, smokes, drinks some, yet I love him.

But he doesn't think I do. He thinks I hold

him in contempt. I can't seem to tell him
how I feel. I don't like his habits, but I

respect and love him. He's given me a

home—a good one—clothes, school, allow-

ance, everything I need or want. But we
haven't been companionable, and I couldn't

seem to let him know I care about him. I've

often wanted to put my arms around him
and tell him, but about the time he'd seem
mellow enough, and I'd go to do it, he'd seem
to sense it and tighten up."
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What that boy didn't know was: why did

I ask him about his dad? The night before

we had started on our trip the father of this

boy had slipped into my office. He was big

and tough-looking. His hands and clothes

were stained with the marks of his occupa-

tion. And he said to me:
"I've never been able to get close to my

boy. Every time I try, in my clumsy way,

something seems to come between us. He
tightens up, and seems to resist my effort to

talk to him. Will you do me a favor ? When
you get a chance, on this trip, will you tell

him his dad loves him and is proud of him?
I'm proud that he's stronger than I, and that

his habits are better than mine. Tell him
that life would be empty for me if he wasn't

in it." By this time tears were coursing down
his cheeks, and his hands were clenched in

his earnestness. I said, "I'll tell him."

"Thanks," he replied. And so this night I did.

I told him how fathers are made, and what
they dream when they become fathers. That
even the worst of them have great moments
of almost heavenly love and feeling. One of

these moments is at the birth of a child.

While the mother goes through the physical

agony, the father goes through the deep pain

of self-evaluation. He feels he is not worthy

of the blessing about to be given him, and
he wants to be worthy of his boy, who is of

the fibre of him, of his sinew, of his heart.

I told him how a mother and a father plan

and co-operate in the rearing so that he will

have the best of everything in his life. What
they had of hardship and evil, they are de-

termined he shall not have; if they lacked

in advantage, they are anxious not to let him
start with that handicap. Such is the love of

a father and a mother. Well, one expects it

from mothers—and is surprised to learn that

fathers have it too.

"But," said I, "there is more to it than that.

Somehow the sons and daughters must realize

that they, in their receiving all these gifts,

must also give in return. For if the parents

want to give the children a happy childhood

so must the children want to give the parents

a happy parenthood. But how?
"Fitting into the family pattern; being

obedient to the family rules of conduct; re-

membering that, if away, they should inform
the folks where they are and when they will

return; at mealtime doing their share of

preparation and cleaning; watching out for

their smaller brothers and sisters ; anticipat-

ing the needs of these smaller associates and
helping before mother needs to call for help

;

making father and mother feel glad to have
them around ; entertaining as well as expect-

ing to be entertained ; and, above all, remem-
bering that what one is physically and men-
tally, a large part of it came from them."
Then I said to him:
"We have been to the places where God

our Father began to explain how he would
begin his work. And what do you think is

the key—the center of his work? . . .

"No—you're wrong. It isn't the ward, it's

your home. After we are resurrected, there

will be only one basis for your eternity—

•

your father, your mother, your wife, your
children, and their children—this will be the

center of your eternal life.

"If your dad can't break the ice, why don't

you. . .
."

Just then, we rounded a bend into Palmyra
and boarded our train. I hope that Long-
fellow was right when he said, "The thoughts
of youth are long, long thoughts."
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At fourteen my great-great-grandmother

Jane took over the household tasks while
her stepmother was ill with the coming of a
new baby. It was hard work and she had
little time for outside activities. One day a
friend visited her and together they over-
heard her parents' voices, drifting to them
from the kitchen.

"But Lara," her father said, "the girl has
worked hard enough, let her rest. She's only
a child and now you expect her to make the
bread and take. . .

."

The conversation was never finished be-
cause Jane went quickly to the kitchen. 'Til
mix the bread, Mother," she said softly, "I

won't mind in the least."

When the girls were once
more alone, Jane's friend

asked her about her un-

usual willingness, and
Jane replied, "I am do-

ing this for my children.

My patriarchal blessing

says they will follow

my example, and I

must start prepar-

ing to be a good
example now."

Like my great-

great-grandmother,

I too wanted to do

something for my

children. I wanted to give them high ideals,

honor, truth, and love. But I lacked her
wisdom. Although I asked for the help of
God, I found myself as poorly equipped for
being a mother at the end of each new year
as I had been at the beginning. One day I

indignantly stated to a returned missionary
that I didn't see why I couldn't have the same
guidance that a missionary receives for his
work. Surely I was one of God's children, too.

This wise young man replied, "This is true,
and perhaps if you spent as much time as a
missionary does in the service of God you
would have this guidance."
The thought stuck in my mind for many
weeks. I began to see that preparing for

motherhood was one of the hardest
things I had ever done. Being a good
mother meant changing many life-

;

long habits. It meant hours of
prayer and study to decide what
would be best for my family,
and it brought many heart-
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Make
mine a

Mission
BY MARY JOAN RAY
SECOND PLACE WINNER
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aches when others criticized or

when I found that many things

I did were not yet good enough.

My preparation isn't completed

yet. Motherhood is a very long

mission, so it will take a long time
and diligent work to prepare a

home fit for the spirits of God.

My great-great-grandmother's

willingness to help her step-

mother has come down to me
through four generations and
has been an example to me. Now
I see how I must raise my chil-

dren by example.

One of the most constructive results of the nation-wide

preparations which went into the 1960 White House

Conference on Children and Youth was the Utah survey of

high school and junior high school students, parts of which

appear on the following two pages. The thousands of

boys and girls participating in the survey represent the solid

majority of American youth, with their sound and straight-

forward suggestions. They spoke frankly, and with courage

and responsibility and good judgment.

The young people were asked to identify what they believe

to be their chief problems and to suggest solutions. They

freely acknowledged their own responsibility for some of

their problems, but almost unanimously laid the chief burden

for youth's troubles on parents and other adults, who, they

said, lack interest, consistency, and willingness to set a

worthy example. They gave to the adult generation the

charge to re-establish the kind of homes and family life

that will provide the love, discipline, guidance, and example

that the young need.

In the survey the young people express their earnest desire

for more opportunities to work, supervised activity, parental

interest, direction, and discipline. They say they want less

early freedom with automobiles, access to tobacco and
alcohol, inconsistency and hypocrisy and emphasis on mate-

rialistic goals. They ask for better adult example, religious

co-operation and experience in the home, better under-

standing and communication with their parents. They want
fair rules, consistently and strictly enforced.

They want to belong to a family. They plead for love and
leadership from parents who will show the way.
The survey teaches us that young folks are not so much
concerned with things. Interestingly, although they are intel-

ligent and informed and articulate, not one of them
mentioned fear of nuclear bombs or enemy attack as a
major problem. Their real worries are closer to home. They
have the good sense to know that what really matters most
in this world is what kind of people there are in it, and
they want help in becoming the kind of wholesome, happy
individuals they would like to be. —mdh

youth's problems

. . . answers
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Some of us do not have a happy

relationship with our parents. There

is misunderstanding and a lack of

harmony. Sometimes there is a nega-

tive or distrustful attitude on the part

of both parents and children. We
need closer family ties. We need to

be able to communicate with each

other and understand each other.

Many families have ceased to exist

as families these days. The family has

become dependent upon organizations

and people other than members of the

family to supply the things they need.

Parents should have early associations

and discussions with their children

rather than waiting until the children

are older. Too often they seem to

underestimate our interest and

intelligence, or else they don't seem

to be very interested themselves.

A little common courtesy and respect

in the home would help a lot.

Fathers should take the responsibility

of trying to make sure that there is

enough interest and love and loyalty

in the home to hold the family

together.

We need a better understanding of our

religious, protective, and economic

relationships.

There would be less misunderstanding

at home if there were less pursuing of

independent projects and more doing

things together. The family needs

to do things together. They should

play, work, study, go to church, go

on outings, have family nights, and

create a wholesome family life.

Young people need to be loved and to

know it. It would be wonderful if

our parents sometimes told us they

love us, as well as doing things

for us.

Adults should be willing to study,

share ideas, and have time for youth

activities in order to become acquainted

with the teenager and his problems.

The breakdown in family life seems

to be the result of broken homes,

both parents working, selfishness, and

lack of interest, love, and guidance

in the home. We need to join together

in activities, discuss our problems,

have more time together in work and

recreational activities.

Many mothers work who do not need

to, but do it to get some of the

unnecessary "nicer things." This leads

to family neglect.

A lot of our troubles result through

lack of parental control, inconsistent

discipline, from kids not knowing

what is expected of them.

Parents could help us avoid a lot of

pain by letting us know exactly what

they expect of us in important matters.

We know we have to learn to make our

own decisions, but we need some

guidance.

Some parents are unable to say "no"

when they should. Most young people

appreciate a firm decision from their

parents, even if they don't fully

understand it. It would be helpful

if the parents would explain some of

their decisions, but we would like them

to say something, "even if it's wrong."

There should be more strict "do's" and

"don'ts" on important matters.

Ninety percent of the kids I know feel

that no good comes of late hours.

Parents are justified in asking teenagers

to get in at certain hours.

There seems to be a lack of group

planning and discussion. Parents should

be firm in taking the lead; they should

be consistent in discipline and fair in

their judgments.

some of you said

42,000 of them did, in

preparation for the 1960

White House Conference on

Children and Youth, in 99

high schools and junior high

schools in Utah. Here are

some of their thoughts.



It would help if a lot of parents

would be willing to listen to their

children sometimes. It would also be

very helpful if they would set a

behavior example themselves.

Some of us find it difficult to honor

our parents when they do the things

they do and set the example they set.

Respect of parents is lacking, often

because of parent habits.

Many young people lack a sense of

deep religious feeling because of

hypocrisy among adults who show no

real concern for the spiritual aspects

of their lives. Some parents need

religion more than children.

Young people are not given sufficient

religious training at home. Parents

have depended heavily on the church

to do their job for them.

Luxuries and easy life and material

goals detract from serious concern

about religious values.

Young people have a major responsibility

for improving relations with their

parents. The adults are taking the

major share of the blame for youth's

troubles, but children have a responsi-

bility in the home and community, as

well as parents and other adults.

Youth should seek advice from parents;

take some responsibility in the home,

co-operate with family members and

parents; respect and honor father and

mother, be considerate and help to

have fun together as a family group.

Young people should compromise and

be reasonable in dealings with parents.

They should appreciate the financial

problems of the family.

A lot of family quarreling is caused

by money problems. Parents could

help by discussing financial matters

with the family and explaining what

the family situation and obligations

are. Earning teenagers should consult

with parents, and an understanding

should be reached as to what part of

the financial responsibility the teenager

should accept.

Some teenagers fail to accept limits that

are set up by parents on boundaries

of trust. Parents should set up limits,

they should explain them to their

children, and then they should see

that they are obeyed. Teenagers should

realize the importance of such

boundaries and live within them.

One of our most serious problems is

steady dating and too-early marriage.

Some young people have the strange

idea that this solves their problems, when

in fact they soon learn that they

have complicated their problems

very seriously.

Parents should realize that more adult

guidance and direction is needed and.

less freedom for youth to do as they

please. There is too much early dating

permitted, and often too many

privileges in regard to the family car.

All of this forces us to grow up

too fast.

More discipline and religion is needed

in the home. Early marriages could

be decreased if members of the

family would become more considerate

of one another in their daily living,

if the family would act as a family

and not as individuals. Not so much

freedom should be allowed the children.

Youth mi/st realize that we are not

mature at this age and should not

confine ourselves to one steady date.

We should go out with a variety of

partners so we can make a wise

choice of a life partner.

We need more emphasis and training

in preparing us for marriage and

parenthood. It should be taught "in

the home by instruction and example,

and it should also be taught in the

school by a competent person whom
young people can respect, and in

the church.
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BY SHIRLEY SEAL.Y

Look who's dating Dad or Mom . . .you!
And a teen-parent night on the town can

be one of the most special experiences in a

memory-making lifetime. Can be, that is, if

parties of both parts behave their best. So
when it's your turn to make a public appear-
ance with parents, impress them, yourself,

and the world with the nicest manners you
can muster.

Fellows, be sure to hold Mother's chair
and wait for her to hostess at dinner. Stand
up politely if her lady friends stop to chat.

Girls, wait for Dad to open doors and
take his arm when you cross the streets.

Address your parents as "Mother" and
"Father" or "Dad" . . . saving the home-
spun titles for hearthside situations. Honor
them at introduction time by speaking to
them first, as: "Mother, this is Bob," or
"Father, this is Sally."

Lucky the fellow or girl with built-in

manners, but remember, they can be ac-

quired. Don't let lack of social know-how
keep you from honoring those two special

people you love. They're the best friends
you' (Lever have.
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The line is long

Outside the door

While yet she primps

And primps some more.

Her homework waits

Until the hour

Of clearing up.

Of course Mom's sour.

love at home?

When he arrives

To her dismay

Her parents are

In disarray.

Sure, we made fudge

But you don't CARE?

(Oh no, it's just

the wear and tear!)

home
you and your family . . .

to your friends and theirs.

Spread your prettiest cloth

with the specialties of

your house and welcome

invited guests with gayest

greetings. Keep the party

simple and sparsely

populated so that mingling

can be manageable. But

go all out on creating a

friendly mood with festive

fixings for the party

—

candles, greens, blossoms,

and bowls of finger food.

Your job : seeing that

THEIR parents know

YOURS.

Your pleasure : feeling

terribly adult in a new

and rewarding social

situation.
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I'd like to

know
Congratulations on the scores and scores

of wonderful letters you've sent in response

to the question on when and for what to pray.

They've come from many ages and many
directions. We'd like more—and more sug-

gestions of the questions you'd like to have

ansivered.

In the meantime, here's a sample answer

from a thoughtful young woman

:

The question asked by one of your readers on
whether or not to pray before school exams, dates,

athletic contests, etc., is a timely one. The youth

of today are certainly being made conscious of the

fact that "you can't go it alone." We have a greater

knowledge of the world—its parts and its very dif-

ferent people, of the infinite laws of nature, and of

our relationship to the universe, than anyone before

us has ever had. We certainly feel the presence of

greater power in all things, and a need for prayer.

A prayer is a personal and sacred thing. I had
never thought about or tried prayer before an exam
until this summer. I have a friend who prays be-

fore every exam, and sometimes has even fasted. But
I know how hard she has studied beforehand. She

never savs "Help me get an A," but only "Let me
have a clear mind to know what material is important

in preparation and to think clearly during the exam."

It is surely true that God helps him who helps

himself.
The same philosophy applies before a game—with

an added request for and promise of humility. You
can promise yourself you'll be humble if you win

—

but how much better you remember that promise in

all the excitement of winning, or of congratulating

the winner, if you have promised your Heavenly
Father.
Prayer before a date is in part for an individual

to decide, and I think for an individual to do alone

if he feels it's right. Certainly it is a good idea to

pray as a group for safety and wisdom if a carload

of young people needs to travel some distance for the

evening's fun. But it seems to me that a prayer to

the Lord from a boy and a girl together is something
special reserved for that time when they are con-

templating marriage. I advocate prayer alone before

a date wholeheartedly. This doesn't mean you need
to emerge from your room with swimming eyes, runs
in the knees of your hose, or uncreased slacks. It

only means that before you open the door you bow
your head in gratitude for your health and happi-
ness, and request wisdom in your actions and under-
standing in your relationships.

Conversation with the Lord is such a natural thing.

It doesn't require mysticism or tears or uncomfort-
able feelings. It only requires genuine gratitude
and discretion in requests—not asking him to take
care of something you have not done or prepared for
yourself. Every person should have in his thoughts
at all times a prayer for a clear mind and a humble
heart. And beyond that

—

you know how much you
deserve.

Sincerely,
Carol Bjorndal
Gleaner, Federal Heights Ward,
Emigration (Salt Lake City)

Stake

Conversation

Piece
Home is something you probably don't

think much about. It's just there . . . familiar

. . . cluttered with your books and records . . .

filled with squabbles and snacks and small

fry . . . it's just home, that's all.

But when you have been away from it for

awhile, maybe even suffered the pangs of

homesickness, you see home through different

eyes. Familiar old things become bound by a

special spirit that makes the place impor-
tantly different to you.

Here's one way to take a new look, gain a

new appreciation . . . do something unusual
with those THINGS you have lying around
or tucked away for safe-keeping. You might

:

TACK UP YOUR TREASURES . . . favors,
fans, programs, pictures, souvenirs,
and "stuff" on a big, fat, made-by-you
strawberry pillow. Use corsage pins
for stickers. Or drape gay-colored
fishnet across a bare branch as a catch-
all. Rescue an antique frame from the

attic, mount it over pin-up board and
spray the whole thing to harmonize with
your room. Cork cut in varying squares
and corded together, mobile style,
makes a masculine pin-up prop for boys.

NOTEWORTHY ... Pat

Daniels, an active LDS girl

from San Mateo (California)

Stake was a member of the

United States' Women's
Olympic team as an 800
meter runner. She boned up
on scripture before her

Rome trip and judges the

whole affair as a great mis-

sionary experience for her.

, for fellows and girls. Fuzzy
and furry . . . either fake (from fur fabric)

or the real thing (shades of Mom's old coat?)

Cossack caps worn deep over the ears are

sprouting on teen tops everywhere on chilly

days. And on you they look good

!

FAMILY FIXINS ... cut a banana in half cross-

wise; insert a wooden skewer; dip into melted

chocolate chips (or dipping chocolate), then

chopped nuts. Pop into the freezer for a few
hours and pass with pride during treat time of

the family hour.

Pat Daniels

FAT HAT



Now see your gift of flowers-by-wire

just as it will arrive

!

Beautiful bouquet and vase shown below now delivered anywhere
in U.S.A. or Canada just as you see them here

Make something warm and human and wonderful happen
. . . send this flowers-by-wire value

Here's your chance to discover the electric

effect of flowers-by-wire— at a very special

price. Stop at your FTD florist and see this

full, rich bouquet of mums, pompons and
fall foliage artistically designed and delivered

in a classic milk glass vase she'll use again

and again.

You'll agree this is a remarkable value. Send
it—and you'll reach right out and touch her.

Touch her so deeply you'll almost feel the

glow come back. This long-lasting gift will

grace the home, the table, and give enduring
pleasure. Take advantage of this special new
offer. Look up your FTD florist now in the

phone book Yellow Pages under FTD —
Florists' Telegraph Delivery.

Florists' Telegraph Delivery

This Emblem Guarantees
Quality and Delivery
—or your money back



With the passing years, changes come quickly. There
may be new additions to your family — like Stevie. Per-

haps you've just bought a new house ... or Dad has a

promotion.

Each of these changes mean a corresponding change
in your family's financial picture now and in the future.

And this means that your life insurance program should

be reviewed periodically ... to keep it up to date ... to

make it more Beneficial to your family.

Investigate new Beneficial policies

that meet today's needs

There are many new special-purpose policies and
programs to choose from. Your Beneficial man will be
happy to recommend the best one for your family size

and income. Ask him especially about the new Benefactor
Plan that provides insurance for every member of the
family. Call him soon, or mail the coupon.

BENEFICIAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Beneficial Building, Salt Lake City, Utah
Please send information about:

Family Package Plan

Name

Street.

City.... .Zone ...State.

BENEFICIAL LIFE juJ

Virgil H. Smith, Pres. Salt Lake City, Utah
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